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,,,,~"~Li'/ Earrings
& Pendants

CONDOS AT CORNER:

Council
criticizes
planners

1/20 Ct
1/10 Ct
1/5 Ct
1/4 Ct
1/3 Ct
1/2 Ct
3/4 Ct
1 Ct
Diamond Pendants

1/20 Ct......................
1/10 Ct......................
1/5 Ct........................
1/4 Ct. ... ....................
1/3 Ct........................
1/2 Ct......................
3/4 Ct... ..... ..............
1 Ct..........................

Value
Now
$100 ................ . $59.95
$150 ......•••.•...•.. $99.50
$329 .............. . $199.50
$450 .............. . $299.50
$600 .............. . $399.50
$1295 .............. . $849.50
$1995 ............ . $1399.00
$2995 ............ . $1995.00
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MAINE'S VERY OWN JEWELER
.. .now in New Hampshire
Downtown Bangor. Bangor Mall. Augusta. Aubum Mall
Brunswick (Cook's Comer) • Downtown Portland
Maine Mall (South Portland) • Newington Mall
... andnow

Pheasant Lane Mall (Nashua. N.H.)
Ow own charge plan and maJor credit cards accepted

Marvelous
Mitchell
Maine democratic Sen.
George Mitchell politely demolished his opponents in the
race for Senate majority leader,
snagging 27 votes out of 55 in
the first round. Had he gotten
28, the second round of voting
would have been cancelled;
~tead it was disposed of by
VOIce vote.
Mitchell's opponents, Sens.
Daniel Inouye of Hawaii, and
Bennett Johnston of Louisiana,
will remain seated; Mitchell
will spend much of the session,
which starts in January, standing up in front of all the other
Senators.
-Hannah Holmes

Starcade
zapped
Portland City Clerk Jane
Durgin has pulled the plug on
Starcade.
The 486 Congress St. video
arcade's operating license was
yanked last week when the
clerk concluded that Starcade
clients were ''breaching the
peace" of the area.
Hundreds of neighboring
businesses, clients, and employees complained to the clerk
in October about teens outside
Starcade fighting and using foul
language.
Starcade owner Raymond
Demers has said he is appealing Durgin's decision to City
Manager Robert Ganley, and
may invite the City to meet him
at the Cumberland County Superior Court. Starcade will be
open while Demers appeals, if
you have a yen for a game of
Space Invaders.

The City Council is formally
questioning the Planning
Boa.rd's approval of a condo
project for the first time any
councillor can remember.
Last month the Planning
Board narrowly approved
Morrill's Court, 108 condo units
planned for a patch of woods
near the Warren Avenue/Forest A venue junction. Traffic, already hellish at Morrill's Corner is at the root of the opposition to Morrill's Court. But the
concensus at City Hall is that '
the Council can't veto the Planning Board's approval of a
project.
The Planning Board, recently
reviewing its rules, gave the
Council a list of long-forgotten
rules it wanted thrown out. The
Council's power to order a
Planning Board reconsidera- _
tion was among them. Instead
of tossing it, the Council, at a neighborhood group's request,
_ ~
applied it.
"What we've done is open a
real question of whether or not
the Council can overturn a
Planning Board decision," said
Charles Harlow, speaking for
the neighbors. Because the
Council is responsible for the --'';
safety of the entire city, said
Harlow, it has not only the right,
but the obligation to overrule
the Planning Board in this case.
If the Council had not used -the rule, a $10,000 to $30"UU\:I~
lawsuit would have been
neighbors' only appeal. Now
theydependononeoftheseven _
planners to vote differently.
Harlow said, "Right now, it - .
looks like the Planning Board .
is an individual agency not
working for the City, or the __
people or anybody."

• Cafe Always
INDIA IN PORTLAND.
Truly authentic food that is
spiced to suit a varietY.
of preferences, from nuld
to exotic. Experience the
real flavor of India right
here in Portland.

47 Middle St. • 774-9399

43 Middle St .• 773-4498

Dinner served 5-10 p.m.
Oased Mon. Reservations aCCEpted

Tues.-Sat. 5-10 p.m.
Reservations requested

Regional Italian cuisine
attentively prepared by
chef / owner. served by
candlelight in a cozy,
old wor1d, romantic
atmospher,,:. Bring
your appetite and

someone you love.

41 Middle 51. • 774-2972
Tues.-Sat. 5:30-10 p.m.

Portland Head Light delights lighthouse museum scout
Portland Head Light is being
eyed for use as a national lighthouse museum. The lighthouse Preservation Society of
Rockport, Mass., puts Maine's
first lighthouse first on its list
of delightful lights, over the
beacons of Boston and Sandy
Hook, N.J.
Portland Head Light was not
only Maine's first lighthouse. It
is also the first light built under
the United States' first public
works act, 198 years ago. On
Aug. 7, 1789 George Washington signed the 9th Act of the 1st
Congress, establishing the
nation's network of lighthouses. Prior to that, a dozen
lighthouses built by the British
government served the East
Coast.
Portland Head perches at the
edge of the town's Fort Williams Park. But the light and
house still belong to the federal
government. The Coast Guard
owns them, and is going to give

the Town of Cape Elizabeth the
keeper'squartersnextsummer,
when the lighthouse goes automatic. A bicentennial celebration is planned for August in
Cape Elizabeth, to mark the beginning of the federal lighthouse program.
Lighthouse Preservation Society Chair James W. Hyland
III says, "This would be our
preference. We feel it's the best
possible place in the nation for
a museum. But we'd like to see
this come from the community,
not us."
And Cape Elizabeth isn't
going to decide what it wants
to do for a few more months.
The Fort Williams Park Advisory Committee is kicking
around a few possibilities besides going national with Portland Head. Another proposal
is to use the lighthouse as a
local museum. The Advisory
Committee will send its signal
to the Town Hall in early 1989.

Town Manager Michael
McGovern says the Lighthouse
Preservation Society has not yet
made a formal proposition to
Cape Elizabeth, although Hyland has been in contact with
McGovern for about two years.
He complains that a local newspaper is rushing the process.
"We've heard more about the
proposal in the Guy Gannet
papers than we have in person," he protests.
"For those reading the Guy
Gannet papers, the feeling is
that the town isn't interested,
that it has actuall y discouraged
the National Lighthouse Preservation Society," says
McGovern. "That's not true. In
fact, the town is waiting to see
exactly what is meant by a national lighthouse museum."
McGovern says, however,
that at a recent public meeting
the idea of a national museum
was tossed out to 60 people for
a show of hands. None showed.

The Machigonne II, the biggest, newest ferry in Casco Bay
will give free rides"down bay"
atl0a.m.,FridayDec.2,aspart ,
ofitsdedicationceremony. The Machigonne has been floating
around undedicated for two
years, and Casco Bay Island
Transit District officials are
going to do the deed at 9:30 in
the morning.
The boat was built specially
for Casco Bay (not quite specially enough to be able to land
at most of the islands, however; it's too big).
As long as you don't want to
get off at any islands, you can
take a free, one-hour spin to
Little Diamond Island and
back. If you do want get off at
an island, you'll have to pay,
andswitchboatsalongtheway.
-Hannah Holmes

"'Ninety funeral homes and
crematoria, accused of failing
to sprinkle the ashes of their
clients over scenic parts of
California, have been ordered
by a Sacremento judge to pay
$32 million to 1,000 relatives of
dead people. The ashes were in
fact buried on a rural farm.
-Chuck ShepardlAlterNet

Hyland says Portland Head
is going to need some attention, whether or not it becomes
a national museum. His foundation could help out with the
expenses, he says.
"It needs work now," he says.
"The whole building is enclosed
in aluminum siding, which
traps moisture. It looks nice to
people who know nothing
a bout historic preservation, but
it needs to be removed soon.
It's basically rotting from the
inside."
The Coast Guard, says Hyland, has agreed to replace the
aluminum with wood by next
August. But that leaves the interior, where the Coast Guard
has employed "every cost-saving measure possible," to be
restored, Hyland says.
Two families are currently
living in the duplex keeper's
quarters; one may stay until
1990.
-Hannah Holmes
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Blueprint for the envionment

SHAKE, RATTLE

AND REGISTER

Island car
crackdown

Free boat ride

News of the weird
-Dorothy Christina Evanovich taped shut various parts
of the bodies of her two sons
and a nephew, whose eyes she
bound in clear plastic medical
tape ''because he kept looking
around." She was arraigned on
child abuse charges in Los An. geles in July.

MAINE GLOWS, SO GLOWS THE NATION

-Hannah Holmes

-Hannah Holmes

Portland's most ambitious
restaurant updates regional
New England specialties
and explores the cuisines of
France, Italy, Japan and
Thailand to name a few.
Award winning desserts and
breads baked fresh daily

As

KILLING WHAT YOU CAN'T EAT?

Maine Animal Coalition draws bead on Beans
Fur Free Friday, the day after
Turkey Thursday, was marked
by the Maine Animal Coalition
. in front of L. L. Beans in Freeport. Beans not only sells jackets trimmed with coyote fur,
and hats of rabbit fur, but also
books on how to trap yourown,
and guns for shooting your own
fur.
Last year MAC targeted Dino
International Furs on High
Street in Portland. MAC sighted
in on Beans this year, said President Will Anderson, because
ofthecompany's reputation for
responding to customer feedback. But unlike Dino international Furs, Beans also enjoys a
reputation for proviciingMainers with everything from hunting boots to deer perfume.
A man shoving hotdogs into
buns, across from Beans was
nonplussed with the demonstration. ''They're both part of
the same hypocrisy. They've

got some nice leather shoes on
there," he said, pointing at the
marchers, who had cut him off
from potential clients._
But MAC was protesting
cruelty to animals sacrificed for
vanity, and not the wearing of
steak by-products. MAC protests the use of steel leg-traps to
catch coyotes, which are then
shot or bludgeoned, cut into
strips, and sewn onto Beans'
parkas. Leg trapping is just one
on the list of abuses MAC
would like to see become extinct. Anderson can recite a list
of brutal ways to end a furbearing animal's life, from gassing to drowning and electrocution.
Among the 30 protesters was
a small girl dangling a furry
toy raccoon from a steel trap.
''We can live without furs.
Animals can't," read a boy's
sign with a leg trap clamped
onto it.

'1t's a compassion/violence
thing, for me," said a protesting priest. '1n my line of work
I see violence in an unsubtle
form. This is more subtle."
This was the third annual
nation-wide Fur Free Friday,
strategically set on the busiest
shopping day of the year.
Among the 67 participating
cities this year were glamor
capitals, Santa Barbara, Dallas,
and New York. And of course,
Buffalo. The Portland area
boasts four fur furnishers, and
a Dino International employee
said Portland is a booming
place to peddle pelts.
Beans spokesperson D. Kilton Andrew, Jr. said in defense
of Beans' fur inventory, "All of
these (garments) are useful in
tenns of warmth. Humans have
been depending on animals for
food and clothing for centuries." Mmm. Coyote meat.
Mink meat.
-Hannah Holmes

For decades thecar~-'::":l T.>e~
Island have gone without registrations. When the cars fell
apart, they were anonymously
retired to the woods, which is a
lot cheaper than junking them
legally. But the City of Portland is tired of trying to match
people with junked cars, and is
pushing for state-wide legislation that would require "island
cars" to be fully registered.
The immediate hope is that
dead-car-per-per.son ratio
could be reduced on Peaks. The
bill would let any city or town
require registration when its
junker population explodes.
Esther Clenott, who chairs
the City's legislative committee, siad it's now impossible to
trace the owner of a junked island car, because the cars aren't
registered. So the City ends up
towing them out of the woods
and off the island. Clenott said
Vinalhaven, and other islands
have expressed support the
Portland initiative.
Currently, islanders pay
excise tax plus a $2 fee for an
island permit that sticks on (and
peels off when the car is
junked). Because island cars
aren't worth much, registation
will be cheap - Clenott estimates $5, on average. Inspection will not be required.
The legislative committee
will ask the Maine Municipal
Association to submit the legislation; if that fails, Portland's
representatives to Augusta will
be hit on for help.
"There are well over 200
junkers on Peaks," Clenott said.
"And it's impossible to trace
who owns the cars."
Island Bay Services of Peaks
Island has offered to take 202
cars off of Peaks at $100 apiece,
and 56 off Long at $200 apiecethat's $31,400 out of Portlanders' pockets.
-Hannah Holmes
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cutSIFIED
aay Weeklr is a paper
for people living in or concerned
about the cities and towns of the
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media, Inc. from posh
corporate headquarters at
187 Clark Street. Porlland.
Maine 04102.
Send us your event listings,
your angry letters and especially
your advertisements! We need
to receive all that kind of stuff by
the end of the Thursday prior to
the issue in which you wanl it
to appear.

CalICO

775·6601

Do you have ideas about the health
of the Casco Bay bioregion? Pro·
posals about how to improve the
quality of life in Greater Portland?
Or just concerns about where we,
as a community, are headed? Please
share them. We welcome your
VIEWS. Please send your thoughts
to: VIEWS, Casco Bay Weekly, 187
Clark St., Portland, ME 04102.

l~~ly Art SAT ( 8M 0
of Giving
SATCHMO
by Gary Giddins
$24.95 Hardcover

One of portland's Skinheads is
fond of saying that "Niggers come in

PRIVATE VIEW:
INSIDE
BARYSHNIKOV'S
AMERICAN
BALLET THEATRE

$30.00 Hardcover

Speaking to a sprawUng crowd of neighbors
and reporters bstweek in Kennebunkport, President-elect George Bush once again repeated his
campaign pledge that he would be the President
who would "clean up" America's environment.
And, once again, Bush offered no specific plan
for carrying through on that promise.
But when he arrives at the Oval Office next
month, Bush wllI be presented with just such a
plan. It's called "Blueprint for the Environment."
Although several of the Blueprint's environmental proposals (outUned below) are inher·
ently in conOict with the President·e1ect's com·
mitment to economic expansion, they are nonetheless an earnest effort to give Bush the opportunity to live up to his word; a promise that we
cannot afford to forget.

FLYWHEEL,
SHYSTER
AND FLYWHEEL
The Marx Brothers'
Lost Radio Show
$9.95 Hardcover
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555 CONGRESS STREET • PORTLAND • 761-3930
Now serving Sunday Brunch

E
~ou're having difficulty
slaloming through all the
ski shop jarg~, let The
Shed be your guide. With
over 17 years experience in
helping our customers select the
right equipment for their ability, we
can have you skiing with confidence on
whatever trail you choose. We guarantee it.
e'mon - take The Shed challenge! You'll find top
names you can trust, like Rossignol, Caber, K-2,
Head, Atomic, eB, Geze,Elan, TyroHa, Killy, Kailin,
S.O.S., Marker and more. All backed by unparalled
service, and prices that won't break you.

Official Sponsor of Winter '89
315 IIIIrgl...1 Way, oft Exit 7 of 1.295, Portland
Fort Andros l1li11, Main Street, Bnanswlck
Lost

Ski

A-blueprint for

Aubum

. For more than a year, hundreds of environmentalISts have been mapping the course they hope Ronald
Reagan's successor will follow.
"If w~,don't act now, we may never make up lost
ground, says Tom Stoel, an attorney with the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) who chairs
ll,te Bluep?nt project. Oting seven years of neglect of
alT l'olluti.on, gl?bal,warming and other problems,
S~oel continues. 'We ve lost the time for research, to
Sit back and evaluate. We've got to move."
Inspiration for environmentalists' Blueprint effort
~ame from how the conservative Heritage Foundation shaped the Reagan transition.
"The Heritage Foundation had a check list of what
they wanted. to do office by office," says Tina Hobson, who directed consumer affairs for the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) at the time and now
heads Renew America. "That's where we got the list
of agencies ther ~anted to def,:nd, the programs
the~ wanted to Jettison. And baSically, except in the
envlTonmental area, they got everything they
rwanted."
But while the Heritage plan was drafted by a few
right-wing thinkers closeted away under great secrecy, Blueprint for the Environment strove to be
inclusive and open. Nineteen national environmental
groups ~e represented on the steering committee,
from EnVironmental Action toNational Wildlife Federation to the National Parks & Conservation Association. All told, an estimated 500-1,000 staff of those
and other groups have participated.
In No,,:ember, President-elect Bush will be presented WI~ over ~ recommendations generated
~y Bluepnnt ,pa~lopants. Appropriately colored
Green Books will later go to each cabinet officer or
a~ency head. And a Green Book for the president
will pul~ together some of the most important recommendations, and those that require sweeping action.
K.ey leaders of the Blueprint Project agree that the
enVironmental effort will have some impact on the
new administration.
uBecau~ ~nvironmental issues have gotten so
?,uch pu?hc Interest, they will be looking for new
Ideas to Implement," says William Howard of the
Natio~ WiI~life ~ederat.ion, who is serving as a
Bluepnnt ProJect vlce-<:halT. If recent history is any
guide, Howard adds, there would have been more of
a chan~ for imple~entation of the project's recommendations had Michael Dukakis been elected.
Follow-up by taskforce participants is essential.
''We're not going to just drop a book on someone and
walk away," says Environmental Action director
Ruth Caplan, who co-chaired the taskforce on energy.
. Blueprint I.eaders say the project has already
Yielded benefits for the environmental movementi?cr~asing cooperation between groups and estabIishl?g a somewhat unified agenda to pursue in
coming years.
Each agency book presented to Bush and his cabinet will contain a summary of the direction the
. agency should take. For each recommendation a
single page will describe the environmental goat at
stake, implem~tati~n steps, proposed budget,
budget and staffing history, congressional committees with jurisdiction, authorizing legislation, re-

lated federal programs and experts in the environmental community.
What follows are excerpts from six of the 30 or so
taskforce summaries, chosen to give a taste of the
Blueprint for the Environment:

Air
· Summer 1988 brought the worst urban air quality
In ~ decade, graphic testimony to the stagnation and
drift that have characterized the EPA non-attainment prog':<lm !o redu~ ozone smog in the 1980s.
Under a misguided notion of federalism, EPA accept~ many states' rationalizations for avoiding
pollution controls, and failed to provide guidance to
those stales that wanted to move forward. This federallaissez-faire has failed.
EPA's new air pollution control officials must
concentrat.e their energies on five major areas:
oRestonng federal leadership in the fight for
healthful urban air;
oCutting Americans' exposure to toxic pollutants'
· oCurtailing emissions of sulfur and nitrogen ox~
Ides-the causes of acid rain'
•
0 Developingeff~veconb-?Ison the fastest grow109 source of urban alT pollution - municipal incinerators; and
oRevising federal health standards to accord with
present medical and scientific evidence.

Energy
.How America chooses to produce and use energy
Will deeply affect the quality of our en vironment and
the legacy we leave future generations.
The nation's heavy dependence on fossil fuels is
responsible for air pollution in our cities acid rain
t~t is damagi~g our f?rests and a portion of the
mtrogen pollution that IS threatening our estuaries.
Furthermore, fossil fuels are 60 percent responsible
for global warming.
Energy use is.now on the rise. Only by redirecting
U.S. energy pohcy, and by encouraging other count~es to do the same, can we prevent catastrophic
climate change and at the same time keep the national economy healthy.
~ A sound energy policy must start with a "least-cost"
~tional energy plan. Such a plan allows all energy

Investments to compete on a fair economic basis
while taking into account the environmental cost~
associated with fossil fuel use. Choosing least-cost
resources before more expensive ones will improve
the co~~trfs ~onomic competitiveness.
o Mmlmlzatwn of the global warming now underway
should be a ~en~ral goal of u.s. energy policy. Total U.S.

carbon errusslOns from fossil fuel combustion are
now growing steadily. We should adopt a national
goal of reduc~ng those emissions by 20 percent.

oIncreased mvestment in energy efficiency and a continuing gradual shift to renewable energy are the essential
cornerstones ofa sustainable energy policy. Not only are
the~

two "alternatives" capable of protecting the
envlTonment, they can also be used to spur the
economy. A host of energy efficiency improvements
are available today that are far more cost-effective
than additional investments in fossil fuels. The cost
?f renewable energy sources continues to fall steadily, and many are ready to make an immediate contribution to the U.S. economy.

• Strong consideratUm should be given to remcruing the
U.S. nuc/earweapons program from the U.S. Department
of Energy. These programs have come to dominate
the department and to distort its priOrities.

Transporta~on
~ederal transportation policy is adrift. Traditional
obJectives such as "building the nation," connecting
major cities and getting farm goods to market have
been met. Other goals such as promoting safety
contributing to the national economy and support~
ing national defense-are so broad as to provide Ii ttle
policy direction.

all colors." He means that he
doesn't hate every person with black

•

the enVironment
•

The policy underpinnings for any federal role in
the funding and delivery of transportation services
must be sharpened. If they are not, these services
should be considered a state and local function, and
funding accordingly.
The transportation taskforcedoes not recommend
such wholesale federal withdrawal. We do recommend a shift in priorities, based on these principles.
• Integration. Federal transportation policy
must acknowledge
ournation'slegitimatedesiretopromotec1ean
air, provide a secure
energy future and protect the essential aesthetic, cultural and historic
attributes of American life.
.Pay as you go. Reagan's fiscal 1989 budget
str~sses "the importance of requiring transportation users to pay the full cost of theirtransportation benefits." We support this principle with
one important qualification. This is that the
definition of "cost" must include external costs
such as transportation-generated pollution and
loss of open space.
• Least Cost Mobility. Federal policy should
aim at providing mobility at the lowest public
cost. The consumer who takes public transit to
,,:,ork provides direct benefits in improved traf~c flow, l~ss pollution, reduced oil consumption and hIgher transit revenues. Subsidies are
appropriate to influence such consumer selection .
. • Energy in~ependence: In 1987, transportation
~il consumptIon exceeded domestic oil production for the first time in history. We recommend
a national goal of keeping transportation oil
consumption within domestic oil limits.
These principles are consistent with present state~ents of federal transportation policy, yet add an
Improved focus for allocating scarce federal funds
among competing requests.
Finally, we share the widely held view of the
profesSional transportation community that federal
transportation services are significantly underfunded. We recommend a significant increase in the
~ederal gas tax to pay for maintenance, efficiency
Improvements, new capacity and external costs.

Land Management
Th~ Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is responSible for the management of 334 million acres of
federal lands, more than any other federal agency.
Once considered "the lands nobody wanted," these
lands provide a wide variety of natural resource for
all Americans. BLM lands provide more wildlife
habitat than any other federal land management
agency. They are valuable for their oil, gas, coal, oil
shal~ and "hard r?~" minerals. They provide recreatlo? opportumties for increasing numbers of
Amencans. A weal th of archaeological artifacts from
pre-Columbian native cultures are found on BLM
lands. And finally, some of America's most beautiful
and awe-inspiring natural landscapes are administered by BLM.
With passage in 1976 of the Federal Land Policy
~d Management Act (FLPMA), Congress recogruzed that the public lands were an important and
~verely neglected resource that should be managed
m a manner that protected their ecological integrity.
~u.t the ~eagan admi~stration has implemented
pohcles designed to continue BLM' s subservience to
a narrow group whose primary interest is the economic exploitation of the public's mineral timber
and grazing resources.
'
. The new admi.nistration should implement policies !hat: recogruze the abuses wrought upon our
public .Iands by years of neglect and exploitation;
recogruze the multitude of values contained on BLM
lands for all Americans; and ensure that the public
lands are managed in a manner that will restore and

people who are not black.
Lately, the police and news media

protect their environmental values.

have been saying, "Not all kids with
short hair are Skinheads." They mean

Environmental Quality
As environmental crises. threaten to overwhelm
th~ J:lanet, th~ federal government needs a policy
urut 10 the White House that focuses on these issues
and can h~lp the president respond effectively.
That urut has already been established, but it has
been aJlowed to atrophy. It is the Council on Environmental Quality. It needs to be revitalized and
rebuilt as a top priority for the new administration.
In the process, it should also be streamlined.
CEQ should be headed by a single presidential
appointee. The chairperson should not be hobbled
by having to go back to consult with two other
council members.
C~Q should focus its work. It shpuld help the
preSident mount major new ini tiatives on such problems as global wanning. At the same time, CEQ
should de-emphasize certain responsibilities on
~hich it .h as traditi?nally spent time, such as preparmg a comprehenSive annual report and broad reviews of agency programs.

that not every teenager with boots
and a buzz cut is a violent fascist,
and that there are violent fascists
who are not Skinheads.
Both statements imply prejudice.
That Skinhead does hate most
black people. Much of portland hates
Skinheads.
Both positions are dead wrong.
As citizens living equally under
the law, we cannot prejudge~y
group of people. Not blacks. Not
homosexuals. Not even Skinheads.
By doing so we only strengthen their

Population
After reaching a population of one billion in 1830
in only a comparatively short 100 years anothe;
billion people were added to the planet. By 1987, the
world held five.billion.
Along with this population explOSion came massive urbanization. At mid-century only two cities
topped 10 million people: New York and Paris. By
century's end, there wiJl be 26.
Increased population has fueled environmental
deterioration. In simplest lenns, there are many more
of us and we are all consuming much more. Acid rain
has destroyed ~~res~s in ~nada and Europe. Rapid
rates of desertification, soil erosion and deforestation .threaten much of the developing world. Econorruc development and human health in the poorer
nations are also suffering. Now effects are on a global
~ale - atmospheric warming and ozone layer depletion.
The United States must establish a clear population policy, and encourage other governments to do
the same. vye must recognize and seek a greater
understanding of the trade-offs between population
lev~ls and the severity of human impact on the
environment. We must share this new knowledge
and resources with the world. We should tailor
development assistance to support economic arrangements that complement population stabilization.
Fa~i1y planning ~duca tion must be expanded and
effective contraceptives made universally available.
These efforts should rely upon voluntary actions of

Major taskforces
~e major taskforces involved in the Blueprint
proJect .wer~: Global Warming; Tropical Deforesta~on; BIOlOgical Diversity; Agricultural Conservation; Genetic Engineering; Energy; Environmental
Education; Oceans and Coastal; Clean Air; Wild and
Scenic Rivers; Population; Groundwater; Toxics'
Pesticides; ~lid Waste; Grazing Policy; Foresight;
~orest Se~~ce; Minerals; Transportation; International; Cntlcal Ecosystems and Special Landscapes'
~ational Pa.rk~rvice; Bureau of Land Management;
Fish and Wildlife; Water Resources Policy; Office of
Management and Budget; Council on Environmental
Quality; and Clean Water.

ECO, a new feature of Casco Bay Weekly, will be a
Irregular column about the environmental concerns we all
face. This .summary of the Bluebook proposals, edited by
Rose Mane Audette of the Environmental Action News
Service, previews some of the topics we hope to deal with
In the months ahead .
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prejudice against us.
It is true that there are violent
and dangerous Skinheads in this
country ~ But most of the Skinheads
here in portland are merely angry
young men

particularly angry and

young.
Rather than returning their
anger, we need to ask ourselves why
they are angry with us.

7f!XCasco Bay W_kly
An instrument of
community understanding .
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Oriental Rugs

UNBEATABLE
PRICES

Discover ...

by
Bonnie

The Maine Source
of Oriental Rugs.e

Moore

A

Give
the Gift
of Video

Secret opening
boxes . .. imaginative
toys that tickle your
fancy . .. sleek
wooden vases . . .
band saw boxes . . .
floor lamps ... exotic
cutting boards . ..
wine racks . . .
mirrors ... office
accessories ...
gameboards unique
... and the never
ending intrigue of
kaleidoscopes.
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Joe Discatio
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871·1484
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4S BAYVIEW ST.
CAMDEN· ME
236-3995
WE SHIP ANY WHERE

®

An enchanted
brest of
IIOOden gifts
& accessories

OTHER LOCATIONS:
W. LEBANON, NH
N. CONWAY· NH
BURLINGTON, VT

HARD CIDER
FARMOriental Rugs
45 Middle Road, Route 9
Falmouth, Maine 04105
Appointments:

(207) 775-1600
Hours: 10-5 Tues-Sat

The
Ultimate
Christmas
Gift.
The Boston Recreational
Rowing Shell

List - $1595
SALE - $1295
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FERRIS
BUELLER'S
DAYOFF

Joe Dlscatlo assembles tbe Sunday paper at bis smoke sbop_
For more than 42 years Joe
Discatio, now 71, has ruled
Longfellow Square from his
store,Joe's Smoke Shop. This
hurly-burly paradise for
street people hustlers,
newshounds, and peoplewatchers has become a Portland landmark and so has its
owner.

VISNMC accepted

At one time time you were
featured in the Maine Lottery
Commission television ads
saying, "You can win a lot of
money!" Why did you stop?

The state of Maine has become greedy. It isn't the businessman who is playing anymore, it is the poor sucker
hoping to win a million dollars.
It ain't the hustler, I promise
you that. It's the guy looking
for a fa~t buck, the guy looking
for a rambow. I don't believe in
lotteries anymore. My wife still
buys tickets though.
Alongside your lottery fame
is your reputation for selling

Yac

pornmagazines. Intact, there What about the physical
are many Joe's Smoke Shop/ appearance of Longfellow
dirty magazine jokes. Care to Square?
respond?
The neighborhood was beauI carry every magazine worth tiful in the past - when Goverprinting. There is a difference nor Baxter owned the Trelbetween what I sell and real awney Building. It isn't today,
pornography. What is in my is it?
store is not different than what
you see on TV. Real pornogra- In addition to Portland's digphy ... I wouldn't bother with. nitaries who stop by your
store to buy newspapers and
In the 42 years that you have feel the pulse of the commuowned the shop, what do you nity, what other famous folks
think of all the development have you met?
that has taken place?
Johnny Weismuller (the
There is not enough crime ~ovie star. Tarzan and Olymprotection paralleling city-wide pIC champlOn) came in two or
growth. Perpetuators are get- three Saturdays and watched a
ting five, six, seven chances. I football game with me. He was
don't like that. We caught a guy a ~ice guy and he had a way
in the shop stealing and 20 min- WIth women. Every girl would
ut~s later he walked by my come and say, "can you fix me
WIndow and went this way to up, Joe?/I Ronald Reagan was
me (pantomimes an obscene my friend and I also knew Bren~esture). The law is very weak; nan very well, and I knew
It doesn't protect the average McKernan pretty well. I'm a
person any more.
democrat but I voted for McK-

ernan, I like his style. I also
knew Bette Davis when she was
married to Gary Merrill, she
was pretty ugly. I've met a lot
of celebrities, honey, believe me.

here
ean you
find all
of your
Christmas
Gifts and
still enjoy
shopping
for them

There are many critics inyour
store, who say it is a den for
bums and those of ill repute.
Many who hang out in front
of the store do give the place
a seedy atmosphere, don't
you think?

My place is an attraction for
them because it is lively, it is a
place full of life. You can get an
education here. You'd be surprised. You can find out what is
going on all over the city. I have
even written a play about all
these characters. I talked to
Gary Merrill and he says it is
very unique. In fact, it is so
funny you will never believe it.

R~9

NOW $45

Bonnie Moor. is a Portland writer
who considers herself one of the rainbow seekers found hanging around
Joe's counter.

When you purchase a
movie or music video
Offer expires 12/20/88
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58 Fore Street
Portland, ME
774-1067

But at prices like these, they might as well be!
Classic butterfly chairs are in fashion and in
stock, with lots of bright colors to choose from.
But hurry... butterflies have a tendency to
disapear quickly!
Maine Mall, South Portland
(Ne:d to Filene's) 761·5830

scandinavia
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Free Membership
Open nights 'til 9
Fri. & Sat 'til 10

Lower Lobby ·151 Middle St.
Portland • 773·1999
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Venture
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41 Exchange St.
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Motionwear
57 Market St.
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Classical Rags
86 Exchange St.
774-9746

Options
36 Danforth St.
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Paper Patch
17 Exchange St.
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44 Exchange St.
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75 Market St.
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10 Exchange St.
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28 Exchange St.
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Books
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West Port
Antiques
17 Pleasant St.
774-6747
Mexicali Blues
10 Exchange St.
772-4080

D.S. Lillet
468 Fore St.
772-3881

The Regency
Collection
105 Exchange St.
773-2043

Remember
When
Antiques
15 Pleasant St.
761-7946

Alfiero's
35 Exchange St.
774-7816

I Love Flowers
19 Pleasant St.
774-5882

Bad Habits
10 Exchange St.
773-1310
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Books Etc.
38 Exchange St.
774-0626
Bookwise
10 Exchange St.
772-8949

Club 21
21 Exchange St.
871-8060

Portmanteau
36 Wharf St.
774-7276

Enchanted
Forest
Children'S
Bookstore
377 Fore St.
773-8651

House of India
399 Fore St.
774-8562

SOHO
54 Exchange St.
773-2532

Videoport
151 Middle St.
773-1999
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AriaS and songs
MILAM 1902-1904

Suitsmi
35 Pleasant St.
773-8890
Tavecchia
52 Exchange St.
772-1699
The Steamer
Trunk
58 Exchange St.
773-3357

DO IT YOURSELF
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Dimora
Furniture
26 Exchange St.
775-7049

Keniston's
Tile and Design
269 Commercial St.
775-2238

Essex House
Oriental Rugs
& Furniture
267 Commercial St.
773-0762

Metro
165 Commercial St.
773-5181

Gallery 127
127 Middle St.
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Necessities
Etc.
Toys & Gifts
2 Moulton St.
772-9681

Chase
Leavitt Inc.
Nautical
Supplies
10 Dana St.
772-3751

Once A Knight
Etc.
Games,
Puzzles, etc.
40 Exchange St.
774-6001
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Golden Goose
Toy Shop
43 Exchange St.
775-5752

Blue Goose
Quilt Shop
. 1 Pleasant St.
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6O·Minute Photo
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The
Painted Horse
Toys
That Teach
184 Middle St.
773-6862

Geraldine Wolf
Antique
Jewelry
26 Milk St.
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Fine Arts
4112 Milk St.
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Portland is home to a couple dozen neo-fascist youth.
Three weeks ago, a late.night attack on two gay men brought
these kids, called Skinheads, out of the closet.
And as soon as they were out, the rest of Portland felt .•.

CBW photos/Monte Paulsen

In

the dark

Darkness comes early to this canyon of triple-deckers on the
back side of Portland.
Bruce Sartwell stands motionless in a darkened room, peering
out at the stranger who is knocking on his door. Many have come
to Sartwell lately: the police, with questions; former friends, with
weapons.
Sartwell watches the visitor shiver on the darkened porch. He
appears to be alone. But Sartwell is not in a position to take
chances.
With his right hand he reaches for the doorknob. Across the
fingers ofthathandare tattooed the words "S-K-I-N H-E-A-D."
With his left hand inside his denim jacket, with fingers that read
"H-A-T-E," he grips.a can of mace. He opens the door slightly.
Bruce Sartwell peers into the night. He is the founder of
Portland Area Skinheads (PASH), a loose affiliation of rightwing youth who have themselves become the targets of public
backlash.
He is 17 years old. He is a Skinhead. And he is scared.

Pissed off

Tony and Sean: "Tbe friendships are more real than in the punk scene."

"We like to
polish up our
boots and get
hammered."
• Sean

Across town, in a bright late-night coffee shop, three young
men are smoking cigarettes and complaining about their coffee.
Sean, Mike and Tony are Skinheads. They are not part of
PASH. They wear laced-up leather boots, jeans, bomber jackets,
and tattoos. Their hair is short and so are their tempers.
"Skinhead came out of Mod," explains Sean, referring to the
blue-collar London subculture that reacted to the hippies of the
1960s by adopting a tough, close-shaved style of life and music.
Sean knows little about the near-collapse of Britian's economy in
the 1970s, nor about the skillful way Margaret Thatcher's party
manip,u lated the unemployed working class into a right-wing
mandate. But he knows plenty about neo-Nazi British bands like
Skrewdriver, whose songs include "White Power" and "Nigger,
Nigger."
Music is the bashing, smashing, clashing force behind the
Skinheads. At nightclubs that allow violent "slam-dancing," the
Skinheads have become the undisputed kings. Watching them
injure one another in these sunken, padded "dance" floors is like
watching pit bulls on speed in an industrial-sized dryer. The
repulsion is the attraction.
"We just like to polish our boots up and get hammered,"

continues Sean, 17. His experience is typical. He was involved
with punk rock a couple of years ago, but soon became bored
with its unfocused criticism. He was attracted to the clean look
and the anti-drug mentality of the Skinheads. "It's a more
positive head trip," says Sean. ''The friendships _are more real
than in the punk scene."
Mike is 23. In addition to the smaller tattoos worn by the
others, he sports a swastika on his left shoulder. Like Sean, he
became involved with the Skinhead concept here in Portland as
a teenager. But it was during the year he lived in Washington,
D.C., that he actually became one. "Up here everybody does their
own thing," he explains. "Down there there were plenty of
people to march around with."
Tony's hair has grown out about an inch all around. He is 21;
works full time, attends USM and considers himself less involved with the scene than he used to be. He describes his
teenage Skinhead identity as "a way of keeping clean without
being conformist."
"My mom was a hippie," Tony explains. "She was into all that
back-to-the-earth stuff. She marched and was into, like, all that
happy stuff." For Tony, cutting his hair short and adopting rightwing ideas was a rebellion from his parents - in much the same
fashion as their long-hair had been grown in rebellion to their
parents.
"Yeah," joked Sean a few moments later. "Become a Skinhead.
What better way to piss off mom?"
Being pissed off is a way of life for these guys. They wear
swastikas and get pissed off when fascist labels are pinned on
them. They call other people "niggers" and get pissed off when
other people call them racists. They tote confederate flags and get
really pissed off when anyone questions their patriotism.
And the guy they are the most pissed at is Bruce Sartwell.

PASH
Bruce used to hang out with these guys. But Sartwell isn't
hanging out anywhere during these anti-Skinhead days. He
leaves his dark home only when necessary. Even then he wears
a jacket over his tattoos and a baseball cap over his shiny head.
"I guess I kind of wound things up by trying to organize the
Skinheads," he says.
Although he is the same age as his fonner friends, he is not a
child of hippies. He is a child of Vietnam. His parents separated,

he says, because of problems his dad faced after his return from
that war.
He sits on a beaten couch in an empty room lit by one cheap
ceiling fixture. A fellow member of P ASH paces in front of the
couch. Both are nervous. Both smoke constantly.
"When I first became a Skinhead," Bruce recalls, "1 wasn't a
racist." Like the others, Sartwell was part of the Portland punk
scene a couple of years back. There were blacks, Cambodians and
other minorities in that scene and Sartwell says henever had any
problems with them.
,
.
But he says that one night a couple of years ago, while he was
in Boston, he was attacked by a gang of black men. ''Those guys
were asshole blacks," he says. "Those guys were niggers."
Sartwell met more "niggers" as he travelled through the new
American south, and more Skinheads like himself. There are an
estimated 3000 or more hard-core Skinheads nationwide, and
probably that number again of teens who dress like them.
Sartwell, a white teenage dropout from a broken middle-class
family, felt at home amidst the the close-knit, all-for-one solidarity many Skinheads share.
.
Late this summer, along with two friends, Sartwell founded
PASH. He says the purpose of the group was to keep Portland
from becoming like Boston - to keep out the "niggers."
P ASH adopted "For God, Race and Nation" as its slogan and
rented a post office box through which Sartwell made contact
with other Skinhead and neo-fascist organizations. ''You would
not believe how many racist organizations there are in the United
States," he says.
But Sartwell denies any wrongdoing. In fact, he denies having
done much at all. He says the nine-member group has only met
twice during the three months it has been in existence, and that
they have undertaken only two actions: they put flyers pro~ot
ing National Socialism (a Nazi splinter group) under the wmdshield wipers of parked cars near Turnpike Exit" 8, and they
marched with anti-abortionists at One City Center.
Sartwell shares the other Skinheads' paradoxical philosophies. He considers the swastika to be a "symbol of power." He
wants Hitler (who he doesn't like) disassociated from National
Socialism (which he does like). He admits that his positions are
extreme, but considers them necessary. ''You can't get your point
across unless you open their eyes," he says.
"I'm proud to be white," he says, adding that blacks should be
cutM
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about 10 p.m. that night and seeing about a half dozen people he
described as Skinheads standing on the lobsterrnan statue in the
square and yelling at a black man standing on the other side of
Temple Street. According to Broder, the white youth were calling
the man a "nigger" and he was calling them "white supremists."
''We couldn't believe what was going on," says Broder, recall•
ing the episode.
Broder and Roy were followed up Spring Street by two men
who came up behind them and attacked them. Broder and Roy
ran to a nearby bar and called the police.
According to Broder, the police officers who arrived on the
scene refused to pursue the assailants he pointed out to them;
Broder then chased the two men for several blocks until an officer
threatened to arrest him. Broder then filed his much-publicized
police report and asked why no officer would pursue the men.
He says they told him that they could not chase the man on foot
. because their portable radio was not working.
Needless to say, B.J. Broder remained skeptical that not one of
a half-dozen patrol officers could find a working walkie-talkie.
The following Monday he met with Police Chief Michael
Chitwood, who initiated an internal investigation into the police
handling of the incident. The Maine Civil Liberties Union is also
investigating Broder's allegations.
Skinheads were discussed in some detail at that meeting, due
to Broder's comment on the police report. Chitwood and his
detectives had been monitoring PASH, and discussed at length
the violent and racist crimes committed by Skinheads elsewhere
in the nation
At the end of the meeting Chitwood asked Broder and the
others not to go to the media with what had been discussed.

"Because people don't
see and hear it everyday,
they're more comfortable
thinking it doesn't exist."
- B.". Broder

SkUinead bashing

BJ. Broder at tbe Spring Street site wbere be and Gerry Roy were attacked.

continued from prevlo ... page

proud to be black. He is also proud to have started an organization, albeit a troubled one, at such a young age.
"I don't regret starting PASH:' says Bruce, "but I wish it had
worked out differently. Personally, I don't like faggots - but not
enough to beat them up."

Gay bashing
B.J. Broder and Gerry Roy are the men Sartwell insists he
. didn't beat up. But they filed a police report stating that they
were attacked the night of Nov. 4 by two men who they thought
were Skinheads.
It wasn't the first time two gay men were attacked at night in
the Old Port. Broder says that he and many of his friends have
been attacked before. Randy Scott, owner of The Underground,
a gay bar across the street from where Broder and Roy were
attacked, says that such violence is increasing and that there is
now an incident every month.
It was, however, the first time in recent memory that a gay
victim was willing to speak out about the incident. "I'm lucky to
have a boss that supports what I'm doing right now," explains
Broder. He says that many of his friends would have said nothing
for fear of losing their jobs.
Broder describes leaving Green Mountain Coffee Roasters

Figure on
tommy's
for skates.

"But there it was on Wednesday," exclaimed Broder. "A front
page article (in the Press Herald) about the Skinheads! Why did
he (Chitwood) release the stuff he asked us not to talk about?"
. Broder is upset about the article, and subsequent television
reports, because they downplayed his assault and his complaint
against the police department. "We felt that Chitwood was
trying to divert attention away from the lack of police action and
to the Skinheads," he said.
Although Chitwood clearly fingered the Skinheads for Broder's
assault three weeks ago, he now insists that his warnings were
"taken out of context." Ongoing police investigations have since
identified two suspects who are not Skinheads.
But at this point, the fact that Broder's attackers were not
Skinheads is immaterial because just about everyone has jumped
on the Skinhead-bashing bandwagon. Police department, newspaper, radio, television and word-of-mouth accounts of the
incident have been blaming the skinheads Skinheads for a almost
a month now.
The Portland Press Herald, the Evening Express and Casco
Bay Weekly have all run news stories quoting Chitwood on the
Skinheads - the Press Herald going so far as to name PASH as the
target group.
News shows on channels 8 and 13 each ran four Skinhead
stories during the past three weeks. WCSH was a bit more
cautious, airing only one voice-over. Jim Sanders, news director
at WGME, summed up his position: "When you have two
sources (Broder and Chitwood) saying the same thing and you
have no reason to believe they're lying to you - you report it."
But none of these reporters ever contacted a Skinhead, or even
heard from one until a neighborhood meeting at Reiche School
on Nov. 9.
B.J. Broder went to the open meeting to express his concerns
about the lack of police action after his assault. When the topic of
discussion again roared away from Broder's complaint and
to,ward the Skinheads, Mike Birnbach, a Skinhead in the audience, stood up and objected to the way the Skinheads were being
blamed.
"They were really tweeked out," says MiKe of the noticeable
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tension that spread across the room as he spoke. He had not
expected to be so hated when he set out to attend a meeting of his
own neighborhood.
"It's going to be a lot harder to be a Skinhead," he continues.
'We've got the gays and lesbians snarling at us; we've got the
normal Joes giving us a hassle; and now the cops are just waiting
for us to fuck up."
According to Mike and others, at least one Skinhead has been
fired and more than a half-<iozen have been attacked during the
last three weeks. Many have taken to wearing hats to cover their
shaved heads and non-bomber jackets to cover their tattoos.
Sartwell has temporarily disbanded PASH. With a wry smile
he admits that "right now wouldn't be a good time to put out
flyers." But there is fear beneath his bravado. 'Who are they
going to come looking for," he asks, "if a black person does get
killed?"

more comfortable thinking it doesn't exist."
He doesn't know it, but as he speaks he is walking on the same
bricks that Skinhead Mike Birnbach walked only a few days
before. His shoes do not leave the same impreSSion that Birnbach's
boots did.
But Broder, the victim of an unprovoked assault, and Bimbach,
a target of unfocused accusations, now feel the same pains of
injustice.
The gay man is challenging the status quo.
The Skinhead is just pissed. "Yeah, fightthe system, change the
world," he says, "but just don't wreck the fucking place while
you're at it."
.
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Mo~te Paulsen i.s editor of Casco Bay Weekly. He was frequently cr~icized
for hiS long half dUring the years he worked for large, conservative daily newspapers.
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Young heads
Detective Sgt. Mark Dion knows Bruce Sartwell.
He knows most of the rest of Portland's Skinheads, too. But it's
not them he's worried about.
Dion strides into his spartan office sporting close-trimmed
hair and a loose-cut sportscoat. He looks like an extra on "Miami
Vice," but his lines sound more like "Dragnet":
"We are deeply concerned about P ASH because certain individuals have expressed opinions that, if acted upon, would cause
problems."
Relaxing a bit, the sportscoat off, he adds, "I'm more concerned
about the potential converts."
Dion observes that rebellion is part of growing up for many
kids, and that radical dressing is often part of that rebellion. With
a chuckle, he adds that he had long hair and a pony tail when he
was in college.
But unlike the long-hair philosophies of the '60s and '70s, the
Skinheads live in violence.
"Skinhead is a perspective, 'not a manner of dress," Dion
explains. He worries that all of the publicity here and nationwide
-a brawl on a TV talk show, a major story in this month's Rolling
Stone - will attract even more violent youth to the Skinheads,
making the group itself more violent, and so forth.
And Dion does not need to look beyond Portland to find the
beginnings of neo-Nazi activities. In addition to numerous harassment complaints, leaflets have been distributed on several
occasions and racist graffiti (much of which is misspelled) has
been painted on Asian businesses and near public gathering
places.
Even the Ku Klux Klan may have tried to exploit the situation, Bruce SartweU andfeUow PASHfounder: "For God, Race ana Nation.»
although their intent is not clear. A "major rally" was announced
in South Portland, to occur the Saturday following Chitwood's ¥iil"io::':~
revelations. It never happened. Although Klan members contacted refused comment on the non-rally, some Klan observers
believe that the Invisible Empire is fighting within itself as to
whether to embrace the Skinheads or add them to the "most
hated" list.
"I've met Skinheads who pose no threat a tall," Dion says, "and
I've met Skinheads who articulated clearly racist overtones." He
does not downplay the threat that Skinheads could, but do not
currently, pose to Portland. "They have given themselves the
label," he says, adding that they know that the label applies to
"When I first
neo-Nazi gang violence elsewhere in the country.
became a Skinhead,
But Dion is careful to repeat that not all kids with short hair and
boots are Skinheads. When asked if he would still refer to them
I wasn't a racist."
as a gang, he jokes, 'Well, they're sure not the Crips and the
Bloods."
- Bruce Sartwell

PASH founder

Two against the world
"The real danger," says homosexual victim B.J. Broder, "is not
that discrimination still exists - but that it lies beneath the
surface. Because peopl'e don't see and hear it everyday, they're
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ANNUAL

STUDIO
S·A·L·E
Sat. Dec. 3 10 to 6 / Sun. Dec. 4 10 to 5

• COLOR
/
OVERSI'OCKS

%
0FF
on all new
designs by
Maralyce
Ferree

..

S·A ·L·E ..
Birdseye View
of Portland
Reprint of 1876 ed.
orig. "25
NOW

$59.95

Hours:
Mon - Sat 10 to 6
Thurs & Fri eves 'til 8
Sunday 1 to 5
Education & Entertainment Videos. 'Hello K1t1y' Products for stocking stutters

13

$1929

NOW OPEN

SUN. 12-5

36 Danforth Street
Portland 772·8607

ruE.-SAT. 10-5

773-4200
241 CONGRESS STREET

C. .co Bay W•• kly

14

SOON
OPENING MID-DECEMBER
FEATURINC;;
CONTEMPORARY

FURNITURE
LIGHTING
HOUSEWARES
WATCHES
PHONES

Tues.- Sat. 10:30 - 5
Thursday's 'til 8

JEWELRY

Whatz art ?

ATELIER FRAMING

82 Middle Street
Portland. Maine

• Custom Framing
• Specializing in
Conservation Framing

041 01
774·2088

26 EXCHANGE STREET

207.775.7049

PORTLAND. MAINE O~IOI

"I'm tough to satisfy.
Only GE gave me satisfactionguaranteed!"
"My GE Dealer told me I had up to 90 days to
decide if my GE two-way radio met my expectations. If I had a 'problem, he said he'd replace
the radio, or give me my money back. Now
that's what I call a good deal'"
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Now the highest quality
two-way radios are backed by the strongest customer
assurance. program. F'br full details contact:

maryllis
continues
its tradition
, of brin~ing
you the finest In
collectible toys,
ornaments and
gifts from China,
Hungary and
Mexico!

46 Gray Road
Falmouth, ME 04105
797-7503
(800)322-7503

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street,
Portland, ME 04101

772·4439

The West End Gallery hosted
"He has all this junk in the might be limited to a class of
its second opening a couple of window like sand and plants, people called "artists." What
weeks ago - and led me once and it detracts from the art."
fear is there on the part of the
again to wondering about the
"Art should be hung in a artists that would make them
role of "aaht."
really plain environment, on want to continue to remain a
The November 18 opening plain white walls, so you just class apart?
was terrific - started at 5 p.m. see the art."
The artists also brought up
and the lights were still on at
None of the three had ever the idea of real art being non11. There were more than 200 been inside The Plains Gallery. functional. I thought about that
people in the Danforth Street
Barridoff has a beautiful a lot and decided that up until
roller-rink turned gallery, white unencumbered space. the late Renaissance (early 17th
many of them "The Blacks."
They have big plate glass win- century) art was almost always
As one old tim er in Portland's dows and the gallery is well lit functional. If it's been nonWest End said, "Fall is when so you can see in from the street. functional (could it be dysfuncthree hundred students come It is on street level so there are tional?) for only three hundred
to town - all dressed in black." no stairs.
out of ten thousand years,
Well these people, kids to me,
Nevertheless, I bet that no what's the argument?
in their twenties and thirties, one who is not already intersure filled up Jay Allen's gal- ested in art ever crosses the
lery. Couldn't have been more Baridoffthreshold. That is, they Foster artists
than twenty people who would don't get any passersby just
This column began as a fohave been at a Barridoff open- stepping in and developing an rum for artists and their ideas.
ing, say, six years ago.
interest in art.
But it is quickly evolving into a
(Allen confessed to scooping
"So if The Plains Gallery channel for art to begin to reach
out all the melon balls himself. lookslikeashop,maybepeople people who might remain in"It took my guy four hours to will wander in there and be different to art. It should be the
cut that damned watermelon exposed to art and get a little artists themselves who wish to
in the shape of a whale. And I interested. Who is art for any- share their work, their creativmade every last one of those way?" I asked these artists. ity, their insights with thegreatballs myself." Ballsy Allen also "You and your friends only?" est number of people. Spreadprovided what seemed an
ing the wonders of art certainly
endless supply of beer.)
can't
be left to the crabby art
My own definition of a good Art is •..
dealers or the austere museum
opening, admittedly left over
If the artists have such a folks or the newspapers and
from the old days, is that the art narrow view of art, what can media. Artists themselves are
is good even if it remains un- we expect from the other 98% going to have make their work
seen and lots of people fall in of the public?
accessible to people.
love and go home together.
I raised this questions with
Many people, myself inI don't think this happens some other friends who said cluded, seem to haveindependanymore. What I heard was that if the concept of art be- ently been realizing that a reayoung men reminiscing about comes too broad, then every- sonable solution to the poverty
previous romances and how one will start making art - and problem is for each one of us
those separate young ladies what will become of the art- whose life is somewhat coherlater ended up rooming to- ists?
ent to adopt a person who is
gether and -did they know? Of
I myself always imagined not well off - mentally, physicourse in the old days when that people work themselves cally, or emotionally-and help
there were fewer people in or their souls through levels of that person to build a little
Portland's art community, existence until they are able to dignity, security and predictamany of them knew one an- be creative every day all day bility into his or her life.
other initimately. But today the long like artists supposedly are.
This idea is directly transfernumbers, not to mention the I cannot understand that this able to the world of art. Each
diseases, are staggering.
aOllltV to create should be or artist could undertake the
This second show of Allen's
education of one - only one,
is better than the first. Makes
not a whole nursing home full
one want to see the fifth or sixth
- person who is presently inshow. But the only work that
different to art.
really offered anything new
We could each cultivate this
was some of Jaap Helder's
interest in our protege, who
paintings. In two or three of
would then find another and
them, he seemed to get hold of
another. But most of us don't
a strong kind of energy inside
want to be bothered to enhance
himself and get it out again. I
the lives of other people. Most
suggested to him that he paint
of us make excuses for not
twenty paintings quickly so
sharing what we have to offer.
that he could just be working
For artists it may not be money
from that high energy place and
- butwe do have time and creahe would have plowed through
tive sensitivity that we could
all the process.
share.
We can complain away about
the
art world as it is now. But
A gallery is •..
don't complain too long if you
So after the show we were
are unwilling to do anything
dining at Alberta's (where
yourself.
else?) and the other three artists at the table started ragging
on the Plains Gallery, the subSherry Miller wants to take over
ject of a recent column. "It's
CBW for her cause.
just like a store, or a shop."
Jaap Helder and one of
bls new paintings

34 DANFORTH STREET

DANFORTH

beside West End Gallery
775-6245

STREET
GALLERY

OPE~ HOrSE DEC. 3 &4-
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THOMAS MANN
THE AVIARY HOME OF THE

AVIATRIX SERIES/ TECHNO-BIRDS
December 5 - December 26

abacus
handcrafters gallery

44 Exchange Street,
Portland, ME 04101 • 772-4880

Hours: Mon-Sat 9:30 - 9 pm. Sundays 11- 6 pm.

"The Hostage/' a musical
comedy written by Brendan
Behan and presented by
Portland Stage, opens tOnight
at the Portland Performing
Arts Center. Behan's satire
surrounds the story of a
young British soldier who has
been captured in Northern
Ireland by the outlawed IRA
and is held hostage for an
IRA patriot who is awaiting
execution. The hostage is held
in a Dublin brothel where he
falls in love with an orphan
girl in the brothel's employ.
After the matinee performance on Sunday, Portland
Stage is hosting a discussion
with Brendan Gill, columnist
for The New Yorker magazine and a personal acquaintance of the playwright. The
discussion is free. Tonight's
performance of "The Hostage" is at 7:30 pm; other
performances are TuesdayThursday at 7:30 pm, Fridays
at 8 pm, Saturdays at 5 and 9
pm, and Sundays at 2 pm.
Tickets are $8-$19 and are
available at the PPAC box .
office, 774-0465.
Kevin Dwyer plays
"Princess Grace" in
Brendan Behan's
"The Hostage."
See December 1 •••

members of the other sex:
of the Maine New Music
Felix Mendelssohn's SymNetwork's second concert of
phony No.9 in C, and early
the season at the Portland
20th century Boston composer Museum of Art. The Network
George Chadwick's Sinfois a collaboration between the
Is the idea of evil necessary? nietta in D. The concert
museum and colleges Bates
begins at 7:30 pm in Pickard
Playwright Arthur Miller
and Bowdoin. The Network
works to foster enthusiasm
thought so. His contemporary Theater on the Bowdoin
portrayal of Reverend Parris, College campus in Brunfor contemporary composers
swick. The performance is
his bewitched daughter and
and for the new musical
the Salem witch hunt of 1692, free and open to the public.
forms of the 20th century. If
For more information, call
"The Crucible," is being
you are uncomfortable or
don't understand new music,
staged by the Russell Square 725-3151.
the composers and performPlayers at USM Gorham
tonight through December 11.
ers will be available after the
Performances are at 8 pm
concert to answer any questonight and tomorrow; next
tions you may have. The
works to be performed inWednesday through Saturday
at 8 pm; and Sunday, DecemDoll furniture from
dude "Prophesies" for cello
ber 4 and 11, at 5 pm. Tickets
plant hangers from Banglaand piano by Werner
are $6 for the general public,
desh, baskets from the Philip- Torkanowsky, "Five Pieces
$5 seniors, and $3 students.
for Violin, Cello and Piano"
pines and handcarved
For reservations, call 780wooden boxes from India are by Tsung-Hsien Yang, and
"Pareil Non-Pareil" for solo
5483.
among the items for sale at
American composer Vivian the SelfHelp Crafts Sale at the cello. Showtime is 3 pm and
Fine will be at Bowdoin
Church of the Servant, 35
the concert is free with muCollege tOnight for the conLafayette Street in Portland.
seum admission.
.
cert premiere of her Concer.
fi
My own fondness for Jazz
Se1fHe1p C ra fts IS
a non-pro t d'd t
t'
..
t
tante for piano, a piece com.
. t'
h' h i , a one Ime, msplre me 0
service
orgamza
lOn,
w
IC
'ck
th
.
ht
b
I
posed 40 years ago and
sells both functional and
pi up e upng
~ss.
recorded in 1958 by Compos- d
f't
d b
gave up because my fmgers
weren't strong enough to
ecora Ive I ems rna e y
ers Recording Incorporated,
over
30,000
producers
from
h
Id d
th
thi k t .
but until tonight never permore than 25 developing
0
own ose c s nngs.
formed publicly. The BowH If th
fr
Bass player Avery Sharpe, on
t·
e money om h
h h d
.. t
doin College Community Or- na IOns. a
the
sales
go
dire<;tly
to
the
~n~
o;c:rd~~n
p~~~~,
~~~IS
chestra will perform Ms.
craftspeople, while the other picked up the bass for the
Fine's work along with
ha~ c?vers the necessary
same reasons I did, but he
another piece by a woman
shlppmg and storage costs.
tu k 'th't Sh
h
composer Julia Smith, whose
Th
l'
d
9
3
SCWI I.
arpeas
e sa e IS to ay, am- pm. played with sax player Archie
"Liza Jane" was commisSchepp, drummer Art Blakey
sioned by CBS in the early
days of radio broadcasting
and pianist McCoy Tyner. He
and is based upon American
is performing tonight at Bates
with his own band in the
folk themes. Also on the program are two works by
College Chapel. If you
haven't had the opportunity
Strung out? Compositions to hear a good jazz show for a
~ello are on the program while, make the trip. Tickets
are $8 for the public, $5 for
students and seniors. For
more information,
call 786- 6135.
And yes, the
piano is also a
stringed instrument.
Classical pianist Peter
Basquin performs
more traditional
sounds at the
Chocolate

Church, 804 Washington
Street in Bath. Two pieces by
Maurice Ravel, "Sonatine"
and "Jeux d'Eau" will be perfonned along with the Prelude, Choral and Fugue of
Cesar Franck, and four scherzos of Chopin. Tickets are $10
for adults, $8 for
seniors and people
under 18, and are
available at
the door.

The Bowdoin Trio is in
town for its only Maine
performance this year, although the trio owes its
genesis and name to the
Bowdoin Summer Music
Festival. The trio is touring
this season throughout the

Portlanders Against U.S.
Intervention in Central America are presenting a talk, "El
Salvador: An Exile Returns,"
given by Salvodoran exile
William Hernadez. Herendaz
recently visited to his homeland and will talk about the
escalating political and
military crisis in El Salvador.
The talk is at 7 pm in the
Immanuel Baptist Church,
156 High Street in Portland.

A musical version of Charles Dickens' classic"A Christmas Carol" is being performed tonight with lavish
sets, costumes, dancers and
singers at Portland City H.all
Auditorium. Showtirne is 7:30
pm and tickets are available
"
from the Portlan~ .
Concert ASSOCIatIOn
for $9 and $15,
,
772-8630.

AT PORTLAND'S IDSTORlC
GEORGE M. HARDING HOUSE
A VICTORIAN

CHRISTMAS EXHlBITION
OF PAINTINGS BY
CHARlES BURDICK

THE lUtT f'..ULlm.V
,

AT '

SL\,:

J)m~IUSG

offering
an eclectic
selection
of literature
since 1973

STlum'r
Preview and Receetion:

December 2, 6 to !lp.m.
Open House:
December 3, lla.m. to 5p.m.
Gallery Hours:
Tues. thru Sat. lla.m. to 5 p.m.
I

Call 772-9605
If you'd like to be on
the permanent mailing list

38 Exchange St.
Portland, ME

04101

HAl-I~
TH[ATlE

CO"'AH'

III

HAROLD PINTER'S

HOME
COMING
Nov. 25-Dec. 18
Theater of Pant..,., 50 Oaaf.rth •
null'. Frt a . .t at 8; aWl. at 7

''Peace Child" is a musical
play that tells the story of
Soviet and American youth
who become friends and
cooperate to establish peace
between countries. The play
was first staged in London's
Royal Albert Hall in 1981, and
in 1986, Soviet and American
children toured the play in
several U.S. and Soviet cities.
''Peace Child" will be performed this weekend by
members of the Jewish Community Center Drama Group
and young actors from Deering High School and New
Hampshire's Gorham High
Neo-psychedelic is a phrase School. Performances are
used to describe the Boston
tonight at 7 pm and tomorband Dumptruck, who are in row at 2 and 7 pm at the
Portland tonight for a show
Riverton Community Center,
with BounCing Off Bob at the 1600 Forest Avenue in PortTree Cafe, 45 Danforth Street. land, Tickets are $5 and $3 for
Dumptruck has recorded two children under 5.
great albums; "D is for
Dumptruck" and ''Positively
Dumptruck." After all these
high-brow entertainment
suggestions, aren't you ready
for a night of dean, fast and
simple rock and roll?

MOVIES

...

Nov, 3()'Dec. 3
WED-SAT 7,9; SAT MAT 1,3

M~'" FAG'~6 ~V1\\:A%
Dec, 4·7
Charlie Chaplin: AFestival

TilE
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PORTLAND

HSTAGE**
COMPANY

ADVANCE RESERVAnONS RF..('!()MMENDED

1,A fCl?Esr t4VE. (~Ff(ON6IfEH)

775-5657

country and Europe, and they
will be performing a commissioned work by Robert Starer
. at the Library of Congress
later in the season. For their
show tonight at Corthell
Concert Hall on the USM
Gorham campus, the Bowdoin Trio will perform
Haydn's Trio in C Major No.
27, Brahm's Trio in C Minor
and Beethoven's "Archduke"
trio. Showtime is 8 pm.
Tickets are $10 for the general
public, $8 for students. For
reservations, call 780-5555.

Shortly after the Bishop
Desmond Tutu was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1984.
he was interviewed by members of the World Church
Press and some secular rags
on vidoetape at the August,
1985 World Assembly of the
World Council of Churches in
Vancouver. The taped interview is being shown tonight
for the first in Portland by the
Maine Project on Southern
Africa, a non-profit organization which seeks increase
local awareness of the situation in South Africa and the
surrounding area. The videotape will be shown at 7 pm
in the Immanuel Baptist
Church, 156 High Street in
Portland. The hall seats only
50 people - so get there early.
German film director Wirn
Wenders ("An American
Friend," "Hammett" and
"Paris, Texas") has returned
to his home turf to make his
latest movie, "Wings of
Desire," or more precisely,
Heaven over Berlin, The
screenplay was written by
Austrian novelist and playwright Peter Handke with

THE

Ticket. flO aad f13

VISA/MASTERCARD Accopled

whom Wenders collaborated
on "The Left-Handed
Woman" and "The Goa1ie's
Anxiety at the Penalty Kick."
In "Wings of Desire" Bruno
Ganz plays the angel Damiel,
who wanders throughout
Berlin in a corporeal state
overhearing the thoughts of
mortals whose non-angelic
lives he envies. The movie is
filmed, for the most part, in
black and white, but the
sequences using muted colors
give the movie a wonderful,
ethereal feeling. "Wings of
Desire" is playing at the
Nickelodeon; see Silver
Screen Listings (next page) for
times.

=771-01b~Z
fRorJII(.fD H
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SUN 1,7; MON 7
The Kid
SUN 2:45; WED 7
A Cbaplin Revue.
SUN 5; MON 8:45; TUES 7
THe Circus
SUN9:15
A Woman or Paris
TUES 8:45; WED 5:30
The Gold Rusb
WED 9:15
City Ligbts
10 Exch ...... St. Portland

772·9{)00

• Great Food
• Warm Atmosphere
• Friendly Folks

Fresh Muffin's,
Croissants
and Cookies
Open 6 a.m. Mon.-Fri.

366 Fore Street. Old Port

8 a.m. Sat.

1988

CHRISTMAS
AT THE CATHEDRAL
With guests the
University Chorale
and Concert Band
of the University
of Southern Maine

FRIDAY 1212
from New York City, Ihe

Sunday,

Blue Jays

world famous
with Hot Property

2:110 pm & 7:00 pm

SATURDAY 1213

The Two Saints from Boston
with The Time Beings

Cathedral of the
Immaculate Conception
~07 Congress St./PortJand, ME

.lIstlngs must be received by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publication
Ann Sitomer, 187 Clark Street, Portland 04102 775.6601

Tickets: $10/$8
Available at Gallery Music

SUNDAY 1214

775-1304.

Screeching Weasel
on tour, wilh Sponge Tunnel

at the door, or calling 797-9664

from Chicago

~1:l;N"'jlliM~'liii!MI'ila~t::_ •
SILVER
Slf!!!~rin.!,~.!.gan's C): SCREEN
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LOOK FOR: DEC. 10, THE CREATURES FROM PENNSYLVANIA

46 Market Street, Portland· 774-5246

,

I

1

GoIO~ki,

$4 95~~ :

Fri, &Sat. Dec. 2&3

13ro~n

Men '

Maine Mall Cinema.
Main. Mall Road. 5 PMland
n4-1022

1:15.3:10,5:05,7,9
Tequila Sunrl••

' .•,1.

12:30.2:50.5:10.7:35.9:55
Scrooged

Land •• for.

n ....

Gorilla. In the MI.t A film by Michael

Temple and MKtdIe. Portland
n2-9751
Myotic Pia.

3:50, 7:20. 915 (Sat-5un)
4:30, 7:20, 9~ 5 (Mon·Fri)

1~5,

......h Horses

1:10, 3:35, 6:50 (Sat-Sun)
4:10,6:50 (Mon-Fri)
WIngs

0'

D• •,.

1. 3:40. 7, 9:30 (Sat-Sun)
4, 7. 9:30 (Mon-Fri)

Apted, based on Dian Fossey's diary
about her study of mountain gorillas in
central Africa. Sigourney Weaver plays
an obsessed and heroic Fossey, Bryan
Brown plays her lover. Weaver does an
excellant job of portraying Fossey's
passion as it becomes an obsession.
.recommends. if you think you can
spare a tear for a gorilla (PG-13). At
Cinema City: 7, 9 with weekend mats at
1,3.

High SpIrit.
Dally aI 9

eros"""

The Accu.ed is a movie about gang
rape, based, in part, on the New Bedford rape case of a few years ago.
Jodie Foster plays the rape victim
Sarah Tobias, whose skirt was too
short and her tank top too revealing on
the night of the crime. Kelly McGillis
plays an attorney who believes, at first,
that Sarah was partly responsible for
the rape. Later, McGillis repents and
takes the onlookers to court for goading on a felony . •recommends, but with
the warning that !he movie is about rape
and it holds back no punches. At the
Nickelodeon: 1 :20, 3:35, 6:45, 9:10
(Sat-Sun); 4:20,6:45, 9:10 (Mon-Fri).
Cocoon: The Retum For those of
you who saw the Cocoon I, the return of
the beloved friends and family who disappeared into outer space is imminent.
At !he Maine Mall Cinemas: 12:30,2:50,
5:15, 7:35, 9:55.

~_c,

1:35, 3:30. 7:30, 9:25 (Sat-5un)
4:25, 7:30. 9:25 (Mon·Fri)
The Accuseel

1:20, 3:35, 6:45, 9:10 (Sat-SUn)
4:20,6:45,9:10 (Mon-Fri)
liY...ybo~ All AmMc. .

1:20,3:45.7:10,9:30 (Sat-Sun)
4:15.7:10,9:30 (Mon-FrI)

The Movie.

10 Exchange, Ponland

nz.9600

.... Foclng South•• at
Nov 3O-Dec 3

Wed·Sat aI 7, 9 pm

Sat mal at 1. 3
The Kid
Dec 4,1 and 7;
Dec 5, 7
The Circus
Dec 4. 5 pm; Dec 5, 8:45;
Dec 7, 7
A Woman of
Dec 4. 8:45; Dec 8.8:30
The Gold RUM
Dec 6, 8:45; Dec 7, 5:30;
Doc 10, 1

p.,..

an

r:: .. ·..,,,,no,," an
American
and Daryl Hannah a
saucy ghost in the ghoulish flick I intend to miss. AI the Nickelodeon : Daily
at9 pm.

Westbrook Plaza

854·9116

7:15,9:15, weekend mals al1 :15, 3:15.

F,.... H ......

7.9

U.2 RlOttt. _

Hum
7:15. 9:15. weekend mal. aI 1:15. 3:15

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
Every day of the week
Serving froIn 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HAPPY HOUR
4-7 MON,-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774·3550

a single woman living on the Upper
West Side who is looking for Mr. Right
in New York. With the help of a marriage
broker hired by Grandma, she rejects a
novelist in favor of a pickle merchant
(PG). At the Nickelodeon: 1 :35, 3:30,
7:30, 9 :25 (Sat-Sun); 4:25, 7:30, 9:25
(Mon-Fri).
Everybody'. All Amerlc.n This is
another "Bull Durham" for football fans.
+wouldn't bother, except that it stars
Dennis Quaid and Jessica lange. Even
I'd watch football for that. At the
Nickelodeon : 1 :20, 3 :45, 7:10, 9:30
(Sat-Sun); $:14, 7:10, 9:30 (Mon-SUn).
Fresh Horse. I form opinions of
movies sometimes solely upon the
coming attractions. A movie about an
up-and-coming young man, who falls in
love with a girl from the wrong side of
the tracks (played by Molly Ringwald),
and who worries about whether he
should risk his career for his passion, is
not a movie I'd go to see. Not in.1988,
at least. At the Nickelodeon : 1 :10,
3:35, 6:50 (Sat-Sun); 4:10, 6:50 (MonFri).

;~:.

TUFSpAY, DECEMBER 6, 7:30 PM

~+::?""w-; i;·';<:;:.:;:~

Portland City Hall Auditorium
Ticket,: $15, $9
Presented by

Co'ml.a~llI There are
some people who would tell me this
movie is just my speed. Irs for the kids,
of course. The Walt Disney animated
feature retells the story _of Dickens'
"Oliver Twist," transplanting it in New
York. Oliver is a cute orange killen who
is inlluenced by a gang of streetwise
dogs. Some of the voices you'll hear
include Billy Joel, Dom Deluise and
Belte Midler. At the Maine Mall
Cinemas: 1:15,3:10,5,7,8:50.
Rio GralMle The last film of the John
Ford film series at the Portland Museum
of Art. This one stars John Wayne as a
company commander with a willful wife
(Maureen O'Hara), who wants to leave
the frontier and take her son home. At
the PMA: Dec 8,7 pm.
Scrooged Bill Murray returns after his
long hiatus from the movies. in this updated version of Charles Dickens' "A
Christmas Carol." As far as I'm concerned, the movie is just another reminder of impending holiday shopping .
But what can I say - I'm a scrooge. At
the Maine Mall Cinemas: 12:45, 2:50,
5:15,7:35,9:55.
Sophie'. Choice Meryl Streep plays
a victim of a concentration camp in the
1982 movie. A young writer, Stingo,
falls in love with Sophie (Streep), while
observing an affair she has with a biologist (Kevin Kline). At Bowdoin: Dec 7,
7:30 pm in Smith Auditorium .

Oliver

PORTLAND CONCERT ASSOCIATION
262 Cwnberland Avenue, Portland ME '0410 1 772-8630
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RAOUL'S VOWS TO FIGHT TO mE END

Management team
defies court order

Tequila Sunrise There is nothing in'

Movies are not scheduled at press lime;
call ahead to confirm times
Iron bgl. II
7,9, weekend mats at 1, 3
ChIld'. PI.y

Cros.lng Delancy Amy Irving plays

'

L
Vb
~~~~~tJI(¢ <-<'~J
.

1, 2:30,4,5:30,7:15,9
_ .. Chrlstm_
1,3,5,7,9

Nickelodeon

t .'

<:J~
--~,. .~

12:45.2:50.5.7:10, 9:20
Cocoon: The Rettwn
12:30, 2:50, 5:15, 7:35, 9:55

Cinema City

I 75¢

'~Lt!~
" '. ~
. .'.'.' l

'I1HI N"od Gun

•

Lite Drafts 75¢
all day & nite
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
FREE hot dogs Lite Drafts
at halftime

Concert CoSponsor~ Casco Northern Bank & WPKM-FM

Er....t

EUROPEAN:
COMBO
I
PLATE
1

: One Bigos, One
One Bilki,
I smothered in homemade gravy, ~rved .
•
CQIlpon I
_
_ choice
_ _of
_salad
__
_homefnes
_ _ _ or
_nce
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ JI
with
and
I

What's Where

1:15,3:10,5,7,8:50

r---------------------i

:SAVE
$1 00

+ + +

The Naked Gun Do you miss reruns
of "Fantasy Island" with Ricardo
Montalban? Don't worry. He's back in
this detective thriller spoof by the '
creators of "Airplane." At the Maine Mall
Cinemas: 1:15,3:10,5:05,7,9.

Oliver. Comp. .,.

~((E:5~
We start/tfrom scratch!

--

Dec. 4. 1988

Two Performances

GorIII •• 'n th. MI.t
7, 9, weekend mats at 1, 3
Who F r _ Roger R _
Weekend mals at 1 , 3

Iron Eagle II I'm sorry to say the I
missed Iron Eagle I. lou Gossell, Jr.
leads the Air Force fly boys on a daring
mission. lotsa action, little plot. I just
got tired of running stills of actresses.
At Cinema City: 7, 9 with weekend mats

at 1. 3.
Man Facing Southe•• t The PortBowdoin College

The WI_ of O.
Dec 2, 7:30 and 10 pm. KrasgeAudHo;1um

A aoy N _ Ch"". _ _

Dec 3, 7:30 and 10 pm, Kresge AudHorium
Oulc• •
Dec 5, 9 pm, SmHh Audhorlum
SophIe'. ChoIc.
Dec 7, 7:30 pm, Smhh Auditorium

PortlalMl Museum of Art
Monument Square, Portland

11ckots are $3 lor momi>els,

$3.50 lor non-members

RloClnoncle
Dec 8, 7pm

+ + +

land premiere of a movie written and directed by Eliseo Subiela about a patient in a mental hospital in Buenes
Aires who cl"ims to be from another
planet. Yet the patient has an uncanny
sanity, and a profound effect on
others. Another look at the fine line
between sanity and insanity . •'ooks
forward to this one ... At The Movies:
Nov 30-Dec 2 at7 and 9 pm; Dec 3 at I.
2,7, and 9 pm.
Mystic Pizza A Connecticut Yankee
falls for a pizza parlor girl in this continuation of the story of Romeo and Juliet
+recommends, because I'Ve heard the
pizza parlor scenes are wonderful, and
I haven't had dinner yet. At the Nickelodeon: 1:15. 3:50, 7:20, 9:15 (Sat·
SUn); 4:30, 7:20, 9 :15 (Mon-Thu).

the world that can keep me away from
this movie. I have never seen such
seductive coming attractions in my life.
Mel Gibson is back from his sabbatical
to star in this one with Michelle Pfeiffer,
Raul Julia and Kurt Russell and cirected
by Robert Towne ("Personal. Best'). I
can't tell at afl from the previews what
this one's about, but I'Ve read thai its a .
"Big Chill- type deaf - the story involves
the relationship between old high
school friends whose lives have taken'
widely divergent paths. At the Maine
Mall Cinemas: 12:30, 2:50, 5:10, 7:35,
9:55.
The Tumlnsl Point Anne Bancroft,
Shirley MacLaine and Mikhail Barysh- .
.nikov Slar in this movie aboutlwo old
rivals who bailie for the artistic soul of a
young dancer. On MPBN lelevision Dec
4, 2:30 pm.
Wings of Desl.. Enough said. See
Screen. At the Nickelodeon: 1. 3:40, 7,
9:30 (Sat-Sun); 4,7,9:30 (Mon-Fri).
ha
't h d
Th WI .... f 0 If
•
za..... 0
Z
you
ven a
the opportunity to see this one on the
big screen for a while, it's worth the trip.
At Bowdoin:. Dec 2, 7:30 and 10 pm in
Kresge Auditorium.

----------!""'---....:"'!""--~..;
Charlie Chaplin Festival
Dec.mlNtr 4-13
The Movies
10 Exchan~e St.. Portland
77 -9600
The KId
(1921, silent)
Charlie Chaplin, Edna Purviance, The O._t Dlet.tor
Jackie Coogin (1940, lalkie)
Dec 4, 1 and 7; Dec 5 an. Char1ie_ClLaplin, Paulette Goddard,
Oakie - - - .- _
~2~,~C~'h Jack
Dec 9 at 7; Dec 10 at 9; Dec 11 at 7. Chllllie Chaplin, Mema Kenn.rdv Mon...... V~
Dec 4 at 5: Dec 5 at 8:45; Dec 6 at 1. (1947, lalkie)
A Woman of P_I.
Charlie Chaplin, Martha Raye
(1923, silent) Dec to at 2:45; Dec 12 at 9.
Edna Purviance, Adolphe Menjou limelight .
Dec 4 at9:15: Dec 8 at 8:30. (t952, lalkie)
'Q>e Gold Rush Charlie Chaplin, Claire Bloom,
(1925, Silent) Buster Keaton
Charlie Chaplin, Mlllk Swain, Dec tl at 2:45 and 9; Dec 13 at 6:30.
Georgia Hale " Kins In New York
Dec 6 at 8:45; Dec 7 at 5:30; Dec 108t1. (1957, talkie)
City Light.
Charlie Chaplin
(1931, silent) Dec lOat5; Dec 12at7; Dec 13 at 9:15.
Charlie Chaplin, Virginia Cherrifl " Chap.1n Revue
Dec 7 at 9:15; Dec 8 at7; Dec 9 aI9:15.
(three shorts, 1918-23,,,silent)
Modern Time.
Charl~ Chaplin, Edna ..urviance
(1936, silenl) Dec 4 at 2:45; Dec 7 at 7.
Chllllie Chaplin, Paulette Goddard
Dec 9 at 5:15; Dec 10 a17: Dec 11 at 1.

~~~ma~~na!~meJ?-t team

of eviction,

Portland is still shaking fol- revocation through .a hi&hly. lowing the first major domestic placed member orlhe tranSItion
polic:), decision of the new team who requested anonymity,
Admmistration. Bush, Inc., ar- vows to keep its doors open at
-riYed at what is sure to be its an>.: cost.
mostcontroversialdecisionO-ver.... 'Jfthey think they can getaway
the long weekend in Ken- with this, they better think
nebunkport - it plans to revoke again," said Raoul. "But then,
the lease to Raoul's Roadside tfieir next thought will be their
Attraction on Portland's "Mir- first.
acle Mile."
"We'll take 'em to court. We'll
"We've been hearing rumors hire the best lawyers. We'll bribe
about that place for a long time," the judges. We'll do whatever is
said a source, "and we finally necessary to do all the thinJ?-! that
decideditwastimetotakesome havemaaeRaoul'sMaine sNo.t
action. Raoul's stands for every- dine and dance club."
thing we're against: live mUSIC,
Despite the Administration's
roadside cuisme and affordable plans, it's business as usual at
prices. And look at what's on Raoul's. Warren Zevon plays
their menu - foreign beers and Nov. 30 (the show is sold out),
things like burritos and chorizo. the New Riders of the Purple
Face it - they're just un-Ameri- Sage play Dec. 1, Savoy Truffle
can.
plays Dec. 2 and Dave Mallett
Raoul's management team, plays Dec. 9.
which learned about the lease
ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT
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Just the Thing!

.

Inspired by the great bags of Europe, we've created a great-lookIng
well-functioning, long wearing bag (16"xl!"x 1") for men and women
who must carry their professional, person~ or s,~u~enl hves With them.
Underneath this sleek exterior lies twO 10 x 16 ZIppered pocke~, two . d
10" x I 6" open pockets, one 12" x 16" zippered pockets. three vanous-"ze
open poc kets for pens, calculators and
no tebooks. All this is made from our
rugged cotto n canvas, trimmed and.
reinforced with real leather and solid
brass. And of course, we guarante e
stitching and zippers foreverl
Medium brown with tan, navy with
tan. taupe with tan.

$68.50

Dab Dec 2-3 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rt.
35 N Windham. 892-2221 .
Art;' W. . , Dec 6 at the Barnhouse Tavern Rt 35 N Windham. 892-2221.
A VISion Shared: A Tribute to Woody
Gunthrie and Leadbelly airs Dec 6,
9:05 pm on MPBN television .
Zane Michael Raven Dec 7 at the
Barnhouse Tavern. Rt. 35. N Windham.
892-2221.
A Peter, Paul and Mary Holiday
Concert airs Dec 7.8 pm and Dec 11. 7
pm on MPBN television .
Con Fullan Dec 8 at the Bamhouse Tavern, Rt. 35 , N Windham. 892-2221,The Roche. Dec 9, 8:30 pm at Pickard
Theater Bowdoin College. BrunSWick.
Tickets ~re $7 for the public, $2.50 with
Bowdoin I.D. For more information, call
725-3321.
Art Webster Dec 9-1 0 at the Intown Pub,
Brunswick. 729-1777.
Scott Fulsom Dec9-10atthe Barnhouse
rock+roll
Tavern. Rt. 35, N Windham. 892-2221,New Riden of the Purple Sage Dec David Mallet Dec 9 at Raoul·s. 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
1 at Raoul's, 865 Forest, Portland. 773-

6886.

The Titanics
with
Thu. & Fri. Nights

Ed's Redeeming
Qualities

Open 'til 8:30

Sunday Noon- 4

a

v

oJ>

Treat Her Right
with

Men and Volts

S'ofdw~fo~ - v.;tf~
Factory/Showroom
9 Grcus Tune Road, So. Portland 04106
(across from UPS) (207) 77&-4312

Time Machine

Plate 0' Shrimp
SkaRockers
1217

In Transition
12/8

Sleepy LaBeef
Based on theories" of Einstein and
Kant this clock shows the relationship
tx'tween space and time and ~ow
neither stands still. Second, mmute
and hour sections come together
every three hours. $30 to $40

(@nrr u
IKlttgl1t

•

..J

Games ' Puzzles' Posters & Pastimes
40 Exchange St.• 774-6001

12/9

Dumptruck
12/10

Great Train
Robbery
45 Danforth Street, Portland

B.B.O. PORK?
i?D.~LUNCH.
pork mth Cadillac Jack's
M.BA, or aJ.N_G., Oust a
own
barbecue
Nonnal Guy), ~~~~~~~~:S for a
then you'll
hearty, quick

If you're a D.D.S., Ph.D.,

==~

loom And at
Cadillac Jack's,
no RSVP. is
needed.

pork sandwich
at Cadillac
Jack's. Fresh,

The Tltanlcs with Ed'. Redeeming
Qualltle. Dec 1 at the Tree, 45 Danforth. Portland. 774-1441 .
In-A-S.n.e Dec 1-2 at Moose Alley, 46
Market, Portland. 774-5246.
The Johnny Lynch Incident Dec 1-3
at the Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-0444 .
In the Fle.h Dec 1 at the Brunswick, Old
Orchard beach. 934-4873 .
IIIUt1lon Dec 2-3 at LB's Pub. Rt 302, N
Windham. 892-8923.
Treat Her Right with Men and Volt.
Dec 2 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth,
Portland. 774-1441.
Savoy Truffle Dec 2 at Raoul·s. 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
The Fit Dec 2 at the Marble Bar, 51 York,
Portland. 773-5516.
.
Croufire Dec 2-3 at the Brunswick, Old
Orchard beach . 934-4873 .
Swinging Bachelors Dec 2-3 at
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle. Portland. 7733501 .
The Wild Hearts Dec 3 at the Marble
Bar 51 York Portland. 773-5516.
The 'In.pecion Dec 8 at the Brunswick,
Old Orchard beach. 934-4873.
Rigamorole Dec 8 at Raoul's, 865 For·
est, Portland. 773-6886.
Sleepy La Beef Dec 8 at the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth. Portland. 774-1441.
Guilty Dec 9-10 at LB's Pub, Rt 302. N
Windham . 892-8923.
Blockyarel Dec 9-10 at the Brunswick,
Old Orchard beach. 934-4873.
Dump Truck and Bouncing orr Bob
Dec 9 at the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth,
Portland. 774-1441.
Great Train Robbery Dec 10 at the
Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth , Portland. 7741441.

r+b

Nlghtllfes Dec 9-10 at Horsefeathers,
193 Middle, Portland. 773-3501.

+blues

Johnny Clyde Copeland Dec 3 at
Raoul's 865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Blues NightSunday atGeno's, 13 Brown.
Portland. 761-2506.

regg+e
Plate-o-Shrimp Dec 3 at the Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth Portland. 774-1441.
Soundklnp Dec 10 at Raoul's, 865
Forest. Portland. 773-6886.

d+ncing
Zootz 31 Forest, Portland. Thu. house
music and new music. Fri-Sat. eclecUc
dance mix. Sun, request night; Wed, chem
free dancing to new wave . 773-8187.
Fanta.y Hall River Rd., S Windham.
Country music every Sarurday, 9 pm-1
am with Terrie Lee and Herbie Lambert.
892-2811.
Maine Ballroom Dance 80 Second
St. South Portland. Dance with Syd Lerman Dec 3 8 pm -12 midnight. $10 per
person. Fo; more information. call 7676200.
Traditional New England Country
Dance Dec 2, 8:30pm. Whis~ing ThieVlls
String band perform for Contra. square.
circle and couples dances. Chase Hall
Lounge, Bates College, Lewiston. Admission $3.
.
Square dancing The Portland JeWish
Community Center SoCial Seniors Will
sponsor an exhibition of American Square
dancing performed by Single Adult
Squares of Maine Dec 7, 1 pm (follOWing
a noon luncheon) at the Jewish Community Center, 57 Ashmont, Portland. Those
attending the luncheon ar~ asked to make
a $2 donation. For more Informauon, call
772-1959.

folk+acoustic
Maine Folk Art.: Music of Maine'.
AcadianCommunltyairs Dec 1, 12:30
pm on MPBN radio.
Danny Beal & Earl Bigelow every
Thu at Intown Pub, Brunswick. 729-1777.
Ed's Redeeming Qualities Dec 1 at
the Tree Cafe , 45 Danforth, Portland.
774-1441.
Spindrift Dec 1 at the Barnhouse Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham . 892-2221.
Lazy Mercede. Dec 2-3 at the Intown
Pub, Brunswick. 729-1777.

'./:0... .'

(!tlailltlc 9tlc/d
A Good Place to Eat
442 Fore Street in Portland's Old Port. 774-7466

j+zz

Bill St..et Dec 2-3 atthe Blue Moon, 425
Fore, Portland. Music 7:30-11 :30 pm. 8710663.
The Avery Sharpe Group Dec 4. 8:15
pm in College Chapel, Bates College. lewiston. Tickets $8. $5 for srudents and
seniors. For more information, call 7866135.
In Transition Dec 7 at the Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth PorHand. 774-144 1.
USM Jazz Ensemble directed by Scott
Reeves Dec 9, 8 pm at Corthell Concert
Hall, USM Gorham. Works performed
include pieces by Reeves. Duke EIlIn~ 
ton Freddy Hubbard, Gil Evans, Charlie
Parker and selections from the big band
literature. Tickets are $3 for the p~blic. $1
srudents and seniors. For more Information. call 780-5555.
Nancy Warnock Dec 9-10 at the Blue
Moon. 425 Fore, Portland. MUSIC 7:3011 :30 pm . 871-0663.

classic+1
The Youth Ensemble of the Portland
Symphony Orchestra present their f~1I
concert Dec 1, 7 :30 pm at Portland City
Hall Auditorium. Works performed Include
Beethoven's Symphony No.1 In C MaJor,
Copland's 'An Outdoor Overture,' Gould's
'American Salute," Debussy's ' The Engulfed Cathedral- and Corelli's 'Concerto
Grosso No. 10. Tickets are $3 for adults.
$2 for students and seniors. For more
information. call the PSO at 773-8191 .
Bowdoin College Community Orchestra perform the c~ncert premiere
of a piano concerto by VIvian Fine. a work
composed by Julia Smith, and works by
George Chadwick and Felix Mendelssohn
Dec 2, 7:30 pm in Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College. Brunswick. For more information, call 725-3321.
Portland String Quartet will perfonn
Beethoven's string quartets #1 and'4 on
Dec 2 8 pm at Immanuel Baptist Church,
156 H'igh, Portland. Tickets are $10. For
more information. call 761-1522.
Classical pianist Peter Basquin Dec 4, 3
pm at The Center for the Arts. 804 WashIngton, Bath. Works performed include
Chopin's Scherzos No. 1-4, Ravel 's
'Sonatine- and 'Jeux d'Eau' and Cesar
Franck's Prelude, Choral and FUllue.
Tickets are $101$8. For more InformaUon,
call 442-8455.
Maine New Music Network concert
will be given at the Portland Museum of
Art Dec 4, 3 pm . Works to be performed
include three contemporarx cham~r
pieces for cello. The concert IS free With
museum admission.
The USM Percussulon Ensemble
perform Dec 5, 8 pm in Corthell Concert
Hall USM Gorham. Free and open to the
pubiic. For more information , call 7805555.
Bowdoin College Concert Band
performs works by Williams, Holst!
Reynish and Grainger Dec 6, 7:30 pm In
Pickard Theater, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more information, call 725'11
332 1.
PSO Youth En.emble members WI
give a recital Dec 7, 7 pm in tile State
Street Church Chapel, Portland. For more
information, call 773-8191 .
USM Chamber Orchestra directed by
the Portland String Quartet Dec 7. 8 pm at
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham.
Works performed include Bach's -Bra.ndenburg Concerto No.3. "Warlock's ' SUite
for String Orchestra- and Tchaikovsky's
' Serenade for Strings." Tickets are $31$1 .
For more information. call 780-5555.
The Bowdoin Trio Dec 8, 8 pm at
Corthell Concert Hall. USM Gorham.
Works performed include Hay~n 's Tno In
C Major, No. 27. Brahm's Tno In C Minor
and Beethoven'S 'Archduke" trio. Tickets
are $101$8. For more information, call
78Qc5555.
.
The Workshop In Music Drama Will
present excerpts from Sondheim's 'A Uttle
Night Music" Dec 10, 8 pm In Corthell
Concert Hall USM Gorham . Tickets are
$31$1 . For more information, call 7805555.

The Boy Singers of Maine prese~t
their annual Christmas Concert Dec 3 In
the sanctuary of the First Congregational
Church, Falmouth . The choir will perform
Britten's 'Ceremony of Carols- and there
will also be a carol sing with the audience.
TIckets are available at the door. $5 for
adults. $3 for children. For more information, call 883-3059.
Chri.tma. Concert USM Concert
Band, Wind Ensemble and Chorale with
the Choral Art Society Dec 4, 2:30 and
7:30 pm at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception, Cumberland and Franklin, Portland. Tickets are $10/$8. For
more information , cal 780-5555.
Prelude to Chrl.tmas Gorham Arts
Council presents an afternoon of musIc
with the Community Orchestra of the PSO
Dec 4 2 pm at the Narraganseu School,
Gortmm. Program will include works by
Beethoven. Bach and Strauss. as well as
the 'Hallelujah Chorus" of Handel and
' Tubby the Tuba" for the kids. Tickets are
$5 for adults and $2 for children and are
available at Cook's Country Store. Baxter
Memorial Ubrary and at the door. For
more information, call 839-2104.
Handbell Concert Pilgrim Ringers
Christmas Concert Dec 4. 4 pm in Daggett
Lounge, Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more mformaUon ,
call 725-3321 .
Medieval and RenaIssance Chrl.t·
mas Music performed by the Calderwood Consort Dec 6, 4-6 pm in the Museum ShOr of the Bowdoin College
Museum 0 Art. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 7253275.
Music for Chri.tma. and Hanukkah performed by the Bates College
Choir Dec 6. 12:30 pm in the Olin Arts
Center Concert Hall. For more information, call 786-6330.
Choral Art. Society Dec 9. 8 pm at The
CenterfortheArts, 804 Washington, Bath .
Works performed include Fancls
Poulenc's "For the Season of Chrislmas,"
Gustav Holst's 'Christmas Day" and portions of Handel's "Messiah." Tickets are
$101$8 . For more information , call 4428455.
Magic of Christmas Ten Shows, Dec
9- 11, 15-18 at Portland City Hall Auditorium . Special guests K.K. Preece, soprano Magic of Christmas Chorus directed by Daniel Junken and the Boy
Singers of Maine. Performances are at 8
pm Fri and Sat, 2:30 and 8 on Sun . For
more information, call th Portland Symphony Orchestra at 773-8191.
Songs of the Season A Christmas
benefit concert by Castle bay Dec 9, 7:30
pm at the First Baptist Church , 23 Main,
Yarmouth. This evening ot Christmas
music in the Cehic folk tradition will benefit the Protestant Hospital Chaplaincy ot
Maine Medical Center. Cost of admission
is $6 for adults. $3 for children u~r 12.
free for children under 6. For more information , call 846-5814.
Ca.Uebay perform traditional Celtic
Christmas music Dec 10. 8 pm at the
Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist
Church in Por~and . Tickets are $6 In
advance. $8 at the door. Tickets are
available
at Amadeus
MUSI.C,
Buckdancer's Choice and Gallery MUSIC.
For more information. call the Portland
Folk Club at 773-9549.

chrtstm.s
Handel'. M . . . lah Dec 2-3, 8 pm at the
Bates College Chapel. Lewiston . The
Messiah will be performed by the Androscoggin Chorale with guest soloists and
the Maine Chamber Ensemble under the
direction of Peter Frewn. For ticket information, call 786-2901 x 3501 .

The Homecoming by Harold Pinter presented by the Mad Horse Theater Company through Dec 18 at the Theatre of
Fantasy , 50 Danforth, Portland. Performances are Thu-Sun . Tickets are $10 on
Thu and Sun, $12 on Fri-Set. For more
information, call 775-5657.
The Ho.tage Dec 1- 18 at the Portland
Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest,
Portland. Presented by Portland Stage.
Performances are Tue-Thu at 7:30 pm,
Fri at8 pm, Satat5and9 pm , Sun.at 2pm .
Tickets are $8-$19 and are available at
the PPAC box office , 774-0465.
Rus.lan Play "Vladimar Mayonovsky - A Tragedy" A 35-minute
pertormance by members of the .faculty
and students incorporabng cubist art,
video, music, poetry and dance Dec 1-3.
8 pm in Smith Auditorium. BowdOin College, Brunswick.
.
Menage. 20 A theater/dace production
choreographed by senior Scott Balentine
and featunng members of the Bates College Modern Dance Company Dec 1-3, 8
pm in Gannett Theater, Bates College,
Lewiston. Admission is $21$1 . For more
information, call 786-6330.
The Crab Who Got :TIred of Chri.tmas a com ical underwater look at holiday preparations, and "Rehearse, Jonah,'
the humorous story of Jonah and the
Whale told as a play in rehearsal. Performances are Dec 1-3 at 8 pm at the
Schoolhouse Theater, Rt. 114, Sebago
Lake Village. For ticket information , call
642-3743 0# 773-1648.

MORE •••
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------Wro,jiaB~-----NEW LOCATION 659 WARREN AVE.
2ND RIGHT OFF EXIT 8, NEXT TO GOODALL BOATS 773-0888
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YOU'LL FIND THE BEST DEAL ON WOOD & COAL STOVES
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; WoodstovesfromS99.95 CoalS.tov.esfromS299.95
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WIM WENDERS BEFORE "WINGS OF DESIRE"

A fetish for America
"Wings of Desire," German allow Vogeler to spend the Polanski's "Tess." Certain didirector Wim Wenders' latest night). The last thing Vogeler rectors know how to use her).
effort, opens tomorrow at the needs is to take responsibility
It is by far W enders' most
Nickelodeon under the aus- for a young and abandoned 10- visual movie. Texas is given to
pices of Hoyt's Film Festival. year-old girl, which is precisely us bare. There is nothing artifi(At least we're told it's a film what falls in his lap and even- cial, nothing held back, no
festival. Every movie to come tually brings him back to life. inhibitions as in Wenders' preto Portland under this guise On the way to the airport for vious excursions with the
has been released in other cities his return to Europe, the jour- camera into America. The
months earlier. But who's com- nalist encounters 10-year-old movie begins with RyCooder's
plaining? I could have moved Alice, whose mother leaves haunting guitar music, Texas'
to Cannes or Toronto.)
Alice in the journalist's care vast emptiness and Harry Dean
In ''Wings of Desire" Bruno without his consent. They take Stanton in the midst of this
Ganz plays the angel Damiel, off in search of Alice's grand- nothingness heading nowhere,
who wanders throughout Ber- mother, penniless, ' evading or so it seems. Stanton plays
lin in a corporeal state over- hotel bills, and eating little. At Travis,a man walking throughhearing the thoughts of mor- one pOint Vogeler leaves Alice out Texas in search of Paris,
tals whose non-angelic lives he in the police station, but she where he owns a plot of land
envies. The movie is filmed, for leaves police protection and on which he believes he was
the most part, in black' and tracks Vogeler down. By this conceived (and where he plans
white, but the sequences using point he is happy to see her. He to die, it seems). He collapses
muted colors are said to give realizes that Alice fills a void in from his travels before he gets
the movie a wonderful, ethe- his life and that she is depend- there and his brother, played
real feeling. The movie prom- ent on him. They continue their by Dean Stockwell, comes to
ises to be one of Wenders' truly search.
fetch him and takes him home.
visual films, since he and cineThis is a young ffim, by a Travis left behind wife. And
matographer Robby Miiller young director, and about his wife Jane has also disapcontinue to improve in this area. youth. The sadness and behav- peared, leaving their son
In it's German release the film ior of the journalist are, at times, Hunter with her brother-in-law
was called "Heaven over Ber- inexplicable. Yet the film is and his wife.
lin." Based on a screenplay by attractive. Alice, played by
The movie is about a reunion
Austrian novelist and play- Yella Rottlander, is both bright between a father and son, a
wright Peter Handke, "Wings" and sympathetic. Vogeler has man and his wife, and in the
is Wenders' homecOming: it is the eyes to play the melancholy end, between mother and son.
a German movie.
young man quite well.
The movie doesn't have a
For years Wenders has been
"Hammett" is a movie based, happy ending, but the ending
drawn to this side of the Atlan- fictitiously perhaps, on Ameri- is the most satisfactory of all of
tic. His obsession with all things can mystery writer Dashiell Wenders' ffims. It must end as
American has give us some Hammett's life. Francis Ford it does; the characters' behavgreat films, including" Alice in Coppola produced this detec- ior is clearer than in Wenders'
the Cities" (1974), "Hammett" tive story starring Fred,eric earlier movies.
(1982), and "Paris, Texas" Forest-This is Wenders' tribute
Perhaps Wenders finally
(1984)_
to the private eye of many "found" America in those dark,
The earliest movie begins as American film noir flicks. The colorful spaces he found while
a frustration with Americana. sets used in the ffim are of San looking for "Paris, Texas_"
"Alice in The Cities" opens Fransisco's Chinatown and Perhaps he merely became
under the boardwalk in an they are artificial - very artifi- homesick_Either way, ''Wings
American coastal town during cial and intentionally so. It is as of Desire" will be something
the off-season. A young man if Wenders is apologizing for new for American audiences.
(Rudiger Vogeler) is snapping being unable to capture Ameri- Wenders leaves America bePoloroid shots ofthe gray beach cana by giving us an obvious hind and takes on heaven.
scene (the entire movie is filmed imitation. The artificiality also
Whether or not this turf is
in black and white) as he hums gives the impression that any more familiar and man''Under the Boardwalk" to Hollywood's hard-boiled pri- ageable for Wenders, I don't
himself- We learn he is a jour- vate eye, is something Ameri- know. If in the past, Wenders
nalist working on a piece about cans only emulate too. The has left too much to the imagiAmerica_ He cannot write a detective - brave, headstrong, nation, Wenders goes to the
word. He tries desperately to but sensitive when there's a real another extreme in ''Wings of
capture what he sees on ffim, lady around - is no more the Desire" because the angels can
but claims that by the time the man of America's experience overhear all the thoughts of
shutter opens -and shuts the than it is of Wenders'.
mortals. We'll be omniscient for
image is gone. Here's a movie
''Paris, Texas" is Wenders' the first time.
with a reason d'etre that seems most successful American film_
With a strong screenplay as
to be an inability to capture and I suspect that this is due, in in "Paris, Texas" and good
understand America.
part, to Sam Shepard's screen- cinematography, "Wings of
Vogeler's character is de- play and the fantastic perform- Desire" will be worth getting
feated and melancholy. He has ances by Harry Dean Stanton, off the couch. failed professionally and has Dean Stockwell, and even
been defeated in love (we as- Nastassja Kinski (who has Ann Sitomer has a fetish for leading
sume, because in one brief scene swung two good. performances: men, but a German friend told her that
there is a woman who will not in this movie and Roman is not the meaning of Lustspiel.
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THEY'RE MUSIC TO YOUR ~:.1JI) 'S
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MOST NEW RELEASES
$7.49 and under - LPs / Cassettes
$13.99 and under - CDs
EVERYTHING IS ON SALE EVERYDAY AT

RECORDS, CD'S, TAPES AND OTHER "BAD HABITS"
AT PRICES YOU SHOULD HAVE BEEN PAYING!
10 EXCHANGE ST, .LOWER LEVEL • 773-1310

(~[]:IIUr~ts1tlll:lt;S ~C:8ur~Jdl
ifC1~blD[lr~f~S

25 cards $8.75
MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.
---~_a¢tll·'!tI'jijt.,§@.--37 Qcean St., South Portland
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone

157 Middle Street (Old Port)
761-2882 Debbie Dolan

BEAU1Y&
FUNCTION

Choose from our selection of Italian ceramic tiles
and rich oak finishes to create the table that is right
for your kitchen or dining area.

Table with four chairs
Now $1.250 SAVE $260

~ scandinavia
. 343 Forest Avenue. Portland
(207) 773-4715
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Dec.... ber 1, 1988

OPEN TILL
1 AMFRI & SAT

Cheapest
Beer & Wine
in the Old Port
IN THE THOMAS BLOCK
ON THE
WATERFRONT

BUY • SELL • TRADE

Trading
Co. Inc.
498 Congress Street, Portland~
.

~

-

OJ
Q_~

772-3932

Come in and check out our holiday speclais
Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches
Rings· Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland· 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath. 185 Water Street, Augusta

"'We buy anything worth buying"

'--

BUY • SELL • TRADE

5
243 Falmouth Road
Falmouth, Maine 04105

COM PAN Y

$500 OFF PURCHASE OF $5(pI OR MORE

No BATTERIES OR
ASSEMBLY REQUIRED.

Our gemstones and ring settings are unique.
But then, so is she.
The RememberRingT• captures yesterday's special
memories for years to come. Set with diamonds,
rubies and/or sapphires. From $415.

BRQWNGoIdsmilhs
GEMOLOGISTS. DESIGNERS

.....-:~,

(AGS)·

,,~.('

\-lolKlay Hours: Mon.·Sat., 10-6; ·Thur. &: Fri., 10-8; and Sunday, II·S.
On< Mechanic St_, just off Main Stem,downtown F _ 865-4126

1I~1~~~~;:;

ON~

Mon-1'hur
6:30 am-ll:30 pm
Fri-Sat 6:30-1:00 am
Sun 10:00 am-7:00 pm

Players
ater, 420
Showtimes are i
2:30 pm. For ticket ;nfn~o'.n~
7337.
You'. . . Good M.n CMrll. Brown
through Dec 17 at 176 Sawyer St., Port·
land. Showtimes are Fri·Sat at 8 pm, Sun
at 2 pm. For ticket information, call 7991421 or 799-6509.
Chorus V.rI.tyShow ''I Lov. Chrl.tIIUI." Dec 1 and 3, 7:30 pm in the Bonney Eagle High School Cafetorium, Rt.
22, West Buxton , Presented by the Bon· The 11th .nn... 1 lighting of the
Copp.r B •• ch T ... will be held Dec
ney Eagle High School Chorus. Do·
1,3:30 pm at the Portiand Museum of Art.
nations: Adults, $2 students and senior
Free admission, refreshments and a sing·
citizens, $1.
ing of traditional carols in the Great Hall.
The Hutcr.ck.r Dec 2-4 and 9-11 at
For more information, call 775-6148.
the City Theater, 202 Main, Biddeford.
Performance by the Portiand Ballet. M.I... Ch.pt.r of the H.tlonal
Multlpl. Scl.ro.l. Socl.ty is havShowtime is Fri·Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 2 pm.
ing a lundraising reception Dec 1,5-7 pm
Tickets $10 for adults, $6 for children and
at The Marriott, 200 Sable Oaks Dnve
seniors. Preview performance Dec I , 6
(near the Maine Mall). For more informapm; bckets are $5. 772-9671 .
tion, call 761-5815.
The Cruclbl. by Arthur Miller Dec 2·11
performed by the Russell Square Players S.lfH.lp Cr.fts Sal. Dec3, 9 am-3 pm
at the Church of the Servant, Lafayette
at Russell Hall, USM Gorham. Tickets are
St. , Portland. A unique opportunity to pur·
$6 public, $5 seniors, $3 students. For
chase international handicrafts made by
performances times and reservations, call
skilled craftspeople from developing na780-5483.
tions, such as doll lurniture from Haiti,
Go A.k Allc. Play based on the diary of
plant hangers from Bangladesh , baskets
a girl who was lured into drugs by peer
from the Philippines, and handcarved
pressure Dec 2-3, 8 pm at Thornton
wooden boxes from India. SeIlHelp Crafts
Academy, Saco. Tickets are $5 for adults,
supports the craftspeople directly: the
~ for students and seniors, For more
sale is not a localfundralser. For more inInformation, call the Thornton Academy
formation , call 775-6578 or 874-0241.
drama club at 282-3361.
L.t It Snow! lit Prob.bly Will Any- Chri.tm•• In the 1800.: Dow.....t
F.lr Dec 3, 10 am-2 pm at Woodfords
w.y) A Christmas musical revue that
Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords
looks at Christmas past and present Dec
SI. , Portland. Crafts, food , knit goods,
1, 3, 8·9, 17, 23, 29-30 at the Thomas Inn
books, cookie run , cheese, fruit cakes,
and Playhouse, Rt. 302, S. Casco. Dinner
and a separate fair for children. Santa is
begins at 7 pm and showtime is 8 :30 pm.
expected. For more information , call 797To make reservations, call 655-3292.
3789 .
Maglcl.n Woody Woodw.rd, the
Kr.ck.rj.ck Theat.. Comp.ny
.nd jazz pi.nl.t Eddy Ruby perform
Dec 2 at the Thomas Inn Playhouse, Rt.
302 S.. Casco. Dinner is at 7 pm, with
entertainment starting at 8:30 pm . Reser·
Annual Christmas
vations can be made by calling 655-3292.
Tree Lightings
Son of a W.II· T ....p.red Le •• r Sat·
urdays , 7:30 pm at Southworth Planetar·
Porttand, Cop~r Beach Tre.
ium, USM Portland. Tickets are $3.50 for
High .nd Spring" Steets
adults, $2.50 for children under 12. For
December 1, 4 pm
more information, call 780-4249.
South Portland, Millc .... k Park
A Chrl.tllUl. C.rol A musical version
December 2, 6 pm
on Dec 6, 7:30 pm at Portiand City Hall
F.lmouth, D .... ot Park
December
3, 3·5 pm
Auditorium. 772·8630.
Gorflam, Robl .. Gym
Auditions for Irving B.rlln'. "C.II
December 4, 3·5 pm
M. M.dam," directed by Priscilla
W.. stbrook, Skat.. Btock
Montgomery and Carol Googins, Dec 6December 4, 3·5 pm
7, 7 pm at The Center for the Arts 804
Washington, Bath. 'Call Me Madam'· is a
spoof of politics in the Truman years.
Soloists must bring sheet music. Technical people interested in set construction, Old F••hloned Chrl.tm•• F.lr Dec
lights, costumes and props should also
3, 9:30 am-2:30 pm at Trinity Church,
come these evenings. For more informa·
Forest Ave at Coyle, Portland. Lobster
tion, call Priscilla Montgomery at 443·
stew luncheon, green, baked goods &
9507.
candy, antiques & collectibles and more.
The Wizard of Oz Dec 8-18 at The The I»ortl.nd J.wl.h Community
Theater Projec~ 14 School SI., Brun·
C.nt.r will sponsor its annual commuswick. Showtime is Fri at 7 pm, Sat at 2
nity Chanukah celebration Dec 4 at
and 7 pm and Sun at 2 pm. TICkets $5. For
Temple Beth EI, 400 Deering Ave, Portreservations, call 729-8584.
land. An 11:15 am torchlight marathon
Mu.lc.1 production of "Lezurua"
run from the Jewish Home for the Aged to
Dec 9-10 at 7 pm, Dec 11 at 1 pm at SI.
Temple Beth EI officially starts the celeJoseph's College, Windham. Tickets are
bration. At 11 :45, community leaders will
$5 for adults, $3 lor children and seniors
light the big menorah from the runners'
and are available at the door. For more intorchlight outside the -synagogue. Holi·
formation, call 892-3052.
day festivities and entertainment follow at
The Alchemedl._ New VaudeVillians
noon. The public is invited to this free
perform Dec 10,8 pm at lewiston Jr High
event. For more information, call 722·
School. Tickets are $6-$8. For more infor1959.
mation, call 782-7228.
SI"nt Might Auction to benefit the
Pe.c. Child, a musical play that tells the
Preble Street Resource Center Dec 8, 6story of Soviet and American youth who
8:30 pm at Woodfords Church, 202
becOme friends and cooperate to estabWoodfords St., Portiand. Live entertainlish peace between countries, will be
ment will be provided by the East End
performed Dec 10, 7 pm and Dec II , 2
Jazz Quartet, and a light dinner will be
and 7 pm at Riverton Community Center,
served. Admission is $10. A live and
1600 Forest, Portiand. Tickets are $5, $3
silent auction of holiday gilts and artwork
for children under 5. For more informadonated by local businesses and artists.
tion, call the Jewish Community Center at
For more mformation, call 774-8211.
772·1959.
Hollde, a.l. by Portland School of Art
O. Hen,.,.. "Th. Gift of the M.gl"
alumni and students Dec 9, 5-8 pm and
will be performed on stage Dec 10. 8:30
Dec 10, 10 am-5 pm at the Portland
pm at the Thomas Inn and Playhouse, Rt.
School of Art, 619 Congress St, Port302, S. Casco. Dinner begins at 7 pm. To
land. For more information, call 775-3052.
make reservations, call 655·3292.
Annu.1 Holld.y ()pen Hous. &
()pen Mike/Audition Hight every
Book.... Dec 10, 1-5 pm Ionowed by
Wednesday at the Thomas Inn and Playan open poetry reading, 7:30-9 pm (anyhouse, At. 302, South Casco. Interested
one Interesteain partiCipating in the readacts should contract the management at
ing should contact the MWPA by Dec 5) at
the Inn, 655-3292, to arrange sCheduling.
the Maine Writers Cenler, 190 Mason,
Acts chosen from the Wednesday night
Brunswick. For more information, call 729auditions will be offered an opportunity to
6333.
perform for compensation at the rnn. H.w y . .r'aIPortland Four hours of
Auditions are open to the public.
your time will get you free admission to
the celebration and an invitation to the
Midnight Staff party on Dec 31. Volunteers are needed for distribution of flyers
and posters on specific roUleS in Southern Maine. A car will be helplullor mos~
but not aD, routes. People are also needed
in the sales and S8QJrity area. For more
information, call the Cenler for Voluntary
Aclion at 874-1015.
WMIIIy FIM Mllltlet Sundays, 9 am-4
pm, at !he Portland Expo Center, 239
Park Ave, Portland.

•••

•••

WALL

opening+

CMrI•• Burdick P.lntlng. in acrylic
and watercolor wash drawin\ls are on
exhibit at The Art Gallery al Six Deering
through Dec. Preview and reception for
the artist Dec 2,6·9 pm. Open House Dec
3, 11 am-5 pm . Hours: Tue·Sat 11 am·5
pm during the firsttwoweeks of the month,
thereafter, by chance or appoinbnent.
772·9605.
M ••t The M.k.... Dec 3 lOam· 6 pm
and Dec 4, 11 am-5 pm. An opportunity to
VISrt artists' work spaces and studios at
547A Congress Street, and 20-34 Danforth Street. Refreshments will be served
in some studios, and participants will be
selling their work as well.
The Union of Main. VI.... I Artl.t.
will hold their annual art sale Dec 3, 10
am-6 pm at One City Center, Portiand.
Over 50 artists are participating in the
sale. This is an opportunity for people to
have a great deal of art to choose from,
obtain both framed and unframed work,
talk to the artists and buy art at bargain
prices. Admission is free.
Th. Figur• • nd Th. Lend.cape Oil
paintings and drawings by Theophil Groell
will open Dec 2, 5·8 pm at the Congress
Square Gallery, 594 Congress, Portland.
An open house for the artist will be held
Dec 3, 3·6 pm . Exhibit continues through
Jan 5. Hours: Mon·Sat 10 am-B pm. 7743369.
Portland Show Works by gallery artists
to celebrate the 25th anniversary of Portland landmarks at Barridoff Galleries, 26
Free, Por~and . Opening reception Dec 9
5·7 pm . Exhibit continues through De~
31. Also at the gallery, 19th and early 20th
century American art, Hours: Mon·Fri 1·
am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm. 772·5011.
Spring Point Pott.ry , 5 Adams, S
Portland. Pottery exhibit and annual open
house and holiday sale Dec 10· 11, 9 am·
5 pm. 767-1350.

ar+und town
Portl.nd Mu •• um of Art Seven Con·
gress Square, Portland. Hours: Tue·Sat.
10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday eve·
nlngs, 5-9. Current exhibits: Winslow
Homer: Paintings of the Civil War (Oct 6·
Dec 18); Judith Rothchild: From Collage
into Relief (Oct 28·Dec 31). The Land of
Norumbega (Nov 15-Jan 22). 775-6148.
Art .nd Archlt.ctu..: V••t.rd.y
• nd Today at Hobe Sound Galleries
North, One Milk Street and Wellin Gardiner Fine Arts, 4 1/2 Milk Street, Port·
land . Exhibit continues through Dec 3 .
Hours: Tue-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm (Hobe,
773-2755); Tua-Sat 9:30 am·5:30 pm
(Wellin Gardiner, 774-1944).
D.nforth St ...t Cal ..ry, 34 Danforth,
Portiand. Contemporary, figurative paintings and drawings by Salazar through
Dec 23. Hours: Tue-Sat 10:30 am·5 pm
Thu until 8 pm. 775-6245.
'
St.v.n M.rrlil An exhibit of realistic wa·
tercolors of Maine scenes and still lifes
Dec 7·28 at the Artisans, 334 Forest Ave,
Portiand. Hours: Mon- Fri 9 am-B pm, Sat
9 am·3 pm. 772-5522.
C ... nhut G.II.rI_, 146 Middle, Portland. Through Dec, Qriginal prints, pastel
and paintings by gallery artiSts, and antique prints of Portland and Maine. Hours:
Mon·Sat 10 :30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
Chrl.tllUl. Show ''The Gift ofGI•••"
at the Stein Gallery, 20 Milk, Portland.
Exhibit continues through Dec 31 . Hours:
Mon-Sat, 11 am·5:30 pm. 772-9072.
C.II.ry 127, 127 Middle, Portland. Works
by Diana Arcadipone, John Dehlinger,
Lynn Drexler, Alex Gridzeijko, Eric Green,
John Hu"berg, Richard Hutchkins, C.
Michael lewis, Charles E. Martin, Graydon
Mayer, Nick Snow, John Swan, Michael
Waterman and Gina Werfel. Exhibit continues through Jan . Hours: Tue·Fri 10
am-B pm, Sat 10 am·5 pm. 773-3317.
H.ney M.rgoll. C.U.ry, 367 Fore
Stree~ Portiand. Jewelry by Lydia Weber
and Woven Forms by Rise Petersons
through Jan 1. Also ·New Art Forms·
installation at Bemstein, Shur, Sawyer
and Nelson (open to the public by ap·
potntment only). 775-3822.
H.w P.lntlnp by Connl. H.y_ will
be displayed through Jan 29 at Cafe Always, 47 Middle, Portiand. Hours: TueSun 5-10 pm. 774-9399.

NEW LOCATION 659 WARREN AVENUE 773'()888
A complete .election for your gifl creation. and holiooy decorati"lf

by
Thomas A.
Verde

Chcose from hundreds
of baskets for your
gift creations. Bread
baskets, picnic baskets, etc.

1hu'C9

797-9546

E •••

Wreaths of all shapes
and sius, also a complete
selection of silk cmd
dry {lowers.

Daily Hours 9-6; Sat 9-5:32, S,!" 12· 5
2nd Right off Exit 8, next to uooaall Boats

A MAD

HORSE HOMECOMING

Of fate and fatnily
Mad
Horse
Theatre
Company's production of
Harold Pinter's "The Homecoming" opened November 25
at the Theater of Fantasy, Danforth Street in Portland. The
play continues through December 18 with performances
Thursday through Sunday.
Director Michael Rafkin says
that opening "The Homecoming" at the Theater of Fantasy
during the Thanksgiving holiday weekend is "completely
coincidental" and that the productionis "nota seasonal play."
There is both truth and inaccuracy in this claim.
The truth may be that Mad
Horse's scheduling of the play
just happened to occur at the
end of November and it may be
further true that one thinks
more of dancing Dickens street
urchins when one thinks of
traditional "holiday fare."
Yet "The Homecoming" does
deal with a family reunion, of
sorts, and with those special
tensions, relationships and
conflicts that sometimes occur
when we are forced to spend
time with those whom we are
supposed to love, yet cannot
stand. Sound familiar?
"The Homecoming" takes
place in "an old house in North
London." Here we meet Max
(Tony Owen), the elderly, dissatisfied and disgruntled patriarch of the family. This family consists of brotherSam (Skip
Emerson),a compassionate but
ineffective chauffeur, and two
of Max's boys, Lenny (Donald
Jellerson), a small-time pimp,
and Joey (Randy Aromando),
an aspiring boxer, The third
and eldest son, Teddy (Walt
Dunlap), a university professor, has been in America for six
years with his wife, Ruth
(Cynthia Barnett) whom the
family has not met nor even
knows about. It is Teddy's return to the old house with Ruth
that is the
of the
title.

Yet from the very beginning
we see that this is no ordinary
family. These people exist in a
household in which there is
constant conflict and occasional
violence. And into this seething war zone steps Ruth, a
goddess/ slut who has here at
her disposal almost every element of the male persona represented by the different characters - Max's self assured
boasting, Lenny's decadence,
Joey's plodding and thoughtless strength, Sam's compassion and Teddy's effete intellectualism.
Ruth is not in the house very
long before Lenny and Joey
both make advances towards
her, which she readily encourages, Wearing virginal white,
Cynthia Barnett's Ruth teases
us with her sexuality which is
at once tantalizing and elusive.
Her skirts rise high, but not too
high; her long legs fold and
unfold like a jackknife; and her
come-hither body language
stops short of completing the
act it describes.
Just how far can the absurdity go is a question one can
easily ask of "The Homecoming." When we feel we may be
close to knowing what to expect from this play, we are
handed the unexpected, the
disturbing. We go back and
forth between dreams of happiness and the reality of tension. What exactly is a family,
we are asked. How is it defined? In this particular one,
we see that women are at once
revered and reviled. We see the
both the ugliness and the ineffectiveness of the male character in an arena of conflict. The
only way out it seems is through
death.
Despite the variegated and
improbable Englishaccents, the
castof"TheHomecoming" give
a sensitive and intelligent rendering of a difficult play. Of all
the performances, however,
Donald Jellerson's is particu-

larly keen. His stances, the
sneers in his voice, his sly,
Simmering edge of violence
point to Jellerson's skill and
craft as an actor. His Lenny is a
creature to be feared, who yet
amuses us with sarcasm. Walt
Dunlap is also impressive as
Teddy, the emotionless, intellectual "Doctor of Philosophy"
who stands paSSively by while
his brothers make love to his
wife before his very eyes and
bargain her into being the
family prostitute.
Considered to be one of
Pinter's most cryptic works,
"The Homecoming" in the
hands of director Michael

• • • • TIIERIDUGHTREVUE • • • •
40 Years of Great American Music
Winner of Maine Music Award's Best R&B Band Two Years Running
Dec, 2·3 - Brunswick, N.A.S.
Join us every Wed. night at Raouls'
for our Motown Rock n' Roll Dance Party at 8:00PM
Weddings and private parties are our speciaHy

CALL 883·2802
(Band rehearsal space available also)
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violin music performed by The
II
Kronos String Quartet which
significantly help to create the
mood. Rafkinalso gives us brief
'J'
visual introductions to the
I
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hi, .
scenes in which various charI
Les, t ere s tzme.
actersareposed frozen onstage,
TWO "WEEK DELIVERY on all
illuminated by an eerie greenCUSTOM DRAPERIES and BUNDS
ish light overhead. In these
creatively employed little dioordered from merchandise in stock.
ramas, Rafkin is offering us the
Call 773-5741 NO'V for our
essence of the scene.
While these are directorial
FREE SHOP-AT-HOME SERVICE
additions, Rafkin has retained
the essential Pinter "pause"
The Custom
Shop
which punctuates the dialogue
and forces us to listen closely to
644 Congress Street, Portland
every word that is spoken.
in
the
Lafayette
Town House between Longfellow and Congress Squares
Therels as much, it seems, being
FREE PARKING (stop at our front door for directions)
said in the silence as there is in
52 Years-Since 1936
the speeches and both Dunlap
and Barnett are particularly
good at this type of delivery.
Mad Horse continues to
impress, then, with its small
cadre of talented performers
who can tum what is essentially just a comer in a big room
at the "Theater" of Fantasy into
Conditioning Perms
a reasonably legitimate stage
starting at $12.50
whereRafkin and company put
on something more than reasonably legitimate theater.
Spiral Perms

New Bra,.r:
tier,tel S I,
I' fol r the Holt·davs? }

I

Drapery

Thomas A. Verde

is a Portland
writer who is new to reviewing plays,
but notto bizzare holiday family scenes.

starting at $30.00

(depending on hair length)

Color Touch-Up
at $5.95
9-4 Monday through Thursday
8-4 on Friday

8-3 on Saturday

schools+libraries
"-SlIv.r Pholo~ An exhibition of historic photographIC processes,
includin\l gum prints, cyontypes, and Van
Dyke prints by students of the photogra·
phy department of the Portland SchoOl of
Art. The exhibit continues through Dec 13
in the Student Gallery, Bax1er Building,
619 Congress. Open during regular schoOl
hours, including weekends. 775-5154.
Facul~ Show through Dec 21 at the
Baxter Gallery, Portiaild School of Art,
619 gongress Street, Portland. Hours:
Mon-Fri 10am-5pm (ThuuntiI7pm},Sun
11 am-4 pm.
My.llclelne: Pho........ of MI_
WhIt. at the Payson Gallery of An, 718
Sl9vens Ave, Portiand. Exhiliit continues
fIroudI Dec 24. Howl: Tue-Fri, 10 am ....
pm,
pm, Sat-Sun, ,-5 pm.

23

Cuts, Sets, Blowdry, Coloring, Perms, Hair Removal,
Marucures and Make·Up.
Walk-ins welcome. All work done by our students
under supervision.
Free parking.

Starting in January 5-9 pm Monday - Thursday

MAINE STATE
PCMJEMY OF HAIR DESIGN

24 Preble Street, Portland
775·5695

Walter Dunlap,
Skip Emerson, DanalJefferson
and Tony OWen star tn Mad HorseTbeatre
Company's production oftbe "Homecoming.·
Photo/Randy Uri

Nationally Accredited NACCAS Financial Aid
Daytime and evening classes starting Jan. 2

•

Admissions call 775-7160
SACO' WATERVILLE I BREWER

C ••co B.y W_kly

+

CORSICAN

Restaurant
9 MECHANIC Sf.
FREEPORT

$1 OFF
PEDRO'S BURRITO

•
SEN
E
WALL

ON~

We also serve
Dos Equis and
Corona Beer.

across the street
and down the hill
from L.L. Bean

more

OPEN DAILY 11-9
CLOSED TUESDAYS

865-9421

•
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Bo.ton Artl.t St.v.n MItchell will
exhibit new work through Dec 21 at the
AREA Gallery at the Campus Center,
USM Portland. For more information, call
780-4090.
F.culty ExhIbItion at ttie USM Port·
land Art Gallery Dec 1-15. Closing recep·
tion Dec 15~~ pm. Hours: Sun·Thu 12-4
pm. 780-50w.
The Land.c.pe WIthin An exhibit of
works by Thomas Connolly Dec 2-29 at
the Portland Public Library. Opening reo
ception and slide show Dec 2, 4-6 pm.
Open during library hours. 773-4761.
BowdoIn CoII~ Mu•• um of Art,
Brunswick. Hours: Tue·Fri, 10 am-4 pm;
Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Sun, 2-5 pm. Revolu·
tionary Art: Russian Avant·Garde Works
from the Collection of Robert and Mau·
rine Rothschild Nov 29.Jan 8. 725-3275.
".p.ne.e Cr.ft. - New England An
exhibition of works in clay, fiber, metal
and wood by 16 contem porary New
England artisans at the Olin Arts Center,
Bates College, Lewiston.

H 0 U S .E

any
one item

p1zza
Reg. $6.50

Sterling silver
onyx earrings S39

out.f town
Photography by"Ed Holcomb of Cape
Porpoise will be on display atthe Attomey
General Gallery Space located on the
sixth Hoor, State Office Building in Au· ·
gusta through Dec2. Gallery hours: Mon·
Fri 8 am-5 pm. 289-2724.
Silk w.1I hangllllfS by Margery Ware
Kirsch are on exhibit through December
at the Maine Audubon Soc:iety, Gisland
Farm, 118 U.S. Route One, Falmouth.
Hours: Mon·Sat 9 am-5 pm. 781-2330.
W.t.rcolor Show through Dec 6 at The
Centerforthe Arts, 804 Washington, Bath.
Hours: Tue·Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat 12 noon·
4 pm. 442-a455.
Mlnl.tu.... Paintings, sculptures, draw·
ings and prints Dec 9-23 at The Center for
the Arts, 804 Washington, Bath. Hours:
Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm, Sat 12 noon-4 pm.

+

S59

d. cole jewelers
The Golden Unicorn
10 Exchange St. Portland 772-5119
SUmmer hours: Man-sat 1()"9, Sun 12-5

.. , ~~~~~~
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• Quality Dry Cleaning
• Self Service Dry Cleaning
• No Waiting • 63 Guaranteed
Coin-Op Machines to serve you
• In a hurry? Drop off your laundry

:FREE

~efore work, pick
1t up after. Wash, I
dry.' fold 55¢ lb. IBring
in two items
I to be dry cleaned
(mm. 10 lbs.)
I and get the third
cleaned free
_d..St. with this coupon
111 C o~
_ss
I ExP.ires 12/15/88
I

1

Portland, ME

772-3'J44

FREE

:I ___ .:____ _
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THE
LUMBER SHOP
WOOD rnAFIS UNFINISHED FURNITURE
&

NEW SHIPMENT

of unfinished furniture has arrived checfc out our selection and as always

LOW -LOW PRICES!

CHESTS, TABLES, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS,
DESKS, BOOKCASES, &. STOOLS.
PLUS: CHRISTMAS CRAFTS &. DECORATIONS

"The Shop That's Different"

Westbrook
Sat 9:00-4:30

797-9081

OFF~

WALL

Artl.t/p.lnt.r M.rjorl. Moore, reJ>resented in the traveling New England
Now exhibit, will show slides of her multi·
dimensional paintings Dec 2, 7:30 pm at
the Maine Writers Center, 19D Mason,
Brunswick. Presented by the Union of
Maine Visual Artists. For more informa·
tion, call 729-6333.
PhotographIng the Natural Worid
Dec 3-4 at the Appalachian Mountain
Club's Pinkham Notch Camp. The work·
shop is scheduled to witness the special
quality of early winter light descending on
Pinkham Notch and the Presidential
Range and will addrdss the problems of
cold weather photography. Cost is $55 for
AMC members, $60 for non·members.
For reservations, call 603-466-2727.
C.II.ry t.lk on ''Th. Land of No·
rumb.ga" Dec 8, 5:15 pm and Dec 9,
12:15atthe Portland Museum of Art. The
talk is free with museum admission
(museum is free on Thursday evenings)
and open to the public. For more informa·
tion, call 775-6148.
VI.ltlng Artl.ts Slide L.cture Given
by Loenard Urso, Rochester Institute of
Technology Dec 8, 7 pm at the Portland
School of Art, 619 Congress, Portland.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 775-3052.
Sherry MIII.r - Portland painter, writer
and reviewer - will show slides of her
work Dec 9, 7:30 pm at the Maine Writers
Center, 19D Mason, Brunswick. For more
information, call 729-6333.
Holld.y S.I. by Portland School of Art
alullfni and students Dec 9, 5-8 pm and
Dec 10, 10 am-5 pm at the Baxter Building, 619 Co.ngress, Portfand. For more
information, call 775-3052.
The ".p.n Amerlc. Socl.ty of
M.I_ will offer two holiday workshops
on Dec 10, 10 am-3 pm at the Sonesta
Hotel, Portfand. Participants will leam
Japanese gift wrapping techniques and
how to create origami omaments. Cost is
$15 for both workshops, $8 for one ses·
sion. Pre·reQistration IS required. Call the
Japan Amenca Society at 774-4014.
Craft Workshop Dec 17, 10 am in Rm
259 of the Olin Arts Center, Bates Col·
lege, Lewiston. Fiber artist Susan Bow·
ditch will lead a hands-on workshop in
"Direct Dyeing on Silk,' in conjunction
with the Japanese crafts exhibit currendy
at the Museum of Art. Registration dead·
line is Dec 7. For more information, call
786-6158.

Book dl.c.... lon Dec 1, 10:30 am at
Prince Memorial Library, Cumberland.
"Tenant of Wildfell Hall" It is not neces·
sary to have read the book beforehand.
For more information, call 829-3180.
The My.t.ry of Myst.ri•• Dec 1, 7
pm. Lecture-discussion series on myster·
les at Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth. The topic of
this week's discussion is "The Mysteries
of J.S.Borthwick: a look at the life and
work of this Maine mystery writer. For
more information, call 799-1720.
The Women Bu.ine.. Own... of
Greater Portland will meet Dec 1, 6 pm.
The topic of the discussion will be adver·
tising, marketing and public relations for a
small business. For information or reser·
vations, call Becky Erickson at 761-{)041.
E •• t.rn Europ.: Corb.ch.v'.
Troubl.d Empire is the title of a talk
being given by Andrew Nagorski, for·
merly Newsweek magazine's bureauchief
in Moscow (expelled by the Soviets in
1982) on Dec 1, 7:30 pm in Daggett
Lounge, Wentworth Hall, Bowdoin Col·
lege, Brunswick. Question and answer
period to follow. For more information,
call 725-3151.
N.w .nd old m.mb... of the Port·
I.nd Chamber or Commerc. are
invited to a New Member Coffee Dec 2,
7:45-9 am in the Chamber Board Room.
Admission is free. For more'information,
call Becky Lane at 772-2811.
Po.t WIIII.m C.rp.nt.r will lead a
poeby workshop Dec 3, 11 am-4 pm at
the Maine Writers Center, 19D Mason,
Brunswick. The workshop will begin with
brief comments on current trends in poeby and then focus on the writing of
participants. The cost of the workshop is
$30 for MWPA members, $35 for non·
members. Pre·register by mail or phone
by Nov 30, 729-6333.
Schol... on St.ga Humanities discus·
sion Dec 4, immediately following the
matinee performance of the Portland
Stage Company's production of The
Hostage." The discussion will feature
Brendan Gill, .columnist for The New
Yorker magazine. The discussion of free
and open to the public.
EI Salv.dor: An Exll. R.turns A talk
given by Salvodoran exile William Her·
nadez, who made a recent visit to his
homeland, will talk about the escalating
political and military crisis in EI Salvador
on Dec 5, 7 pm at Immanuel Baptist
Church, 156 High, Portland. For more in·
formation, Portfanders A98inst U.S. Inter·
vention in Central Amenca at 773-7873.
Book Dlsc....lon Dec 6, 10 am at the
Falmouth Memorial Library, 5 Lunt Rd.
This week's discussion is on "The Cita·
del' by A.J. Cronin. For more information,
call 781-2351.
Good M.nne.. M •• n Good B ......
ne•• Seminar offered by the Portland
Chamber of Commerce in two sessions:
Session I, either Dec 6 or 13, 5:30-7:30
pm; Session II, either Dec 7 or 14, 8-10
am. Topics covered indude, making in·
troductions, dressing for success, telephone manners, intemational business
manners and taking care of out-of·town
guests. The fee is $65 for Chamber
members, $100 for non·members. For
information, call Virginia Armstrong at
772-2811.
V .... CAD
Croup is holding
their next meeting Dec 6, 7 pm at Solu·
tions, 28 U.S. Rt. 1, Yarmouth. Guest
speaker Tom Lazear, head of the Per·
sonal Systems Group at Prime Computer,
will address future development of CAD
products, specifically on MD·DOS, 0512,
UNIXand Macintosh platforms. Interested
members and VersaCAD users please
RSVP to Solutions Computer Center, 8465143; ask for Bob or Teresa.
Egg.& luu•• Bre.kr••t Dec 7, 7:159 pm will focus on how business news in
covered locally. Sponsored by the Port·
land Chamber of Commerce, the break·
fast will be held at the Sonesta Hotel,
Portland. Cost is $8. For more informa·
tion, call 772-2811 .
ThrivIng In Tu.... ul.nt Tim•• is the
topic of a workshop being offered for
nurses on Dec 7 at the USM Portland
campus. Theworkshopwillfocuson building personal and professional skills in
order to thrive professionally in the field of
nursing. Cost of the workshop is $60. For
more information, call Continuing Educa·
tion for Nursing and Health Professionals
at USM, 874-6550.
.
The Art 01 Storyt.lllng Dec 8-9 at the
Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham
Notch Club, Using folktales from both the
oral and written traditions, participants
will learn, create, prepare, and finally
present a story during a group performance on Sunday afternoon. Cost is $55
for AMC members, $60 for non·mem·
bers. Forreservations,caII603-466-2727.
T.I...honeSamlnarTwoha~-<laysemi·
nars on the business use of the telephone
offered by the Portfand Chamber of
Commerce Dec 9, 9 am-12:15 pm and
1:15-4:30 pm at the Sheraton Tara Hotel.
For more information, call Virginia Arm·
strong at 772-2811.

Us....

by

Cut·A·Thon to benefit the AIDS Project
Dec 4, 10 am-5 pm at the Razor's Edge,
Rt. 1, Kennebunk (next to Shopper's Vii·
lage). Anyone donating $25 or more may
have their hair cut and styled for free .
Arrangements may be made in advance
with participating stylists, should anyone
want a guaranteed time slot with a certain
person. For more information and for a list
of stylists involved in the benefit, call 9852077.
T.lk by WiIIi.m H.m.nd.z "An
Exil. R.turns" Salvadoran exile Wil·
liam Hernandez, who made a recent visit
to his homeland, will talk about the esca·
lating political and military crisis in EI
Salvador on Dec 5, 7 pm at Immanuel
Baptist Church, 156 High, Portland. Free
and open to the public. For more informa·
tion, call PAUSICA at 773-7873.
World P•• c. Di.cu••lon. sponsored
by the Baha'i Association at USM Tues·
day evenings through Dec 13 at 7 pm in
the Srudent Lounge, Bailey Hall, USM
Gorham. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 780-4767.
Bi.hop De.mond Tutu A videotaped
interview with Tutu will be shown Dec 7, 7
pm at Immanuel Baptist Church, 156 High,
Portland. For more information, call the
Maine Project on Southem Maine at 7749833.
Ceorge Mitchell will be holding a se~es
of public meeti09s throughout Maine on
the budget defiCit, health care, housing,
education, environment and foreign af·
fairs. Two area meetings will be held Dec
10: Council Chambers of Saco City Hall,
300 Main St. at 9:30 am and Council
Chambers of S. Portfand, 25 Cottage Rd.
at 11:30 am.

••
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Worid AIDS D.y The Names Project
Quilt panels will be displayed Dec 1, 8
am-8 pm at the Chestnut Street Method·
ist Church gym. Opening ceremonies
begin at 8 am with a person from "The
Names Project," Diane AlWood and Dr.
Owen Pickus speaking. At noon "Pro/'act
Bell' followed by a twenty-one gun sa ute
and an interfaith service at 12:45.
F.mily A.tlvn. Night for children with
asthma and their lamilies on Dec 2, 7-9
pm in Dana Auditorium, Maine Medical
Center, Portland. For more information,
call the American Lung Association at 1800-462-LUNG.
Th. Children'. Dre.m F.ctory or
M.lne will hold a fund-raisin~ bottle drive
Dec 3, 10 am-2 pm at Gemini Systems,
89 County Rd., Scarborough. The
Children's Dream Factory is a local, vol·
unteer organization that works to make
the dreams of chronically or seriously ill
children a concrete reality.
M ••t .... ".zz D.nc. CI••• taught by
Adrienne Hawkins from the Impulse
Dance Company of Boston on Dec 3,
12:30 pm at the studio of Casco Bay
Movers at the Portland School of Balle~
341 Cumberland, Portfand. Admission is
$8. For more information, call Casco Bay
Movers at 871-1013.
Women'. I ...... In Fltn_. will be the
topic of the Third Annual Southern Maine
Sports Medicine Conference Dec 3 at the
Sonesta Hotel, Portland. Workshops will
be offered on Fitness for Large Women,
Coaching the Female Athlete, Challeng·
ing Diet Considerations, and Maximizing
Caloric Balance. The conference, sched·
uled for 8 am-4 pm, offers exhibits and an
aerobic workout. For more information,
call 1-800-464-4202.
Divorc. P...pectlv•• meets Weds at
7:30 pm at Woodfords Congregational
Church, 202 Woodfords St, Portland. The
topic for Dec 7 is "The Judicial Standpoint" led by Judge Robert Donavan. For
more information, call Ingrahm Volun·
teers at 773.5516.Sponsors needed to
provide temporary housing to Cambo·
dian Refugees arriving early December.
Share your Christmas spirit with someone in need. For more information, call
the Refugee Resettlement Program at
871-7437.
FI.xCare "ChemIc. I F...." Chri.t·
mas P.rty for all clients who have
completed the FlexCare prograrrl, as well
as interested parties. The party is on Dec
23, 5-7:30 pm at Westbrook Community
Hospital, 40 Park Road, Westbrook. To
register, call 854-8464.
M.nop..... Support Croup starting
in Portland. Call 774-8889 for more infor·
mation.
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FROM MEATLOAF TO IMPORTED CHOCOLATES

Gifts for people who like to eat
'Tis the season to be merry.
'Tis also the gift-giving season, And for some the two don't
go together.
'Tis hard to be merry trying
to think of the perfect gift for
Cousin Anne and Lover John
(or Joan) or plain old boyfriend
Ralph. Especially if the perfect
gift and your pocket book don't
meet eye to eye.
So here then, my Christmas
present to you all- a cornucopia of gift ideas: some inexpensive, some not. Some outrageous, some mundane. But all I
hope unusual, imaginative,
interesting and fun and just
right for at least one person on
your list.
Serious cooks will love you
for a collection of knives. How
about one or all of the following; a French or cook's knife, a
carving knife, a parer and a
boning knife to start with. Present on a wooden or lucite cutting board decorated with a
,- bright red bow.
For the ice cream-aholics
- among your family and friends,
a delivery of ice cream from
Ben & Jerry's in a different flavor for your choice of months.
For the new cook: "The Joy of
Cooking" tucked into a cookbook holder. With any luck you
might get invited to try out his
or her expertise.
I once received a wok filled
with an assortment of oriental
sauces and spices, many of
which I was fascinated with
but too chicken to buy myself.
A favorite gift that has given
me much pleasure as the receiver is a hand-drawn certificate offering four or six homecooked meals to be redeemed
throughout the year at the
receiver's whim. I also state that
the receiver can pick the menus,
which is why I know how to

clean and cook tripe. This, by
the way, is a great gift for
someone who doesn't or cannot get out much.
For the non-cook, of either
sex, fed up with heating frozen
foods or opening cans, a casserole of your famous lasagna or
meatloaf or spaghetti sauce or
even a mountain of your best
cookies would warm the heart.
Don't forget to include heating
or cooking instructions, if necessary.
A colander filled with a
microwave or oven thermometer; a butter spreader for com; a
Grip-it to open tightly screwedon jars; stackable ice trays in
the form of a bottle (unscrew
the top, squeeze and out pops
the ice); a cooking timer that
wHl supposedly guarantee all
your fish dishes come out perfectly moist; a strawberry huller
or cherry pitter, will make any
gadget lover merry on The
Morning. Wrap the whole in a
gay kitchen towel and tie with
a kitchen string.
A whimsical present are oven
mitts stuffed with a mixture of
miniature-sized chocolates in
various shapes of bells and
turtles. Include some cordialfilled chocolate fruits, as well
as one that carries his or her
horoscope Sign. Tie the gloves
closed with bright wool and
present them as is.
Along the same vein, get one
of every kind of imported
chocolate bars you can find,
wrap each individually (if you
have the patience) then offer it
in an antique biscuit tin, an old
shoe box covered with Christmas paper or if the pocket book
can handle it, a gorgeous cut
glass dish.
Since many kitchens have
cupboards that go to the ceiling, a sturdy fold up kitchen

ladder can be a boon especially
if you're short like me.
A glass jar filled with multicolored pasta is both decorative and useful. Include several
favorite pasta recipes and decorate the jar by hanging a pair of
pasta tongs to the lid.
With such a variety of teas
and coffees it's hard for a body
to know what's good and
what's indifferent. In that case,
help out by giving a basket of a
variety of teas - from India,
China and Japan - or a cor.glomeration of coffee beans.
Include a tea strainer or a coffee mill as an added gesture.
Last year I gave a friend who
adores them two dozen different doughnuts. I also included
a Dunkin' Donuts calendar so
that he could take advantage of
monthly coupons throughout
the year. (This year I'm giving
him a membership to Weight
Watchers.)
Salad lovers will go wild over
a salad spinner filled with a
head of chicory or escarole,
tomatos, scallions, a cucumber
and a jar of salad dressing.
And if you need some stocking stuffers how about an oil
can; a small bottle of the best
olive oil; a cheese knife or grater;
a measuring cup; a chef's apron
and hat; a kitchen timer or a
spoon rest.
With a beer-making kit that
has all the necessary paraphernalia including a ferm~nter,
corn sugar, syphon hoses as
well as an instruction book, you
and your friends can brew up a
very merry Christmas.
Happy Holidays Everyone.
May you all be surrounded
with peace, love and joy.
Althea Kaye can be spotted around
town this week in a red suit, carrying a
bag over her shoulder.

: $5 OFF
Dinner for 2 with
our coupon
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CHEF'S SPECIALS· 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
-MONDAYAny of our famous BAKED HADDOCK selections
-T U E S DAYROAST PRIME RIB
-W E D N E S DAYSURF & TURF· Top Sirloin & Sea Scallops
-T H U R S DAYFISHERMAN'S PLATTER
Baked or Fried Clams, Scallops, Haddock, Shrimp
-FRIDAYFresh Charbroiled SWORDFlSI I
-SATURDAY] lb. Steamed LOBSTER served from 4-9 pm
including: home baked popover, garden salad,
vegetable, potato or rice, dessert, coffee or tea
-SUNDAYFAMILY PASTA DAY 1-9 pm
your choice: LINCUINI topped with Seafood Harvest Marinara
or TORTELLINI ALFREDO PRIMAVERA
Plump cheese tort~llini with Maine shrimp & vegetables
Both include homebaked garlic bread,
garden salad, vegetable, dessert, coffee or tea.

ENJOY OUR SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFFET ALSO
Stop in every night
Reservations accepted
781-4262
OPEN YEAR ROUND
215
- 781-4262
, Foreside Road - Rt. 88 • Falmouth Foreside
.

.-

December 1, 1988
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Meditation for Women every Monday
at the Quaker Meeting House, Forest
Ave, Portland. Guided meditation and
ritual. For more information, contact the
Feminist Spiritual Community at 7732294.
The AIDS Project, 48 Deering, Portland, lists many support groups around
Portland for PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and friends of PWAs. For more
information, call 774-6877.

F.... skIIng Maine Handicapped Skiing
is looking for volunteers to give a day
workinll one-on-<lne with handicapped
skiers In exchange for a complimentary
lift ticket to Sunday River Ski Resort for a
day. Intermediate or advanced skiers are
needed. This program runs for 10 weeks
Jan through Mar. Training clinics wiU.be
held in Dec. Maine Hancfacapped SkIIng
progarn served 137 people WIth 51 volunteers last year. For more information,
contact MaIne handicapped Skiing, Sunday River Ski Resort, RFD #2. Box 1971,
Bethel, ME 04217 or call 824-3018.
Off Track XC SkIIng A free public clinic
Dec 5, 7:30 pm at the L. L. Bean Casco SI.
Conference Center, off Rt. 1, Freeport.
Am informative session on gear selection, proper clothing , route planning and
other cold water weather tounng concerns. For more information, call 8654761 .

•••

Maine Mariners Hockev
Home games
December 2~3
Moncton Hawks

Decamb.r9
Hatif... Citadet.

Dee.mber 10

C.sco Bay Bicycle Club Ride every
Thursday at 6 pm . 10-20 miles. Meet at
Pat's Pizza on Route 1 in Scarborough.
After ride join the group for a pizza. For
more information , call 799-1085.
Telemark Instructo,. Training Dec
3 at the Appalachian Mountain Club's
Pinkham Notch Camp. A one-day intensive session, which will cover telemark
skiing skills, teaching progressions, technique analysis, corrective exercises and
methodologies for teaching all ability levels. Cost is $55 for AMC members, $60
for non-members. For reservations, call
603-466-2727.
Smoke,. and Cooke,.: Selection
and U •• Dec 7, 7:30 pm . Free public
clinic at the L.L. Bean Casco Street
Conference Center, Freeport.

Sherbrooke Canadiens
Decembar 27
Utica Devil.
December 30
Adirondack Red Winp
December 31, 6:05 pm
Hatif. . Citadel.

All home gam ...... at 7:35 pm,
unle.s otherwise noted.
The Marine,. play at the Civic Cent.r.
Ticket. .re $6-$7 and a .. avallabte
at the box office.
775-3411

•••

Portland Rec,.atlon's Ski prog ....m
for leenagers begins Jan 6 for seven
weeks Fridays, 4-10 pm. Cost is $125 including ski rental. Transportation will be
provided. Registration deadline is Dec
16. For more information, call Portland
Recreati,M4-8793.

ORE •••
The Slouchy
This coat draws remarks from coasl to coast. A wonderful big
sweep of coat punctuated with our signarure brass clasps. This

aU cotton, weather repellent canv .. coat bas I deep hood
and big roomy pockets.
Dcfmitely ov"",ized: Size A Size 12 and lIlder
Size B Size 12 and up
Colors: Black w/black & white boWldstooth wool
Boule Green w/black & white houndslOOth wool
Coball Blue w/black & white houndstooth wool
Slicker Yellow w/black & white houndstooth wool
•
MC VISA AMEX ME. RES. ADO 5% SALESTAX-S4.51 SHIPPING

$160 00

RTMANTE

36 Wharf St., ME 04101 207-774-7276

Stand and Deliver
In 1982, A New Troublemaker Hit Garfield Hlg

He was
tough.
He was
Wild.
He was
willing
to fight.

~

"~HOMEVIDEO

EDWARD JAMES OLMOS
LOU DIAMOND PHILLIPS

YVIDroPORTFow

Rates

What better gift for Christmas than
the gift of health, fun and fitness.

THE ANTIDOTE FOR TIlE 1URKEY STUFFING BLUES

Weight and "W"orkouts
for "W"omen
A funny thing happened on
the way to Baskin Robbins ice
cream parlor. While out at
Northgate Shopping Center I
missed my dessert destination
by one door and dropped into
a Woman's World by mistake.
That got me thinking about the
shape of the fairer sex. About
six weeks ago a piece on a11men and coed weight rooms
appeared in this column. It was
definitely time for ERA (Equal
Rights Aerobics).
. I was pleasantly surprised
by this all-women health spa
and their dedication to physical fitness. I had seen a similar
dedication while visiting male
and coed clubs earlier in the
fall. This women's esprit de corps,
however, seemed to be less
competitive and more friendly.
There were fewer pieces of
equipment but they were arranged in a more intimate layout. Wall to wall pinkness with
light purple trim made the
surroundings unmistakably
female.
Just for the record, there were
once four Woman's World fadlities in this general area. The
spas in Biddeford and Windham closed when the national
franchise shut down. Then
there were two. They forged on
and are now run and operated
independently. Phil Crane is
the operator of the Northgate
spa while Dora Block runs the
Woman's World in South Portland.
Women in the greater Portland area who are looking for
an all-women health club are
fortunate because their options
are many. Three other establishments are within easy driving distance to the tune of Falmouth, Scarborough and Saco.
This triumvirate has in common an address of Route 1 as
well as an affiliation with
Women's Fitness Studios.
Elizabeth Goldman is the
manager at Falmouth, Denise
Foss manages the Scarborough
store and Sandra Beaucoin is in
charge at Saco.
All five of these clubs share
the common goal of getting
their female clientele into better overall condition by improving each member's cardio-vascular system. Just as no two
sets of fingerprints are exactly
alike, so it is with women health
clubs. There are fine lines which
separate each one, making its

Recycle
this
paper!

hands-on training programs
special from the others. Essentially each oHhe five facilities
possesses a certified staff to
instruct the respective membership in proper nutrition
techniques and the safe use of
the house equipment. They also
conduct periodic classes in calisthenics and aerobics. Sauna,
steam and lockers are also
provided, as a rule.
Returning to Northgate's
Woman's World, manager
Patty Valeriani is psyched
about the camaraderie of her
club. "Women here enjoy coming to the the club. It is a safe
haven where they can enjoy
exercising and laughing in a
closeknitatmosphere."Instructors Micky Rossillino, Nancy
Jackson, Clare Currier, and Jill
McDonough instruct daily
classes bearing these tell-tale
names: "Muscle in Motion,"
"Bust Your Buns," "Middle
Class," "Rubber Band," "The
Energizer," "Aerofit," "Aerobics Plus," "Low Impact Aerobics," and "High Impact Aerobics." Jill McDonough teaches
her classes with daughter
Alana. This mother-daughter
tandem is a popular attraction.
Equipment here includes Nautilus, Life Cycles and a Nordic
Track machine. Patty added,
"most of our machines operate
with a specific resistance designed to result in long, lean
muscles, instead of shorter
bulky ones."
Janet Marquis is the acting
manager at South Portland
Woman's World. "We offer 13
classes daily, basically every
hour on the half hour. There
are various calisthenics and
aerobics classes. Probably our
most popular is TIancercize:
taught by Delores Swistun, a
62-year-old wonder of stamiI}a
who leaves everyone in the dust
with her incredible dancing."
Nautilus stations, a Universal
system and Paramount pieces
adorn the exercise floor. Special programs are available for
pre-natal and post-natal care,
and for those women with bad
backs.
Scarborough's Denise Foss
and staff stress that "service is
the key thing with us. We believe in individual instruction
as much as pOSSible, and feel
that one-on-one training can be
highly effective." Members
here at Women's Fitness have
at their disposal a Universal,
Rowing Machine, Life Cycles
and Basic Exercise Boards.

Classes include AFAA-approved low impact and high
impact aerobics classes, along
with a 3O-minute calisthenics
session.
For women living in or traversing Falmouth, a Women's
Fitness Studio is waiting to
serve you. Elizabeth Goldman
made mention of a special
program: "A.M. Babysitting
Service is available. This makes
a great deal of difference to
women who otherwise would
just not be able to attend, A true
team concept is our goal. We
also offer nutrition counseling
and over 45 classes weekly."
Those classes are in group calisthenics, freestyle aerobics
(high and low impact) and
choreographed dance low
impact. Equipment features
here includes Station Biker,
Joggers, Global Weights, Concept II Ergometers (translation:
rowing machines), Life Cycles
and Sun Tanning Units.
Sandra Beaucoin, the manager at Saco Women's Fitness
Studio, stresses, "As part of our
monthly and annual programs,
we offer 40 classes a week; 20 in
calisthenics and 20 in low
impact aerobics." When her
four full time instructors aren't
leading the various classes on
the floor, the following equipment is made available to members: Life Cycles, Rowers, Low
Impact Climber, Universal
Systems and Stationery Bikes.
Business hours are commensurate with the other women's
dubs, typically early morning
to evening five days a week
and a half day on Saturday.
The best advice is to contact the
manager in your geographic or
desired area for details and a
consultation.
There you have it, Portland.
If your special thing is to work
out at an all-women's health
club, and you are a woman,
you have no excuse not to find
a home away from home. Most
of these clubs have special
beginner rates and holiday
specials to help you beat the
turkey stuffing blues. Be sure
to enjoy the benefits from one
of these five progreSSive health
havens and above all, be careful in your dining rooms and at
Baskin Robbins. If you can do
that, you've got it licked.
Mike Quinn once thought that "high
impact aerobics' involved a tank, an
M-16 and a bulletproof vest.

L-______________
__
__________________________
Gift Certificates
at Club
~

~

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES NIGHT
•ACHANCE TO DISCUSS EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
WITH REPRESENTATIVES FROM 8 NEW ENGLAND BOARDING SCHOOlS'

GOULD ACADEMY, BETHEL, ME
HOLDERNESS SCHOOL, PLYMOUTH, NH
HOTCHKISS SCHOOL, LAKEVILLE, CT
KENT SCHOOL, KENT, CT
KIMBALL UNION ACADEMY, MERIDEN, NH
PROCTOR ACADEMY, ANDOVER, NH
SALISBURY SCHOOL, SALISBURY, CT
TABOR ACADEMY, MARION, MA

DATE: WEDNESDAY, DEC. 7,1988
TIME: 5:00-7:30 PM

•

LOCATION:
PORTLAND REGENCY INN
IN THE OLD PORT
20 MILKST.
PORTLAND, ME 04101

ADMISSION IS FREE

Real Aerobics
Real Weight
Training and
Real Results
Try our "Real
Aerobic" classes
and 'Real Weight
Training" equipment. Together
they'll give you
"Real Results."
Start looking and
feeling great
Today.

Featuring:

• A.M.
•
•
•
•
==W~rew~
Babysitting

•

Hi & Lo Impact
Aerobics

Lifecycles

Concept 11 Rower

Tanning

Showers
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AGift
You Can
Give...
And Receive!

For Holiday Gift Giving ...

Copying old and
faded photographs

Clip this ad and give it to
the man in your life.
This holiday season, let the man in
your life give you a very special gift ...
a Personal Make-<lver by Pamela.
Through Make-Up Artistry, Fashion
Olordination and Color Analysis,
Pamela will bring out your true
beaury and show you how to achieve
your new look every day.
The Perfect Stocking StuITer!

old photograph you found?
Remember how it made you
feel? You can share the
memories. Plan now
to have it copied in
time for the holidays.
~. ,

Recycle
this

Maine's only exclusive custom black and white processing lab

The Photo Finish
SPECIALIZING IN:

Photo restorations • Copying old and faded photographs
Black and w ite processing and printing • B&W prints from color slides
10 Exchange Street, Rm.207 • Portland, Maine 04101 • (207) 761-5861

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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ANION'S
SPECIALS

r ,..

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
521 U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
Tel: (207) 883-9562

• CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
Served with Spaghetti

YOUR CHOICE

• FISH AND CHIPS
Served with Cole Slaw

,'

• SOUP AND 1/2 SANDWICH

•

·Ham Salad • Chicken Salad • Tuna

.. '

.

• VEAL PARMIGIANA

YOUR CHOICE

Served with Spaghetti

• BAKED STUFFED HADDOCK
Served with potato and vegetable

• SIRLOIN STEAK

X-C SkIIng Around the Wol1d: Back.
y.rd to World Cup A free public clinic.
which will highlight New England touring,
Western Backcountry Powder, and a look
at recreational skiing and the World Cup
competition in Sweden and Norway. Dec
9, 7:30-9 pm at the L.L. Bean Casco 51.
Conference Center, off Rt. 1, Freeport.
Athletic Equip ....nt Sw.p n' Shop
Dec 10, 9 am-12 noon at Freeport High
School AP Room, Holbrook St., Freeport.
Bring a table. set prices for all that un. wanted athletic equipment - skis, snowshoes ect. For more information. call
Fnaeport Community Education at 8656171 .

•
FOR
DS

Remember that

Make-Up Artistry
Color AnalYSIS
Skm Care
Personal Make-overs

UNDERSTATEMENTS

•

Served with potato and vegetable
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

The Nutcl'llcker .nd T... Mous.
King A theatrical performance presented
by Bennington Puppets Dec 3, 4 pm Luther Bonney Auditorium. USM Portland.
Admission IS $1 for children under 12, $2
for students and seniors, $3 for the general public. For mona information, call
780-4090.
Sente'. VIII.ge Dec 2-6, 4·7 pm at 7
Bridge Street, Westbrook. Free admission.
'Bre.kf••t with S.nt. Breakfast and
entertainment for kids Dec 3, 9-11 am at
the Father Haynes Center across the
street for the Children'S Museum, Stevens Ave, Portland. $5 for members of
the Children'S Museum, $7.50 for nonmembers. Reservations, 797·KITE.
Holiday Work. hop for children will be
held Dec 3 and 10, 10:30 am-12 noon at
the Portland Museum of Art. Children will
learn to make toys. ornaments, wrapping
paper and greeung cards. Refreshments
and holiday music will be provided. The
cost is $5 for museum members, $7 for
non-members. Register by calling the
museum's education department at 7756148.
Vlctorl.n P.per Om.....nt Work·
.hop. for childnan ages 10 or ~der are
being offered by the Victona Society Dec
3, 10 am-12 pm and 1-3 pm at .the
Waynflete School Art Room , 360 Spnng,
Portfand. Cost is $5 per student, which
incfudes all equipment and supphes.
Reservations ana required and can be
made by calling 772-4841 .
Actre.. .nd mime Charlott. L.·
b.lle will present 'Stories from
Grandmother's Christmas Stocking,' an
afternoon of story-mime*-, childnan of all
ages at the Thomas Inn and Playhouse
on Dec4, 2pm. Tickets are $3, with lunch
available for $3. Reservations made be
made by calling 655-3292.
Chrl.tm.. Ornam.nt Wo.... hop.
Dec 5 and 12, 3:30-4:30 pm, for kids
grades 2·5; Dec 14, 3:30-4:30 pm, for
kids grades K-l at the South Portland
Public Library, 482 Broadway. Registration begins on Nov 28. For more information , call 799-2204.
Children'. PI.net.rium Work.hop
for kids ages 6-14 on Dec 10, 9 am-12 pm
at Southworth Planetarium, USM Portland. The cost of the workshop is $15,
reservations naquired. For more informa·
tion, call 780-4249.
Chrl.tm •• V.c.tlon C.mp Dec 27·
30, 9 am·3 pm at Freeport High School,
Holbrook St., Freeport. Sponsored by
Fnaeport Community EdUcation for children in grades K-6. Fee is $45 for 4 days,
or $15 per day. Call FCE at 865-6171 for
registration form or information.
PSO'. Young Artl.t Competition
Applications are now invited for the second Young Artist Competition . Competition will take place on May 3. Rules and
applications are available from the Young
Artist Competition Chairman , Portland
Symphony Orchestra, 30 Myrtle St , Portland, 04101 . 773-6128 . The deadline is
Feb 17.
Annu.1 Chrl.tm.. Drlv. The
Children's Museum is collecting new and
9SlO'lI Used toys to distribute to agencIes
tt1rougfiout Maine. For information: Citil
797-KITE.
Storles·for Kid. PorUand Public Library
(773·4761): Mon and Wed, 10:30 am (3S year olds) and Fri, 10:30 am (2 year
oIds); Riverton Branch Library (797-2,915) :
Fri , 10:30 am ; Scarborough Public library (883-4723) : Wed, 10:30 am & 1 pm
(3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (5-6
year olds); Prince Memorial Library,
Cumberland (829-3180): Wed, 10:30 am
(2-3 year olds); Thu , 10:30 am (3-5 year
olds).
Flick. for kids at the Portland Public
Library in Monument Sq. For children of
.all ages every Saturday at 10:30 am and '
Tuesday at 1:30 pm. Free. For more information, call 773-4761.
Finger Fun for B.ble. Wed at 9:30 am
at the Portland Public Library (77•
.

Hands Off
Problems

Eaoo of the titles in the left-hand column is an
understatement of some artistic work associated
with an individual on the right. "Interplanetary
Tiffs," for example, is an understatement of "Star
Wars" by Lucas. See if you can match the rest.
Our thanks to Sidney E. Lind, professor emeritus
at Brooklyn College, whose inspiration for this
puzzle was Real Genius, - well, a pretty good idea.
S.rtre
_Lewl •
The Coincidence M.k.r _ Spielberg
B.ck Ro.d.
Allm.n
Tropic of Herpe.
_ G .....rd
6) C.II Di....,tory A ••I.t.nee _ Luc ••
7) Th. Nine Sugge.tlons
MIII.r
8) Gum.
Ch.ncII.r
9) Int.rpl.net.ry Riff.
V ......
fO) NutraSw.et, NutraSw_t
Truff.ut
1 f) Three F.et Up
O'Too"
f2) Nibble. Grape
_ Ferber
13) The Light N.p
_ Mlc ...l.ngelo
f4) Fellow Tl'llvele..
Edw.rd.
f 5) Winded
_ K.rloff
16) About Gerbils .nd Guy.
_ Updlk.
17) 8
_ Archie.
18) Bnlnch.t Sears
_ "oyc.
f.) Que•• lne..
_ LoolUlrdo
20) Ugly Guy'. Girlfriend
_ C.pot.
21) H.A.N.D.
Duk.
22) Wound the Gult.rI.t
_ St.lnbeck
23) Mod••t Asplr.tlon.
_ a ••tty
24) D.v.
_ Byrd.
25) T ... Penultim.te Te.
_ Coppol.
26) Midget
DeMille
27) Bunny ..og
St.llone
28) Murphey'. Sickbed
_ Felllni
29) Sev.,.1 Feet Under W.ter _ Hitchcock
30) Larry of Kuwait
Dlck.n.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

A e,-='~

AlARI

Sales and Service Specialists
99-8 Larrabee Place
Westbrook . ME 04092

207-854-1155 (voice)

MS-DOS

=

207- 854 -2687 (B.B.S . )

The Chat

•

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so, there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets for two
on Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize). Winners will be selected from among the correct entries
by a random dra wing. Contestants are ineligible to
win more than one prize in a four-week span, and
only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, December 7. The
solution to this week's Real Puzzle will appear in
the December 15 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send
your best guess to:

SOLUI10N TO REAL PUZZLE

#25

!he Possibillies.e Er-"ess.

•

Ironside
10 La....
2 Big Bird
11 Capt.ln Ahab
4 ...cq .... Couate.u
•
"ohn Doe
7 Kllre..,..
5 Friday
3 ...... Doe
1 Bigfoot
8
Nell A ..... trong

With 34 styles and the ability to condense, expand,
or ~ant (left or rightl' your typese.tting can
toke on a who e new meamng.
That's why PrintMedia is your source for
endless possibilities in typesetting!

And Camera Services

In order: 1) Bigfoot, 2) Big Bird, 3) Jane Doe, 4)
JacquesCousteau,5) Friday, 6) Ironside, 7) Kareem,
8) Neil AnnsiTong, 9) John Doe, 10) Lassie and 11)
captain Ahab.

Line shots, reverse line shots and halftones (133, 100, 85
or 65 line) are immediately available to you at
PrintMedia. 40 Elm Street, Portland, ME 04101.
Telephone 77'J.fJJ62, FAX 773.{)219.

First prize goes to Sarah Werner of Portland. Second goes to Steve Rusan, also of Portland.

PRlNI"MEDIA

The Real Puzzle ##27
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

ThePlac~~

ernie pook's comeek

425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

by Linda Barry

774-2091
ERNIE' TOLD fHE TEACHER HE HAD
TRAINED mE <":JRASS t-\oPP£R TO
SMOKE A MINIATV!<.£ CI<":JAR. WE
COULDN', WAIT TO SEE IT.

HOLIDAY
PARTY TIME!
Home or Office
- PARTY PLATTERS
. - 5 FT. SANDWICHES ~~~
- WE DELIVER

MRS. BROGAN SAID SMOKING IS BAD
ENOVGH, BUT TEACtllNG A GRASsHOPPER
TO SMOKE IS TOTAL CRVE'LTY TO
ANIMALS. ERNIE SAID ITS NOT A REAL
CIGAR. BVT MRS. BRoGAN MADE' HIM
LET THE TALENTED BRUCE LEE J'R. Go.
AT REC.ESS WE' SADLY WATCHED IT
rUMP THRDIJ6H THE FENCE AND INTO

THE STICKERS .

MRS. BROGAN SAT AT HER DESK AND
ASKED US TO THINK ABou, WHAT

VAlVABLE LESSON HAD WE LEARN ED
TrlAT DAY. THE ANSWER WAS "WHAT
EVER. '(ov DO, NEVER SHOW NOTi11NG
GOOD TO MRS. BROGAN." . ~ __ .
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December 1, 1. . .

bod & soul

Casco Bay Weekly Classifiads are the marketplace that
well over 16,000 active readers tum to fl ..t whenever
they're in the market for goods or services ... even real
estate, roommates, and relationships. To place your ad,
simply fill out the convenient ·do-it-yourself· form
appearing on this page, then mail or deliver h along with
payment to Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. If you have questions, please
call n5-6601.

-
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MASSAGE THERAPY
reduces stress and improves
health. Massage therapy is
available at Bayside styling,
47 India St. Portland Me.
772-8690. Elizabeth London
is a gr"duate of the Portland
School of Massage Therapy
and a member of the
American Massage therapy
Assn.

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

N.Y.C. CONDO
1 Bedroom. $65000.00,
$170.maintenance, taxes
and utilities. In residential
Parkchester, Bronx. 20 min.
from midtown. Call 83949f l.Gorham.

rent. apartments
rent. houses
rent. office
rent. retail
rent. vacation
sale. commercial
sale. residential

(All Charges are Per Week)
Individual
Business
Up to 30 words
31-45 words
48-00 words
Each Add'i word
CBW Box Service

55.00
57.00
59.00
5 .15
5 3.00

5 7.00
5 9.00
511.00
5 .21
5 5.00

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED IBORDERED ADI RATES
CALL CHRIS SIMS AT CBW: 775-6601
Please read the CBW CI •••lfled Polley before completing this form.
Write legibly or type, and use additional paper if necessary.

.
,, .'
I

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

I
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1

I
1
1

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TOTAL WORDS: _ __
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)

..

1

+---

SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

1

I

+---

1

I
=-- I
x ___
I
I
1

Not for publlc.tlon:

1

We need the following information to print your ad. It will be held in strict confidence.

I

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

1

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIP _ __

1
1

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PAYMENT METHOD

_

Check _

Money Order _

Credit Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MaslerCard

REASONABLE PRICES
Quality, energy-efficient winter rental houses available
November - June. Mulkerin
Associates, 772-6992.

1

1

..

,

Dally· WNitr-MontIIly Strr#oN WIItII Yot Want •
. Fin DrIDTD
tlK 11A1OTI ••

~

773'3281

HOME AND OFFICE
CLEANING
Janitorial service. Daily
Weekly, Monthly and for
special occasions. We also
do windows. Insured and
bonded.
Excellent
referenoes. Call 883-5421

WEEKLY MEDITATION
Group. Tuesday AM, 7:157:45. Call 2071799-1024.

UNIQUE
FOOD
SERVICE
TRAILER
Completely equipped $1500.
Firm. 799-6500.

A GOOD MAN (or woman)
isn't hard to find when you
use PERSON TO PERSON.

HAVE YOUR HOME
SPRUCED UP In time for
the X-mas period by
experienced and professional interior painters at fair
and affordable rates .Call
797-5561 for free estimates.
SPIRAL STAIRS - Custom built, solid welded steel.
Also: wrought iron rails,steel
pan
stairs, gates and
columns. Decorative and
functional. Reasonable work.
207-657-2888

ome services
AVOID
THE
CHRISTMAS RUSH.
Have your holiday framing
done NOW. We are fast and
dependable. Accepting
Christmas framing until December 10. Gift certificates
are available. Congress
Square
Gallery,
594
Congress St. n4-33S9.

GREAT DANCE MUSIC
from the 30's to the 80's

Unda Pervler
Michael Hughes

Portland
Portland

207/773-2898
207/775-0654

30 YEARS IN BUSINESS

Live
Bands
MARTIN
Of
ENTERPRISES
All
Kinds
Entertainment

Booking Agency

1

Visa

1

Exp. Date _ _ __

1

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

I

1(.] I

He...
• Strips!
• Washes!
• Seals!
• Waxes!
• Steam
Cleans!

MUSICIANS WANTED!
Western swing band seeks
piano, Sax/Clarinet, and
fiddle players. Interest in
country music and Jazz
desirable. Don't quit your day
job. Call 874-287S.

,9 j\ II it.)! tiff_

1

~;)

J

Carpet Cleanlng/Shampoolng • WIndows

REAL ESTATE INDEX

If you derive
regular income
from Ihe subject(s)
of your Classified Ad(s),
please use the business rate.
And thank you for choosinQ
Casco Bay Weekly!

"

J

Our Specialty Is Strippers & Dancers!
... For Bachelor & Bachelorette Parties
And All Functions!

-----1

b

(I' Outside Grounds • Floor Waxing/Striping

Member American Massage Therapy Association
and AMTA National Sports Maasage Team

1(.] I

,

Relldentlallncl Commercial

-

No Jt» Too ~ • IrI DO "ALLI • No Jt» Too Smllt

Please Call 761-3931 For An Appointment
10 Exchange Street ,Portland

notices
person to person
recreation
~de board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sales

biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs
home servioes
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments, etc

CLEANING SERVICEI

For Each Massage Purchased During
December, Receive A FREE Gift Certificate
For Another Massage of Equal Length.

CLASSIFIED INDEX

- !-

(i

2nd Annual
December Special

LIFE READINGS
Channeling and traditional
therapy for empowerment for
people in transition. Barbara
Bartley, M.A. Certified Reiki
Practitioner. Center For New
Age Studies, Thompsons
Point.207-775-7135
Mondays byappt.

entertainment

EAIT END

Is Pleased To Announce His

Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept
cash, personal checks, money orders, VISA and
MASTERCARD. Consult the RATES in the AD FORM
below to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items
are listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for all
types of classified advertising is Monday at 3:00 pm for
the following Thursday's edition. Ads received after the
deadline will be run starting with the next issue. CBW
will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services
for money or goods, or ads with purely sexual content.
CBWwill not print full names, street addresses or phone
numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either provide
a Post Office Box number in their ad our use the CBW
BOX SERVICE (rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categorize, refuse or edit ·
ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBW shall not be
liable for errors of omissions in, or a failure to insert, any
advertisement for which it may be responsible, beyond
actual space occupied by the ad in which error, omission or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not
refundable.

I,

RICK GILDE
Registered Massage Therapist

CLASSIFIED POLICY

,

biZ services

SOUTH PORTLAND
Meeting House
Hill,
3
Bedroom, woodstove,nice
yard . $750 plus Utils.
References,
Security
Deposit. Judy. Days: 7746974. Eves.:799-7979

,9 i11131 ffj1 iii Itg i\ 1'1

LANDLORDS:
Do you
relish sifting through SO
pages of Sunday classWeds
when you're looking for
something? Neither do our
40,000 readers. Like you
SOUTH PORTLAND: Two they're busy - and busy
bedroom apartments. Quiet people tum to CBW tirs/.
ne'ghborhoods, on-site
laundry, off-street parking. EASTERN PROM
We shovel! Cheap to heal. Sunny spacious 2 bedroom
$475 - $55O/month plus utltt- in older Portland home. First
t19S. Sorry, no pets. 799- floor. Large kitchen
w.
dishwasher. Lease and
9265.
security deposit. $550. +
util itys. 773-8838
PERSONS NEEDED to
take over lease for nice 2
bedroom Apt. near Old Perl.
$425 + Utds. Call 761.:-9674

••• You name it,
He does it all!
.Just give him a call!
~

l
Low,

~~~o n~l~ 11~

,J,'.:l::.

l~f~~l~

1«!u
Low,

housekeeping
service
Responsible woman

wUl clean your lwme
weekly,

883-5833
HOUSE SITTER:
Mature , resoponsible,
nonsmoking, clean woman
available for house sitting or
sublet situation. Plants and
pets welcom e. Jan. 1- May
15. References available.
Call 874-2239

Low Prices!

$1501
HOUR!

Men & Women
For Exotic
Dancing!

em 10 ment
PRODUCTION MANAGER

I ~I::]tl'] il ('J~Igtl']i_ wees
WOMAN, 39, Married,
seeks natural, attractive,
non-smoking,
woman,
Preferably married for possible intimate relationship.
All letters answered. Please
write to P.O. Box 4685,
Portland Me. 04112.
S.W.M., 30, 5'S·, 145 Ibs.
sincere, honest, attractive,caring, cultured, compassionate, college educated, professional, have a
sense of humor,traditional
values and travelled the
world. Enjoy the outdoors,
skiing, sailing, camping,
hiking, photographY,travel,
all types of music, animals
and much more. Would like to
met a S.W.F. 23-33 with
similar traits for a friendship
filled with laughter, good
communication,wannth, &nd
possibly romance. CBW
#161
ORIENTAL IKOREAN)
would like to date single female aged 20-30. Seeks romance and lasting relationship. Please write to P.O.
Box 15421, Portland, Maine
04101.

NEW MAN IN TOWN
PONTIAC
1980
Like to meet other second SUN BIRD
shift gay men. Falmouth to 2 door, 4 cylinder,automatic,
Freeport, for workout part- good condition, dependable.
ner, outdoor sports, friend- Asking $ 500 .00. Call
ship etc. Write Alexander, between 6:30 and 9: 30 P.M.
BOX 10257 Portland Me. 879-1933.
04104
G.W.M. 26. Healthy, 1983 TOYOTA PICKUP
intelligent, sincere and 3/4 ton with Glasstite FiQerattractive. Looking for glass cap and Heavy tow
honest friendship with 25-30 bumper. 106K. m,les but In
year old who doesn1 drink or good condition. Below Book
drug, has a sense of who you $1400 OBO. Call 846-0723
are and a sense of for Bnan.
spirituality. Not interested in 1985 ESCORT WAGON
flamboyant fems. CBW163
5Speed, P,S'. P.B. 65K.
S.W.F. 26, Educated.
miles, good tires, good
Seeks secure, professional, brakes, Great Sh~pel Cangentleman who appreciates not drIVe due to inJury. MUST
life, love, beauty and youth _ SELL. $2950.00 Or Best 01fer. 775-1791
CBW 162.
SWF, 40, classy, attractive, demanding, into leather
and lace, 0 & S; wants to
hear from generous gentleman. Please reply to CBW
#150.

MAINELY
FRIENDS

HOW TO RESPOND .to
advertisers using CBW Box
Service: Write your letter to
the Person-to-Person person
of your choice and seal it up
as you would any other piece
of mail.
Address it to:
Casco Bay Weekly, CBW
#
, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. We
will forward your letter,
unopened, to the boxholder
within 48 hours!

... A very affordable
match making service
for people of all lifestyles. We offer low
prices and high quality
service.' For more info.
call, or write to P.O.B.
251, Augusta, ME 04330.

80 DATSUN KING CAB
pick-up. Look marvelous.
Runs great. $1,200 or best
offer. Call 775-5018.

.;;:;

1985

K

PONTIAC

PARISIAN
Brougham. Full size, Sunroof,Wire wheels,Pinstriping,
New Tires ,Air Conditioned.
8·cylinder. 20 M.P.G.
48K. $8300. 846-5096
1971 BUICK SKYLARK
45000 miles on ·73 455
C.I.D. engine.New parts,
sticker,Very fasl.$1500 .
n3-6929 or 767-2735 {
1976 VOLVO 242 GL
Body in nice shape. Needs
transmission.$3oo. or Best
Offer. n4-6675

CASCO
WEE

CAMERO,
T·BIRD,
Mazda, Buick... selling your
car? CBW can do ill

L
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With winter almost upon us, our thoughts
ara turning to trips to the ski slopes,
candlelight dinners, nights In front of the
fireplace - you know - the kinds of things
that are more fun when you're not alone.
If you've already got your partner for the
season lined uP. great. But If you're one
of the people out there who are presently
unattached, we'd like you to try something
different this week: a caw Person to Person
ad. It'll Introduce you to well over 16,000
caw readers, more than a few of which are
single, and all of ~hlch are well read I

I PAY FOR TWO WEEKS· GET YOUR
THIRD WEEK FREE!

We're looking for a dynamic individual
who can confidently manag@-all beets
of the ad production processfrom design to paste-up, including ad flow.
Macintosh skills valuable, but a take-charge attitude
and a stron~ production background
are Just as important
.
If you're looking for a job with an opportunity to
make an impact. call Guy at 775-6601.

I
\

Please use the ad form on page 30, and
enclose this coupon to receive a free week.

,----------------/

Photo Portraits
Christbymas

for

~

o-L c7~l..,

aoul's "Wall of Fame"
photographer available
for intown Portland
'
sittin~s. Studio or
location. Day or night.
Ferris Photographics
Studio 871-8285
Home 926-3657

Irnll.I·t1Z~'
OVER THE HILL
It is that time of the year
again for the OVER THE
HILLGANG MOTORCYCLE
CLUB and the GRIFFIN CLUB
to hold their annual Sweetser
Home For Children Toy Run.
Kids 6-18. Lets give them a
happy Christmas. All gifts
can be delivered to 545
Congress St. or The Griffin
Club, South Pomand.
Thank-You
AI Martin & Eddie Griffin

HELP
WANTED!

31

T.LS.
YOU made a good point and I
agree.Now it's your turn to
get ahold of me. Where?
When?
.

BILLBOARD IS HERE!
Put your birthday & anniversary greetings, cryptic messages, streams of consciousness, senseless ramblings, thoughts & wishes in
print with Casco
Bay
Weekly! Mail in the convenient ad form on page 22 todayl

...For Singles! Free Information Kit!
1-7

1981

Hond. Trail

Bike, Model 110, $285. 1
electric hot water heater, 40
gallon, $45. 76 Toyota
Corolla $375. 80 Chevy
Monza $575. 1 16 foot Larson fiberglass boat, 40 HP
Evinrude, $1,350. 1 Sears
electric dryer, $30. Call
207/883-4430.

GREAT XMAS GIFT
Univega Rover Sport 12
speed city bike in excellent
condition. Used only 1
month.New $435. Now $325.
Call 879-1903.

A SPECIAL GIFT:
CHILDRENS BOOKS signed
by the author/illustrator with
a personal inSCription. $5.50
each or $4.50 each for 5 or
more. Available at Portland
EXPO Flea Mkt.Sundays 9-4
NOTICE. Holiday Adventures with Goodwoods
wreaths. Fresh and full, Plain
or Decorated, from $9.75.
Sundays at the EXPO or call
for special orders. 879'{) 149
or 772-1483

Vote for the person
who you think
exemplifies
the best
qualities of
bartending

..-----------------------Nrune ________________________________

~~

Bar/Restaurants -------------0
Why?

1

I CA.SCC:» ESA.'V' " " E E K L ' V ' I

CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT. 207/775-6601
I
187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE 04102 1

I
1
1

HAVE YOU just cleaned
out your attic or your garage,
and now you need to let people know you've got a lot of
great stuff to sell? Place a
classified in Casco Bay
Weekly and you'l be chasing
people away. Can the CBW
Classified HoUine: n5-6601.

Send your entry to:

Bartender of the Year Award
P.O. Box 15176

Portland, ME 04101
-------------~------------

Inaugural Issue • December 1988
Covenng Alpine and Nordic SkIIng
In Maine and New Hampshire

Inside
Complete Ski Area Info

• Pages 2-5

The Surge in Growth
• Page 6

Alpine Events
Maine. Page 8
NH. Page 10

Nordic Info
• Page 11

Please call or write

GALLERIES
Annette and
Rob Elowitch *
26 Free Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 772-5011
*Maine license #00795

Dec.mber 1988

Maine's Original Ski & Surf Shop

V()VT
,Big

I

Squaw
Mountain·
Greenville, Maine
1·695·2272
Ski conditions: 800-VIA-MSHD
Vertical drop: 1,750 feet
Snowmaklng: 30%
Trails: 18 - 5 novice, 8 intermediate, 5 expert,
Lifts: 4' - 1 triple chair, 1 double
chair, 1 beginners T-bar, 1 pony lift.
Lift hours: 9 am-4 pm,
Night skIIng: no,
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $15
weekdays, $22· weekendslholidays;
Juniors (17 and under): $11 weekdays, $14 weekendslholidays.
HaH-day tickets (12:30 pm) $10
weekdays, $14 weekendslholidays for
adu~s; $9 weekdays, $10 weekends/
holidays for juniors.
Equipment rentals: skis, boots
and poles: $14; high-performance
package $20.
Lessons: Group lessons $10 for 90
minutes; Private lessons $15 per hour.
Snowboarding: allowed.
Nursery: children must be at least 2
112 years old; $5 per session (9 amnoon, 1 pm-4 pm).
On· mountain lodging: 1-800VIA-MSHD
Nordic skIIng: 50 km of machinegroomed trails, unlimited off-track
skiing at Mountain View Farm at foot of
Big Squaw Mountain; 10 km race
course; day tickets: $5 adulV$3 juniors; group lessons $10; private lessions $15; rentals $10.
Worth noting: full-service resort
located on-mountain; Lodge includes
heated indoor pool, sauna, dining room,
lounge, game room.
New this year: upgraded snowmaking system and improved trails.
Directions from Portland: 1-95
to Newport, Route 7 to Dexter, Route
23 to Guilford, Route 15 to Greenville.
Approximately 3 112 hours from Portland.

HERMON MOUNTAIN
Hermon, Maine
1·848·5192

,
I

Ski conditions: 1-848-5192
Vertical drop: 300 feet
Snowmaklng: 60%
Trails: 7 - 2 novice, 3 intermediate,
2 expert.
Lifts: 3 - 2 T-bars, 1 rope tow.
Lift hours: 3 pm-9 pm Mon-Wed; 3
pm-10 pm Thu-Fri; 9 am-10 pm Sat; 9
am-4 pm Sun. Vacation hours: 9 am10 pm Mon-Sat, 9 am-4 pm Sun.
Night skiing: 4 trails.
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $15full
day/$IO half day or evening; Juniors
(12 and under): $10/8; Tots (4 and
under) ski free.
Equipment rentals: skis, boots
and poles $13 per day for adults; $10
half day; Juniors $10/7.
Lessons: Group lessons $25 for 90
minutes for adu~s, $20 for juniors; $20
at night for adu~s, $18 for juniors.
Private lessons $35 per hourforadu~s,
$29 for juniors; $30 at night for adults,
$25 for juniors. All lessons include lift
ticket.
Snowboarding: allowed; if beginner, only 1 trail available unless pass
test.

Nur_ry: no.
On-mountain lodging: no.
Nordic skiing: no.
Worth noting: base lodge, snack
bar; Friday night ski racingfordifferent
age categories.
New this year: expanded learnto-ski programs; Wilderness Mountain
Ski Shop; owners Bill and Marlene
Whitcomb.
Directions from Portland: 1-95
to Exit 43; left onto Route 69tQ Carmel;
right at sharp corner, follow road to
end; at end, left onto Newburgh Road
to Hermon MIn.

Auburn, Maine
1·784·1561
Ski conditions: 1-784-1561
Vertical drop: 240 feet
Snowmaklng: 100%
Trails: 15 - 6 novice, 4 intermedi.
ate, 5 expert.
Lifts: 3 - 2 double chairs, 1 T-bar.
Lift hours: 9 am-II weekdays, 8
am-II pm weekendslholidaYs.
Night skIIng: entire mountain open.
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $14 (9
am-6pm)/$15.50(6pm-11 pm) weekdays; $19.75/$15.50 weekends/holidays. Juniors (12 and under): $12 (9
am-6pm)/$14. 0(6pm-ll pm) weekdays; $17.75 (9 am-6 pm)/$14.50 (6
pm-II pm) weekendslholidays.
Tots (4 and under) ski free. Many
other combinations available.
Equipment rentals: skis, boots
and poles $18 full dayl$13 half day.
Lessons: Group lessons $16 for 90
minutes; Private lessons $24 per hour.
Snowboarding: not allowed.
Nursery: no.
On·mountaln lodging: no.
Nordic skIIng: no.
Worth noting: one of largest ski
schools in Maine; 6-week adu~ instruction program begins week of Jan.
9; Wednesday morning program begins Jan. 11; self-operated racecourse;
base lodge, cafeteria, lounge.
New this year: 3 upgraded trails
on Alpine East beginner area.
Directions from Portland: Exit
12 off Maine Turnpike, follow signs to
Lost Valley; 33 miles from Portland,
approximately 30- to 45-minute drive.

Lift ticket prices: Adults: $31 all
times. Juniors (ages 7-14) $15 alltimes.
Half-day tickets (8:30 am-12:30 pm;
12:30 pm-4:30 pm) $24 for adults, $12
for juniors.
.
Tots (6 and under) ski free. Seniors
65-69 ski half-price at all times. Seniors 70 and over ski free.
Equipment rentals: skis, boots
and poles $16 for adults, $12 for juniors.
Lessons: Group lessons (2 to 5
people) $51 for 2 hours for adults, $35
for juniors, including lift ticket; Private
lessons $30 per hour; $15 each additional person.
Snowboarding: allowed; lessons,
rentals.
Nursery: 8:30 am-4:30 pm; $30 full
day, $18 half-day; night nursery $4 per
hour, $2 per hour each additonal child.
Reservations required.
On-mountain lodging: 5,000 beds
on-mountain in 700 condos, 36 private
homes, condolhotel, 120-unit hotel and
36-room inn; 1-800-THE-LOAF.
Nordic skIIng: Carabasset Valley
Touring Center connected to r.asort by
trails and shuttle; 80 km of doubletracked trails.
Worth noting: full-service resort
with restaurants and shops on-mountain, health club, indoor skating arena,
coin-op racing.
New this year: 2quad chairsserving the new East Mountain (ideal for
advanced beginners and intermediates) and King Pine Bowl (ideal for
upper intermediates and experts)
encompassing 25 more acres of terrain; 25 percent more snowmaking
coverage; new Half Pipe for snowboarding; new night club for teens in
base lodge; Veryfine Recreational
Race Area.
Directions from Portland: 1-95
to Route 27 north through Farmington
and Kingfield to SugarloaflUSA; or
Maine Turnpike to Auburn exit and
Route 4 north - do not take the Route
4 north detour-to Route 27 north and
through Kingfield to SugarloaflUSA;
approximately 2112 hours from Portland.

Nordic skIIng: Sunday RiverTouring Center located on access road.
Worth noting: 3 base lodges, CriSports full-service retail and repair shop,
convenience store, on-mountain restaurants. Shuttle to Sunday River
available from Joe Jones Ski & Sport
Shop on Western Ave. in South Portland.
New this year: a fifth mountain
peak, White Cap, encompassing 6 new
trails, serviced by 2 quad chairs; White
Heattrailon White Cap isthe steepest,
longest, widest mt-serviced expert trail
in the East, with a maximum slope of
31 degrees. Increased snowmaking
capacity; new White Cap Base Lodge
adjacent to D.w. McKeen's restaurant, containing cafeteria, lounge, highperformance rental shop; Guaranteed
Learn-to-Ski Program expanded to
include novice and intermediate skiers.
Directions from Portland: Maine
Turnpike to Exit II, Route 26 to Bethel, Route 2 6 miles to Newry; 75
miles from Portland.

Black Mountain of
Maine
Rumford, Maine
1·364·8977

Ski conditions: 800-323-6330
VerUcal drop: 470 feet
Snowmaklng: being installed.
. Trails: 9 - 2 novice, 3 intermediate,
4 expert.
Lifts: 2 - 1 T-bar, 1 handle tow.
Lift hours: Wed-Fri 6 pm-9 pm; Sat
9 am-4 pm, 6 pm-9 pm; Sun 9 am-4
pm. Vacation weeks: Mon-Tue 9 am-4
pm; Wed-Fri 9 am-4 pm, 6 pm-9 pm;
Sat 9 am-4 pm, 6 pm-9 pm; Sun 9 am4 pm.
Night skIIng: on 1/3 of terrain.
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $12
day, $8 night; Juniors (16 and under):
$9 day, $7 night.
Equipment rentals: skis, boots
and poles $11 for adults, $9forjuniors.
Le. .ons: Group lessons $8 for 90
minutes; Private lessons $18 for 90
minutes.
Snowboarding: allowed.
Nursery: none.
On-mountain lodging: none.
Nordic skIIng: 15 km of trails;
rental equipment $8 for adults, $6 for
juniors; Group lessons $5 for 90 minutes; Private lessons $10 for 90 minutes; Trail fees $4perday, $2 half-day.
Worth noting: Black Mountain is a
non-profit ski area, emphasizing
children's learn-to-ski programs, and
Bethel, Maine
has a reputation for good natural snow
1·824·2187
grooming.
New this year: trail widening on
Ski conditions: 1-824-6400
longest run.
Vertical drop: 1,854 feet
Directions from Portland: Maine
Snowmaklng: 88%
Turnpiketo Exit 12 in Auburn, Route 4
Trails: 56 -14 novice, 28 intermedi- north to Route 108 north to Rumford.
ate, 14 expert.
Approximately 70 miles and 90 minLifts: 11 - 4 quad chairs, 4 triple
utes from Portland.
chairs, 2 double chairs, 1 T-bar.
Lift hours: 9 am-4 pm weekdays, 8
am-4 pm weekends/holidays; first hour
free.
Night skIIng: none.
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $24
weekdays, $30 weekendslholidays.
Juniors (age 6-12): $12 weekdays,
$15 weekendslholidays.
Half-day tickets (1 pm) $15 weekCarrabassett Valley, days, $18 weekendslholidays for
SHAWNEE PEAK
adults; $8 weekdays, $10 weekends/
Maine
at PLEASANT MOUNTAIN
hortdays for juniors.
1·237·2000
Equipment rentals: skis, boots
Bridgton, Maine
and poles $15.
Ski conditions: 1-237-2000
1·647·8444
Lessons: Group lessons $15 per
Vertical drop: 2,637 feet
hour; Private lessons $35 per hour.
Snowmaklng: 80%
Ski conditions: 1-647-8444
Trails: 70-22 novice, 23 intermedi- Guaranteed Learn-to-Ski in One Day Vertical drop: 1,300 feet
Program $30.
ate, 25 expert.
Snowmaklng coverage: 95%
Snowboarding: allowed.
Lifts: 15 - 2 quad chairs, 1 4-pasNursery: licensed day care and Trails: 31-4 novice, 20 intermediate,
senger gondola, 1 triple chair,8 double
nursery, 9 am-4:30 weekdays, 8 am- 7 expert.
chairs, 2 T-bars, 1 pony lift.
4:30 weekends/holidays; $3 per hour, Lifts: 6 - 1 triple chair, 3 double
Lift hours: 8:30 am-4:30 pm
chairs, 1 T-bar, 1 platter pull.
$20 per day.
Night skiing: none.
On·mountaln lodging: 3,500 con- Lift hours: 8:30 am-10 pm daily,
dominium beds; call 1-800-443-1007 12:30 pm-5 pm Christmas Day.
Night skIIng: on 60% of terrain.
9 am-9 pm daily.

sugarloaf/usa

Lift ticket prices: Adults: $25 all
day, $20 day (8:30-5), $15 afternoon
(12:30-5), $18 twilight (12:30-10), $15 .
night (5-10) weekdays; $30 all day,
$27 day, $21 afternoon, $25 twilight,
$15 night weekends and holidays.
Juniors (ages 6-12): $25 all day, $15
day, $10 afternoon, $18 twilight, $15
night mid-week; $30 all day, $18 day,
$15 afternoon, $25 twilight, $15 night.
Tots (5 and under) ski free when
accompanied by an adult; Seniors (70
and over) ski free anytime.
Equipment rentals: ski, boots and
poles $15 daily, $12 nights.
Lessons: Group lessons $13 for 90
minutes; Private lesson $30 per hour.
First-time-on-skis special: $25, includes beginners area lift ticket, rentals and group lesson.
Snowboarding: allowed.
Nursery: beginning Dec. 12-8am5 pm daily, $3 per hour per child, $20
all day; children must be 6 months or
older.
On-mountain lodging: none; call
Bridgton Chamber of Commerce at
647-3472.
Nordic skIIng: rentals and groomed
trails nearby at state park 10 miles
away.
Worth noting: complete base
Iodge,lounge, cafeteria, packages and
discount plans available for aU types of
groups.
•
New this year: night skiing, beginners area, expanded ski shop and
rental centers, increased snowmaking.
Directions from Portland: Route
302 westthrough Bridgton to Shawnee
Peak at Pleasant Mountain; 38 miles
from Portland.

Camden, Maine
1·236·3438
Ski conditions: 1-236-4418
V.rtlcal drop: 950 feet
Snowmaklng: 40%
Trails: 9 - 3 novice, 5 intermediate,
1 expert.
Lifts: 3 - 1 double chair, 2 T-bars.
Lift hours: 10 am-dusk weekdays,
9 am-dusk weekends/holidays.
Night skIIng: Mon & Wed 3-6 pm,
Tue & Thur 4-9 pm; 6 trails, 2 lifts
operating at night.
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $12
weekdays (10 am-4 pm), $10 nights
(5-9 pm), $16 weekends/holidays.
Juniors (ages 6-14): $9 weekdays, $7
nights, $12 weekend/holidays. Many
combinations available.
Tots (5 and under) and seniors (65
and over) ski free.
Equipment rentals: skis, boots
and poles $15 all day, $1 0 half day and
night.
Lessons: Group lessons $9; Private lessons $17; $9 for each additonal person.
Snowboarding: allowed, rentals
and lessons available.
Nursery: no; outside children's play
area available.
On·mountaln lodging: none;
B&Bs, inns, hotels nearby; call
CamdenlRockland Chamber of Commerce at 236-4404.
Nordic skIIng: nearby; cross-country and telemark lesson available at $9
for group lessons, $17 for private lessons.
Worth noting: family- and grouporiented ski area, with emphasis on
learn-to-ski programs; after-school ski
program; many tickets options and
plans; base lodge.

Newthls year: snowmaking added
Leasons: Group lessons $16; Prito 4 trails, 3 more trails open for night ' vate lessons $30 per hour; $15 for
skiing, expanded ski school and incor- each additional hour.
porating racing into ski school, imSnowboarding: allowed.
proved rental equipment, new bump
Nur..ry: 8:30 am-4:30 pm; age 6
trail, and ski lockers.
weeks-8 years; $3 per hour; reservaDirections from Portland: Route tions required.
1 north to Camden, approximately 90
On-mountain lodging: White
minutes.
Birch Trailside Condominiums 1-8645364; additional lodges and inns in
Rangeley.
Nordic skIIng: Saddleback Ski
Nordic Touring Center, 50 km of trails
(35 km groomed), rentals, lessons.
Worth noting: skishop, base lodge,
cafeteria, lounge
New this year: Private Lesson Ski
Titcomb Mountain
Week; improved snowmaking, addiFarmington, Maine
tonal trailside homes.
Directions from PorUand: MainE
1·778·9031
Turnpike to Exit 12 to Route 4 nortt
through Farmington and Rangelely te
Saddleback; or, Maine Turnpike to Exi'
Ski conditions: 1-778-9031
31 to Route 27 north to Farmington,
Vertical drop: 500 feet
Route 4 north to Rangeley and Sad·
Snowmaklng: 300/0
dleback; approximately 2 112 hours.
Trails: 10 - 3 novice, 4 intermediate, 3 expert.
Lifts: 2 T-bars.
Lift hours: closed Monday; 1 pm4:30 pm Tue; 1 pm-9 pm Wed; 1 pm4:30 pm Thu & Fri; 9 am-9 pm Sat; 9
am-4 pm Sun; vacation weeks 9 am-4
pm daily, until 9 pm Wed & Sat.
Night skIIng: on all terrain.
Lift ticket prices: $10 adults and
juniors. Tots (5 and under) ski free.
Locke Mills, Maine
'Equlpment rentals: not on moun1·875·2601
tain; rentals available at Northern Lights
en route to mountain.
Lesaons: available through volun- Ski conditions: 1-875-2601
teer instructors from Farmington Ski Vertical drop: 1,030 feet
ClUb.
Snowmaklng: 800/0
Snowboarding: not allowed.
Trails: 26 - 6 novice, 15 intermediNursery: no.
ate, 5 expert.
On-mountain lodging: no.
Lifts: 5 - 2 double chairs, 3 T-bars.
Nordic skiing: 15 km of groomed trails, lift hours: 9 am-4 pm.
5 km of racing trails.
Night skIIng: none
Worth noting: Titcomb Mountain lift ticket prices: Adult: $15
is owned and operated by members of weekdays, $22 weekendslholidays.
the Farmington Ski Club; busy racing Juniors (age 6-12): $11 weekdays,
school program.
$15 weekendslholidays.
New this year: expanded base Half-day tickets (9 am-12:30 pm,
lodge, parking facilities and ski schooL 12:30 pm-4 pm) $11 for adu~s, $9 for
Directions from PorUand: Maine juniors weekdays; $17 for adults, $11
Turnpike to Route 4 into Auburn, for juniors weekendslholidays.
Routes 4127 into Farmington; approxi- Equipment rentals: skis, boots
and poles $15.75for adults, $12.65for
mately 90 minutes from Portland.
juniors.
Lessons: Group lessons $10 for
60-90 minutes; Private lessons $24.
Snowboarding: not allowed.
Nursery: 9 am-4 pm; 6 months-6
years; $2.50 per hour, $14 per day.
On-mountain lodging: Birch Road
Condominiums, 875-2601.
Nordic skIIng: 12 miles of maintained trails, lessons, rentals.
Worth noting: family-oriented area;
many promotional activites and special events; Jack Frost Ski & Rental
Shop; lounge, cafeteria.
New this year: double chair, 4
new trails, expanded snowmaking.
Directions from Portland: Maine
Turnpike to Exit II, Route 26 north to
Rangeley, Maine
Locke Mills; approximately 90 minutes
1·864·5671
from Portland.
Ski conditions: 1-864-3380
Vertical drop: 1,830 feet
Snowmaklng: 90%
Trails: 40 -12 novice, 14 intermediate, 14 expert.
Lifts: 5 - 2 double chairs, 3 T-bars.
Lift hours: 8:30 am-4 pm.
Night skIIng: none.
lift ticket prices: Adults: $12
weekdays, $29 weekendslholidays.
Juniors (age 7-13), Seniors (70 and
over) $12 weekdays, $15 weekends/
holidays.
Half-day tickets (8:30 am-noon, 12:30
pm-4) $12 weekdays, $22 weekends!
holidays.
Tots (5 and under) ski free ..Alpine lift
ticket can be used on nordic trails.
Equipment rentals: skis, boots
and poles $15 for adults, $11 for juniors.

Now Serving You

Bethel
• Ski Sales & Rentals· Alpine. X - CDuntty. Snawboards
• ProfeSSIOnal Ski Tuning & Boot Fitting
• Winter & Summer Accessories & Apparel
• Sailboards. Skateboards, Surfboards & WBterskJS
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127 Marginal Way
Portland. ME
775 - 6OBO

~

~
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~

,43 Main St.
Kennebunk. ME
9B5 - 4059

Mountainview Mall. Main St.
Bathel. ME

B24·3733

eXcellence.

SHAWNEE PEAK
at PLEASANT MOUNTAIN
Bridgton, Maine

"We are committed to
maintaining and improving
the reputation for
fine skiing that
.
generations have enjoyed
at Pleasant Mountain_"
Shawnee Group

$1.2 Million Expansion Brings
BIG MOONTAIN NIGHT SKIING
TO MAINE ••• Plus
•
•
•
•
•

New Learning Center
Expanded Snowmaking
New Beginner's Double Chairiift
31 Slopes and Trails
Full Schedule of Ski School and
Ski Wee Programs
• And Big Mountain NIGHT Skiing
Covering 60% of the Mountain!

'Ski Shawnee Peak at Pleasant Mountain.
~---------------------------------,

Send for your FREE copy
of our new, colorful brochure.
Narne ______________________
Address __________________
________ Zip _ _ ___

SHAWNEE PEAK

Mail this coupon to:
Shawnee Peak
CBW
at Pleasant Mountain
Box 734, RR #1
Bridgton, ME 04009

at PLEASANT MOUNTAIN

L. _ _ _ _ _

Bridgton, Maine
For infonnation, call

(207) 647·8444

I

45 miles from Portland
18 miles from No. Conway
140 miles from Boston

We're big, friendly and close. _____ J
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Snowboarding: not allowed.
Nursery: 18 months and older:
$8 hqlf-day. $15 full day; $5 per
hour. 6 months-17 months: $4 per
hour weekdays, non-holiday.
On-mountain lodging: none'
call Franconia Chamber of Com~
merce 603-823-5661 .
Nordc skiing: nearby at Franconia Inn, Sunset House.
Worth noting: ski shop, base
'?dge, cafeteria, lounge. limited
ticket sales, tickets also available
at 1-93 rest area at Hookset with
f!1ajor credit cards, self-service
tICket machine at ski area halfprice on Mondaywith lift tick~t from
previous day from any New Hampshire mountain; buy one adult ticket
and get any other daily ticket free
on Tuesday.
Directions from Portland:
Route 302 west through North
Conway, Route 3 south to Cannon
Mountain; approximately 2 1/2 to 3
hours.
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New this year: high-speed detachable quad chair that reaches
summit in 7 minutes. increased
snowmaking capacity, 30 more
a?res of skiing terrain, snOwboard~n~ park, Town Square shopping!
dining complex comprising 37
shops and 3 restaurants.
Directions from Portland:
Route 302 west to Route 16 to
Route 113to 1-93 north to Route 49
to Waterville Valley; approximately
2 hours from Portland.

Snowboarding: allowed certification required; lessons, r~ntals
special lift ticket rates
'
Nursery: for children 6 and
under; 8 am-4:30 pm.
On-mountain lodging: trailside condominiums, call 1-800222-2SKI from Maine.
.Jackson, NH
Nordic skiing: none
MOUNTAIN
Worth noting: family-oriented
603·383-4490
mountain, ski shop, cafeteria,
.Jackson, NH
lounge, many packages for beginSki conditions: 603-383-4490
603-466-3326
ners
and kids; limited ticket sales.
Vertical drop: 1,100 feet
New this year: newtriple chair.
Snowmaking: 95%
Ski conditions: 603-466-3326 expanded base lodge.
. Trails: 20 - 35% novice, 45%
Directions from Portland:
Vertical drop: 2.100 feet .
Intermediate, 20% expert
Route
25 west to Route 3A south
Snowmaklng:
98%
Lifts: 4-triple chair, double chair,
Trails: 30 - 25% novice 35% to Tenney Mountain; approximately
T-bar, J-bar
2 hours from Portland.
intermediate, 40% expert. '
Lift hours: 9 am-4 pm weekLi~: 6 - 1 gondola, 4 triple
days, 8:30 am-4 pm weekends/
chairs, 1 double chair.
holidays.
Lift hours: 9 am-4 pm weekNight skiing: no.
Lincoln, NH
days, 8:30 am-4 pm weekends/
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $19
603.745·8111
holidays.
weekdays, $25 weekends/holiday.
Night skiing: none
Juniors (12 and under):$13weekSki
conditions:
603-745-8100
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $25
days. $15 weekends/holiday.
Vertical drop: 2,100 feet
weekdays, $31 weekends/holiHalf-day tickets (12:30 pm) $15
Snowmaking: 80%
days; Juniors (12 and under): $14
weekdays.$19weekendS/holidays
North Conway, NH
Trails:
41 - 11 novice 20 inter- weekdays, $16 weekendslholifor adults. $10 weekdays, $12
'
mediate, 10 expert.
603·356·5543
days.
weekends/holidays for juniors.
Lifts: 9 - 1 4-person gondola 2
Seniors and students and active
triple chairs, 5 double chairs,' 1 Half-day tickets available on Ski conditions: 800-323-0488
military personnel with valid 10 15%
Sunday from 8:30 am-12:30 pm,
pony tow.
outside NH
weekdays.
$28 for adults, $14 for juniors.
Lift
hours:
9
am-4:45
weekVertical drop: 1,167 feet
Equipment rentals: skis
Equipment rentals: skis
Waterville Valley, NH days,8:30am-4:45pmweekendS/ boots and poles $16 for adults' Snowmakingl 100%
boots and poles $15.75 per day:
holidays.
$20 for demos.
$12.85 for juniors; $20 for demos: . Trails: 28 - 28% novice, 46%
603·236-8311
Night skiing: none
Lessons: Group lessons $12 .
Lessons: Group lessons $15 Intermediate, 26% expert.
ior 1 3/4 hours; Private lessons Ski conditions: 603-236-4144 Lift ticket prices: Adults: $28 for 1 3/4 hours; Private lessons Lifts: 7 - 1 triple chair, 4 double
weekdays, $35 weekends/holidays
$25 per hoor.
chairs, 2 Skimobile tramways.
Vertical drop: 2,020 feet
for
all lifts, $30 for all lifts except $30 per hour.
Lift hours: 9 am-4 pm weekSnowboarding: not allowed.
Snowboarding: not allowed
Snowmaklng: 96%
Nursery: $14 full day, $8 half Tr~lJs: 53 - 9 novice, 33 inter- gondola; Juniors (ages 6-12) $17 Nursery: 8 am-noon, 12:30 pm- days. 8 am-4 pm weekends/holiweekdays, $35 weekends/holidays
days.
day.
mediate. 11 expert.
for
all lifts, $18 for all lifts except 4 pm; 18 months to 7 years; $10 Night skiing: none
On-mountain lodging: none;
half
day,
$15
all
day.
L~s: 13 - 1 quad chair, 3 triple gondola.
call 603-383-6886 for lodging chairs, 5 double chairs, 4 surface
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $19
Half-day tickets $18 weekdays, On-mountain lodging: none; weekdays, $28 weekends/holinearby.
call 603-466-3326 for local lodging
lifts.
days. Juniors (12 and under): $1 0
Nordic skiing: 150 km nearby Lift hours: 8 :30 am-4 pm week- $24 weekendslholidays for all lifts
$20 for all lifts except gondola fo; Nordic skiing: backcou ntry trail weekdays, $17 weekends/holiat Jackson Ski Touring Center.
to
Jackson;
nearby
at
Jackson
Ski
days, 8 am-4 pm weekends/holi- adults; $12 weekdays, $24 weekdays.
Worth noting: ski shop. base days.
ends/holidays for all lifts $14 for all Touring Center.
lodge. cafeteria; $44 for mom dad Night skiing: no.
Worth noting: 3 cafeterias 1 Half-day tickets (12:30 pm) $16
and all kids 12 and under V:eek- Lift ticket prices: Adults: $27 lifts except gondola. '
weekdays. $22 weekendslholidays
restaurant,
lounge, ski shop. '
Tots (5 and under) ski free. Earlyfor
adults, $8 weekdays, $14
days, non-holiday.
New
this
year:
Childcare
weekdays. $33 weekends/holiDirections from Portland: days. Juniors (12 and under) $18 and late-season rates: weekend C~nter, new SKlwee teaching ter- weekends/holidays for juniors. ' - ' Route 302 west to Route 16 north weekdays, $20 weekendslholi- tickets at weekday prices until Dec. rain, 1.5-mile Wildkitten Trail for College students get $3 off full24 and after March 19.
into Glen, NH, Route 16A across days.
~vices. expanded base lodge, day adult lift ticket with valid stucovered bridge in Jackson to Route Half-day tickets (12:30 pm) $22 Equipment rentals: skis Increased snowmaking capacity. dent ID. Senior citizen discounts.
boots and poles $18 for adults'
16 B to Black Mountain.
Tots (5 and under) ski free on
weekdays, $28 weekendslholidays $10 children
' Directions from Portland:
South Slope.
Route
302
west
to
Route
16
north
for adults; $13 weekdays. $15 Lessons: Group lessons $16
Equipment rentals: skis
weekends/holidays for juniors.
for 2 hours adults, $12 for ages 5- to Wildcat; approximately 2 1/2 boots and poles $15 weekdays:
hours
from
Portland.
Tots (5 and under) Ski free. Sen- 12, $6 for ages 2-4; Private les$17 weekends/holidays for adults;
iors (70 and over) ski free week- sons $30 per hour for adults, $25
$12weekdays, $15 weekends/holidays.
.
for ages 5-12, $17 for ages 2-4
days for juniors.
Equipment rentals: skis
Snowboarding: allowed; $25
Lessons: Group lessons $15
boots and poles $18 for adults' forfull-day rental, $15 for half-day
90 .minutes; Private lessons
for
$14 for juniors.
' (12:30 pm), lessons $17.
$30 per hour.
Lessons: Group lessons $16 Nursery: 6 weeks to 6 years, 8
Snowboarding: allowed' certifor 90 minutes; Private lessons am-4:30 pm, full-day registration
Franconia, NH
fication required; rentals, lessons.
$38 per hour; $19 for each addi- only, reservations strongly sug603·271·2598
Nursery: 9 am-4 pm weekdays,
tional person.
gested; $28 mid-week, $30 SaturPlymouth, NH
8
am-4 pmweekendS/holidays; $14
Ski conditions: 800-552-1234 Snowboarding: allowed; les- days, Sundays and Christmas
per day.
603·536·1717
sons and rentals.
Week
Vertical drop: 2,100 feet
On-mountain lodging: TrailNursery: 6 weeks to 2 years: On-mountain lodging: 228
Snowmaking: 66%
side and Brookside CondominiSki
conditions:
800-222-2SKI
. Trails:. 26 - 20% novice, 52% $21 half-day, $26 full day week- rooms at Slopes ide Mountain Club
ums, call 1-800-543-9206, or 1days; $24 half-day, $29 full day condominiums slopes ide , 13 000 Vertical drop: 1,400 feet
intermediate, 28% expert.
800-334-RESV
Snowmaking:
90%
Lifts: 7 -1 70-passenger tram 1 weekendslholidays. 2 years and beds within 6 miles. Call loon Trails: 29 - 10% novice 65% Nordic skiing: nearby at
up: $18 half-day, $23 full day Lodging Bureau at 1-800-227-4191
triple chair, 2 double chairs. 2
Jackson Ski Touring Center.
weekdays; $21 half-day, $26 full Nordic skiing: 35 km acces- intermediate, 25% expert. '
bars, 1 pony lift.
Worth noting: 3 base lodge
Lifts:
4
-1
triple
chair
1
double
day weekends/holidays. Hourty sible from ski area' rentals $12'
Lift hours: 9 am-4 pm.
cafeterias,
lounge, restaurant, ski
chair,
1
Platter
pull,
1
Pony
lift.
rates also.
Private lessons $30'per hour. $10
Night skiing: no.
shop, healtMitness club; 50th anLift
hours:
9
am-4
pm.
On-mountain lodging: con- each additional person.
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $21
niversary celebration; limited ticket
dos,
inns and lodges, call 1-800- Worth noting: full-service re- Night skiing: none
weekdays, $25 weekends/holi~ales;
TicketronlTeletron; located
Lift ticket prices: Adu~s: $23
sort, 2 full-service base lodges, ski
days. Juniors (12 and under): $17 GO-VALLEY.
In the heart of North Conway with
weekdays,
$26
weekends/holiweekdays, $19 weekends/holi- Nordic skiing: 105 km of cross- shops, outdoor skating rink ad- days; Juniors (12 and under): $15 plenty of shops. restaurants and
country trails, 70 km groomed at vance ticket sales, TicketrorVTeldays.
weekdays, $17 weekendslholi- lodging nearby.
Half-daytickets (noon) $18 week- W~~erville Va.lley Cross Country etr~n, limited ticket sales, coin-op days.
. New ~his year: 3 new groomdays, $22 weekends/holidays for SkIIng Center In resort village. Trail racing.
Ing vehICles. 2 lifts, 5 trails Trail(12:30
pm)
$17
Half-day
tickets
adults; $14 weekdays. $15 week- fees $7 weekdays, $9 weekendS/ New this year: 4-person Oop- weekdays,$20weekendslholidays side and Brookside Condominiholidays for adults; $5 weekdays. pelmayr gondola. increased snowendslholidays for juniors.
for adults; $10 weekdays, $12 ums.
Note: $5 surcharge for tram on $6 weekends/holidays for juniors. m~king capacity, more by-pass weekendslholidays.
Directions from Portland:
Worth noting: full-service re- trails, 2 new cross-country trails.
saturday, Sunday and holidays.
Route
302 west to Route 16 north
Seniors 65-69: $17 weekdays,
Equipment rentals: skis sort with dining, shops indoor Directions from Portland: $20 weekendslholidays. Seniors ~oNorth Conway; tum rightatlights
boots and poles $16 for adults' skating r!n~, s~rts center, day Route 25 west to Route 16 to Kan- 70 and over ski free.
In North Conway Village Center.
$13 for juniors.
' lockers. limited ticket sales, Tick- -camagus Highway to Loon.
90 minutes from
approximately
Equipment
rentals:
skis
Lessons: Group lessons $13 etronlTeletron, coin-op racing
Portland.
boots
and
poles
$15
for
adults'
per hour; Private lessons $44 for 2 course.
$12 for juniors.
'
hours, $25 per hour.
Lessons: Group lessons $15
per hour; Private lessons $25 per
hour; $20 each additional person.
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Bartlett, NH
603·374·2368
Ski conditions: 800-258-0316
Vertical drop: 1,750 feet
Snowmaking: 98%
Trails: 25 - 5 novice, 15 intermediate, 5 expert.
Lifts: 6 - 2 triple chairs, 4 double
chairs.
Lift hours: 9 am-4 pm weekdays, 8:30 am-4 pm weekends/
holidays.
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $24
weekdays, $30 weekends/holidays. Juniors (ages 6-12): $13
weekdays, $16 weekendslholidays.
Tots (5 and under) ski free when
accolll'anied by adult. Seniors 6669. military 10 $15 weekdays.
Seniors 70 and over ski free.
Equipment rentals: skis,
boots and poles $15; children's
equipment$12; high-perf.ormance
$25.
Lessons: Group lessons $14
for 1 3/4 hours; Private lessons
$30 per hour.
Snowboarding: allowed.
Nursery: 8:15 am-4:15 pm. 6
months-1 year old: $4 per hour.
$24 per day; 1-6 years: $3 per
hour, $17.50 perdaywithout lunch,
$20 day including lunch ; reservations recommended.
On-mountain lodging: Attitash Mountain Village condominiums and homes. call 1-800-8621600.
Nordic skiing: none
Worth noting: base lodge, cafeteria,lounge, ski shop, restaurants,
Lathrop Ski & Race Camps. advance ticket sales. limited ticket
sales, TicketronITeletron.
New this year: triple chair for
beginners; Attitash Learning Center, providing novices a completely
protected area.
Directions from Portland:
Route 302 west through North
Conway to Attitash; approximately
70 miles, 1 3/4 hours.

Half -day ticket (12 :30 pm) $15
mid-week, $19 Saturday and holiday for adults; $11 mid-week, $14
Saturday and holiday for juniors/
seniors. Sunday half-day tickets
aVpilable from 8:30 am-12:30 pm
($17 adults, $16 juniors/seniors)
or from 12:30-4 pm ($15 adults.
$14 juniors/seniors).
Equipment rentals: skis,
boots and poles $14 for adults,
$10 for juniors/seniors; half-day
$10 for all ages
Lessons: Group lessons $14
for 75 minutes; Private lessons
$28 per hour; $14 each additonal
person.
Snowboarding: allowed.
Nursery: 7:30 am-5 pm, forchildren 2 months to 4 years. 3 hour
minimum; $3.75 per hour, $20 per
day.
On.mountaln
lodging:
townhofnes and cottages, call 1800-258-0330 outside NH. Also,
condominiums, lodges and inns
located in resort.
Nordic skiing: Bretton Woods
Touring Center has 3 inter-connected trailS, covering 100 km. 65
kmdouble-tracked; also, an 85 km
mountain road serviced by a chairlift and a 50-meter biathlon range;
ski shop, snack bar. Trails fees $7
adult, $6 juniors/seniors. $3 for
mountain road. Equipment rentals
$13for adults. $1 0 juniors/seniors.
Worth noting: full-service,
family-oriented resort, base lodge,
cafeteria, lounge, ski shop, free
shuttle between lodging and ski
faCilities, advance ticket sales. lift
ticket reservations (1-60302785000 outside NH), limited ticket
sales. restaurants
New this year: Sports Center
at base includes racquetball, pool,
exercise room, sauna. jacuzzi and
lounge, opening in January;
doubled snowmaking capacity.
Directions from Portland:
Route 302 west 30 miles north of
North Conway; approximately 90
miles, 2 hours from Portland.

4BrettonWooos
Ski

Bretton Woods, NH
603·278-5000
Ski conditions: 603-278-5051
Vertical drop: 1.500 feet
Snowmaking: 90%
Trails: 22 - 32% novice, 45%
intermediate, 23% expert.
Lifts: 4 -1 triple chair, 2 double
chairs, 1 T-bar.
Lift hours: 9 am-4 pm mid-week,
8:30 am-4 pm weekends.
Night skiing: Fridayandsaturdar, 6-)0 pm,~.
Lift ticket pnces: Adults: $20
weekdays,. $25 weekendslholiday~. JunIOrs (12 and under)/
SenIOrs (age 62-69): $14 weekdays, $18 weekends/holiday.
Tots (5 and under) ski free anyti~atT-bar.Seniors(70andover)

ski free mid-week during non-hotiday periods.

access to downhill and cross-country facilities at no extra cost. Call 1800-255-060 outside NH.
Nordic skiing: 50 km of
groomed trails, most double
tracked, leaving from base of
downhill area; trail fees $5 weekdays, $7 weekends/holidays; rentals $11 per day; group and private
lessons.
Worth noting: base lodge, cafeteria, ski shop, shuttle to hotel, outdoor skating rink, tobogganing
Directions from Portland: 195 north to Exit 11, Route 26 west
to 8alsams/Wildemess; approximately 2 hours from Portland.

BalsamsIWilderness
Dixville Notch, NH
603·255-3400
Ski conditions: 603-255-3400
Vertical drop: 1,000 feet
Snowmakiqg: 80%
Trails: 12 - 4 novice, 4 intermediate, 4 expert.
Lifts: 3 - 1 double chair. 2
bars .
Lift hours: 9 am-4 pm.
Night skiing: none.
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $18
weekdays, $22 weekendslholidays. Juniors (12 and under): $14
days, $20 weekends/holidays.
Equipment rentals: skis,
boots and poles $12.
Lessons: Group lessons $15
for 90 minuites; Private lessons
$25 for 90 minutes; Lessons free
for hotel guests.
Snowboarding: not allowed.
N ..sery: 9 am-noon, 1-4 pm,
from out-of-diapers to age 6. $1.50
per hour for 1-child family, $2.50
per hourfor 2-chikl family, $3 for 3or-more-childfamily.ParentsmJst
care for children during lunch hour.
OlHnOuntain lodging: none'
Balsams Grand Resort Hotel
nearby, a 232-room. four-star hotel featuring fine dining and variety
of planned recreational activities,
including nightly roosic and dancing; hotel guests enjoy con1)lete

ABOVE ALL ELSE
BALSAMS/WILDERNESS

. BALSAMSIWILDERNESS is a great downhill and cross-country
skI area and a grand resort hotel. .. a 15,000 acre private world high in
the White Mountains. There is no hassle.
Guests enjoy American plan hospitality: Unlimited use of ski facilities.
Chef Leamed's renowned cuisine. lots of entertainment. movies and
much more all forthe one rate. Above all else .. . individual guest service.
*SKI WEEK - 6 days. 5 nights, 5 breakfasts. 5 dinners. 3 group ski
lessons, free use of all ski lifts and cross-country trails, all entertainment
and facilities. Rate applies January I through January 12. Ask about
designing your own holiday plan with our Stay Longer or Stay
......,.._...
Shorter Plans. Specials for Martin Luther King Week,
George Washington Week, Canadian Week, and
Homecoming.

Laconia, NH
603·293-4341
Ski conditions: 603-293-4341/
46
Vertical drop: 1,400 feet
Snowmaking: 98%
Trails: 26 - 5 novice, 17 intermediate, 3 expert.
Lifts: 6 - 1 quad chair, 2 triple
chairs, 2 double chairs, 1 tow.
Lift hours: 9 am-4 pm weekdays, 8:30 am-4 pm weekends/
holidays.
Night skiing: none
Lift ticket prices: Adults: $22
weekdays. $30 weekendlholidays.
Juniors (age 7-12):$17weekdays.
$21 weekendlholidays.
Half-day tickets (noon) for adults
$18 weekdays, $24 weekendlholidays; for juniors $17 all times.
Tots (6 and under) ski free. Seniors 60-69 ski for half price weekdays except Christmas Week.
Seniors (70 and over) ski free
weekdays except holiday weeks.
College students with valid ID ski
for half price weekdays except
Christmas week.
Equipment rentals: skis.
boots and poles $14 weekdays.
$16 weekendlholidays; $10 halfday rental only on weekdays.
Lessons: Group lesson$14;for
90 minutes; Private lessons $30;
$15 for additional person.
Snowboarding: allowed; certification required.
Nursery: 8:30 am-4:30; $5 per
hour, $15 half day (8:30 am-noon,
n00n-4:30 pm), $25 full day includes lunch.
On-mountain lodging: none;
call Greater Laconia Chamber of
Commerce at 1-800-531-2347
outside NH.
Nordic skiing:32 kmfrombase
lodge; Trail fee $6 for adults, $4 for
juniors, $5 for seniors weekdays;
$8 for adults, $6 for juniors, $7 for
seniors weekend/holidays. Rentals $12 for adults, $10 for juniors.
Group lessons $1 0 for 90 minutes,
private lessons $22 per hour. $12
for additional person.
Worth noting: base lodge, cafeteria, lounges, ski shop, restaurants, lockers, skating rink; advance ticket sales, limited ticket
sales, TlCketronlTeletron;weekday
rates during February vacation
weeks except Feb. 20.
New this year: quad chair,
renovated base co!ll>lex, major
renovations to 3 trails and improved
access to lower mountain lifts.
Directions from Portland:
Exit 20 off 1-93, Route 11A to
Gunstock; approximately 1 112
hours from Portland.
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BALSAMSIWILDERNESS

A great Downhill amI C""",·Cuuntry Ski Ar~a anJ a Cr.1nJ Re"ort Hutd
P.O. Box 69. Dixville Notch, NH 03576 (603) 255·3400
. AII fi lle- ('CTJ...: Nln peT n l~ht o.1l )\,hI~ ',",-l' Ur. lnq. Otl( m( lwlng 1.1:1. .ull1 ">Cntc.:c
niT tullllltllrmalk'll. \.k1 ...,,\. hROChufl.·.lnd r........ ly.I1~ ln .. wnh:ur l.dL

TaU Free 1-800-255-0600 (in NH 1-800-255-(800)
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Sunday River
~A*.\
Cross ~ountry
~ . _,;h.
Ski Center

-"

~$.

Bethel, Maine

".. _One of the best areas for
beginning cross country skiers ... "
-Publisher of Cross Country Skier Magazine

Only 1 1/2 hours from Portland
Season Passes & Gift Certificates availab1e
For Information Contact

•.

-- 'StH'lllayRiver Inn &
.
Cross Country Ski Center t.6~
RID 2 Box 1688
t.
Bethel, ME 04217
-:--~:....
Tel. (207) 824-2410
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Call 1·800-323·6330
for Maine Ski Conditions
Courtesy of the

Maine
association
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The ski business has become a no-limit poker
game where the ante is a piece of mountain, where
everybody knows each other's hand, and where the
chips are quad chairs, trailside condos and snow
guns.
As the 1988-89 ski season unfolds, virtually every
major ski area in Maine and New Hampshire is in
some stage of Expansion:
• Sunday River in Bethel has expanded to a fifth
mountain peak, added another base lodge and built
36 more condos;
• Sugarloaf/l:SAin Carrabassett Valley has added
25 new acres of ski terrain with the East Mountain
and King Pine Bowl;
• The Pennsylvania-based Shawnee Group in
September purchased Pleasant Mountain in Bridgton, renamed it Shawnee Peak at Pleasant Mountain, and among other improvements has added
lights;
• Saddleback's 5- to 10-year, multi-faceted $37
million development plan is in the midst of the state
and federal re~latory processes;
• Loon, in Lmcoln, N.H., has added a $2.35 million, four-passenger gondola and expects to complete the final phase of its luxury Mountain Club on
Loon in Febrmuy;
• TheSatterCompanies purchased Bretton Woods
and a $2 million recreation center is scheduled to
open early next year;
• Even modest Mount Cranmore, celebrating its
SOthanniversarythis winter, has completed its threeyear capital improvement program, which has
brought mountamside condominiums to its west
sIOLI?ikee. pok er, th e ski b
'
"nfe Wit
. h rJS
. ks and
IS
usmess
reward. This season's capital improvement could
be next year's cash drain - or cash cow.
And also like poker, how the hand is played can be
more important than the hand itself.
As the ski areas ride the current ski boom into the
'90s, the amount of growth alone won't determine
who eventually succeeds, fails, or muddles alon~.
The deciding factor will be how well the growth IS
managed.

•

"When you talk about ski area development,"
said Rick Hodas, marketing director at Saddleback
in Rangeley, "you have to establish a baseline. And
the fact is that there have been no new ski areas in
Maine since 1962. And there have been no new ski
areas in New England since 1972. There just aren't
going to be any more new ski resorts.
, "The future of skiing," he said, "is in allowing
existing resorts to expand in economic- and envIronmental-sensitive ways."

a
•
•
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Maine until recently didn't seriously compete for
the New England ski dollar. As the heavy hitters in
Vermont (Killington, Stratton, Mount Snow) and
New Hampshire (Waterville Valley, Loon, Attitash)
muscled uE in the '80s, among Mame ski areas only
Sugarloaf/USA dared compete, and its reward was
a Chapter 11 declaration in March 1985.
Since 1984, however, Maine ski areas have responded to and benefitted from an increase in
demand that last winter saw the number of skier
days in the state top the million mark for the first
time, a 221 % increase in four years. During that
time, there has been a 33% increase in the number of
trails, a 160% increase in snowmaking coverage, a
52% increase in uphill cayacity (how many sKiers
can be transporteCi uphil per hour), and a 160%
increase in the number of on-slope beds. And
nobody's filing their blueprints or mothballing their
bulldozers.
"In this state, growth is driven by demand," said
Amy Richardson, marketin~ director for Shawnee
Peak at Pleasant Mountain, , and Maineas a ski state
is taking off. The state is making a commitment to
promotmg winter tourism, so Maine is beginning to
be discovered as a skiing state."
Demand is the fuel for ski-area growth, but if
capitalizing on the demand were simrly a matter of
cutting trails and erecting lifts, there d be more ski
areas in northern New England than factory outlets
in Freeport.
Sunday River has become a key player not only in
Maine but also in New England through shrewd
growth management. It has parlayed a "Guaranteed Learn-to-Ski" program and aggressive onmountain and base-area expansion into an operation that now encompasses five mountain peaks, 56
trails and 3,500 condominium beds.
"In 1982," said Wende Gray, director of market-

ing at Sunday River, "there were a total of 600 beds
within 25 miles of the mountain. There are a million
people in Maine, and you're certainly not going to
survive on a million people. If we wanted to grow
and be able to offer the best skier services, we
needed beds to become a destination area."
The "Guaranteed Learn-to-Ski" program was
instituted, Gray said, "to create new SKiers. In effect,
we've created our own market, and that has fueled
our growth."
Because its growth has been managed effectively,
"our company is profitable," said Gray. "Our being
successful is because we've been sharp business operators. This has allowed us to divert profits from
our real estate and put the money back into the
mountain, instead ofcovering real-estate shortfalls
from our operating expenses."
As its market expanded, Sunday River built condominiums, and as i t attracted more overnight skiers
it expanded its skiing terrain. It sounds liKe a foolproof, follow-the-steps formula, but if expansion
ISn't executed in sound, financially-responsible
steps, the result can be ruin.
"If you spend $5 million every y:ear on J,0ur
mountain," explained Saddleback's Hodas, 'you
force the issue of needing more and more skiers
every year. By upping the ante, you force yourself
into needing a lot more people to make the whole
thing work."

•

At one time Sugarloaf was the undisputed leader
among Maine mountains, but problems arose when
it put more emphasis on creating beds than prOviding for skiers.
"We hadalotof ski terrain and a lot of lift capacity,

Sunday River photo
Quad cbairs are tbe newest nreansfor increasing

upbtll capacity at ski areas.

but our problem was we couldn't sleep enough
people. Management got away from taking care of
the skier," saia Nancy Marshcill, Sugarloafs director of communications. "Now, the focus is entirely
on upgrading the skiing product. The Sugarloaf
Mountain Corporation runs the ski operation and
does the managing and renting for a good part of the
beds on-mountain, but it does not cleverop or sell
condos or vacation homes. We're notin the business
of real estate anymore.
"As we got back to taking care of the skier, we felt
the key was adding uphill capacity. The mistake
some mountains have made is tbey've added uphill
capacity and not downhill capaoty. So instead of
waiting in a lift line, you're waiting at the top to go
down. With what we've done this year (adding two
high-speed quad chairs, replacing a T-bar with a
double chair and creating 25 acres of new terrain),
what we're promoting is the lowest skier-per-acre
ratio in the East."
Going with your strengths is Marketing 101. But
the growth plans at Shawnee Peak and Saddleback
are founded just as much on recognizing their limitations.
"You can't try to sell what you don't have," said
Shawnee's Amy Richardson. ''This mountain is
never going to grow in size. Sugarloaf is always
~oing to have more terrain. All we want to be is an
mtimate, family-oriented ski area, and while doing
that we'll see if there's room for growth."
For Shawnee Peak, growth this year isn't measured by trails or acreage, but in lift hours. With 60%
of its terrain now illuminated, Shawnee Peak is
open to 10 p.m. daily.
"Right from when we first became interested in
buying the mountain, in my mind it was very important that it be lit and lit to the extent it is,' said
Bob Moyer, president of Shawnee Mountain Inc.
''What also was appealing was the proximity to
Portland and a lot of day-trippers.
"The night skiing gives us the flexibility we need
to sell our ski school to schools during the week and
to attract groups at night. And we're the only
mountain tbat can offer night skiing of substance
when you get to the intermediate or more trained
skier. That should be a big plus for us, especially
being only 15 miles away from the North Conway
area and ItS lar~e sleeping base.
"Our emphaSIS is going to be on teaching people
how to ski and the beginning skier," said Moyer.
From there, "we've got to get an operating season
under our belt and tben we'll plan acconfingly. If
we find we require more terrain or lift capacity for
our beginner or teaching programs, we'd then

emphaSize that. For this year, we're going to try
daily to monitor skier needs."
Pick up an atlas and ,-ou'll know all about
Saddleback's limitations: it s closer to Montreal and
Quebec City than Boston and the 1-93 ski crowd.
Sure, an Interstate nearby would be convenient,
''but in a lot of eyes," said Rick Hodas, "the advantage we offer is all the things we don't have: it's not
overdeveloped, there's not a million of this and
that," said Rick Hodas. "The general area still is a
possession of Mother Nature, not man."
But don't think Saddleback still is waiting for
either electricity or indoor plumbing. Its $37 million
development p'lans calls for four new chairlifts,
seven new trails, five significant trails widenings,
additional snowmaking, an expanded base lodge
and 300-500 additional mountam homes.
"Our physical location dictates that we're never
going to have a lot of day-trippers," said Hodas.
'We don't have millions of people within a twohour drive. We need people Monday through Friday .
"We're not trying to become a high-volume resort, butwe know we need to have more beds for the
size of mountain we are. Our goal is to maintain a
comfortable relationship betwee)l. bed-base and
mountain capacity."
SaddlebacK and the Rangeley area long has been
a favored summer vacation spot. "And all we're
trying to do is catch up to summer," said Hodas.
"Right now, skiing is the minority partner in recreation in this area."
But whereas most ski areas need to convince only
their accountant that expansion is a good idea,
Saddleback must also convince the National Park
Service. That's eecause the Appalachian Trail crosses
Saddleback property, and according to the Park
SerVice, Sadaleback's proposed expansion would
further infringe II Ron the fiiking experience it seeks
to protect. The Park Service wants to purchase land
along the exposed, twin summits of Saddleback
Mountain, which would prevent Saddleback from
running trails and lifts to the ridgeline. Public hearings were held in August, and Saddleback awai.ts
the decision of the Maine Land Use Regulatory
Commission, the first step in the regulatory process.
''Working with the National Park Service is an
exercise, definitely, but we feel very optimistic,"
said Hodas. "Out of a $37 million plan, there are
specific objections to just three as.{'ects: the top
terminals of the two uppermost chalrlifts and one
specific ski trail. They feel both are much too close to
the hiking experience.
"Our goal is a little different from other people's.
We feel we have something special and unique. We
don't want people coming here thinking they're
going to find another Killington, or another Sugar[oaf for that matter. If we beCome another crammed
resort, I don't think we'll have been successful."
Loon Mountain, which is surrounded by the White
Mountain National Forest at the western end of the
Kancamagus Trail in Lincoln, N.H., faces similar
roadblocks.
By 1984 Loon was New Hampshire's largest and
most visited ski area. Every year since also nas been
a record-breaker seasons, even with a limited ticket
sales policy, and last year Loon experienced 21
sellouts.
Now Loon wants to expand onto its adjacent
South Peak as part of a 10- to 15-year program that
could eventually double its daily capacity and ski
terrain. But not one tree will fall until state and

federal agencies give their blessing.
''We're on public land, so everything we do is
overseen by the Forest Service," said Ted Sutton,
Loon's envIronmental coordinator officer. "It's not
that they're difficult to work with. But when our
capacity is strained, as it is now, we find ourselves
in a very difficult situation; we can't provide the
quality of skiing experience that we'd like."
Loon already nas sunk half a million dollars into
the necessary impact statements, even though
apI'roval for the project won't come until June 19"89
at the earliest, if at all. Sutton likens the process to
"I'oker and roulette all mixed together."
Ski areas entirely on private land don't face such
obstacles. Sunday River,according to Gray, recently
purchased 4,000 acres on the backside of North
Peak, "so in theory, our development could go on
forever." Sugaloaf, said Marshall, "has nowhere
near reached its limit" on expansion. And "though
it's not part of our plans," said Hodas, "there is more
potential skiing terrain on Saddleback-owned land."

•

So for now, anyway, the expansionist mode among
Maine and New Hampshire mountains continues.
And as long as skier demand keep' filling the beds
and feeding to the lifts, there will be no lack of
players at tne poker table waiting to up the ante on
an ever-swelling pot.
Gary Santaniello is the publisher of Casco Bay Weekly. He
has been skiing for 10 years, and his next correctly executed turn
will be his first.
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You know how to get
down the mountain ... Let
Yankee Ford get up it.
•
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December
,Jan. 10.12: Sugarloaf of Schuss March 1: Annual Inter-Mountain Race
Dec. 2-3: Nestle/Ski Card Promotion Downhill Race at Sugarloaf/USA.
at Lost Valley.
at Mount Abram; racing tips with US Ski ,Jan. 13: Twilite Ski until 4 am at Lost March 1·31: Spring Break at Mount
Team coach, dance party.
Valley.
Abram; $10 mid-week tickets all month,
Dec. 2-4: Ski Instructors' Clinic at ,Jan. 16: Martin Luther King Day at picnic site on top of mountain every ...-------c
Lost Valley.
Mount Abram; ski free today if you sunny weekend.
Dec. 10.11: Demo Days at Sugar- bought a ticket for Jan. 14 and 15.
March 4: Ski Club Championships
loaf/USA.
,Jan. 17.21: Rand Stowell Downhill for youth and adults at Saddleback.
Dec. 11: Jack Frost Ski Shop Demo Race at Sugarloaf/USA.
March 4·5: Kids Ski Weekend at
Day at Mount Abram; try out Elan, K-2, ,Jan. 20: National Learn-to-Ski-Free Saddleback; fun races, contests.
and Rossignol skis free.
Day at all mountains.
March 4·5: 6th Annual Mardi Gras at:
Dec. 16: Opening Day at Lost Valley. ,Jan. 23.27: White, White World Week Sunday River.
December 1988
Dec. 17: Christmas Party & Canned at Sugarloaf/USA; week-long winter March 5: Ragged Mountain Ski Club
Volume 1, Number 1
Food Drive at Sugarloaf/USA; caroling, camival featuring fireworks, torchlight Family Day Race at Camden Snow Bowl.
sleigh rides, $10 lift tickets, fireworks parade, $10 lift tickets, fashion shows, March 5·10: New Brunswick VacaGary Santaniello
publisher
and torchlight parade.
broom hockey tournament and more. tion Week at Sunday River.
Dec. 17: Opening Day at Camden ,Jan. 27: Twilite Ski until 4 am at Lost March 6·10: New Brunswick Ski
Monte Paulsen
Snow Bowl.
Valley.
Week at Saddleback.
editor
Dec. 17.18: Ski with Santa at Sad-. ,Jan. 28: National Telemark Work- March 11: Bud Ski cup at Shawnee
Marg Watts
dleback Ski Area.
shop & Recreational Challenge Series Peak/Pleasant Mountain; recreational
advertising manager
Dec. 17.18: Two-Day Race Camp at at Shawnee Peak/Pleasant Mountain. dual slalom with pro bumps.
Garry Young
Mount Abram; early-season training for ,Jan. 28.29: Family Ski Weekend at March 11·12: Sled Dog . Races in
Kat. Halpert
racers age 8-18.
Saddleback; races, contests, activities Rangeley.
display advertising
. Dec. 24: Stuffed Stocking Day at and prizes.
March 11·12: Bacardi Weekend at
Ann Sltomer
Mount Abram; ski today or Dec. 26 and ,Jan. 29.31: Special Olympics at Sunday River.
production!layout
get lift ticket for Christ(T1as Day free.
Sugarloaf/USA; competition in nordic ~arch 12: Tele":lark Competition at
Dec. 25: Ski with Santa at Sunday and alQine skiing, tobogganing, snow- Big Squaw Mountain.
Bob Bettencourt
River.
shoein and skating. Dog sled rides, March 12·13:FunWeekendatMount
design
Dec. 25: Ski with Santa at Shawnee sleigh rides torchlight parade and fire- Abram;costume parade, obstacle races,
Peak/Pleasant Mountain.
works.'
ski demos, cookout, torchlight parade
Entire contents © 1988
Dec. 26-30: Ragged Mountain Race
(rain date March 19-20).
by Mogul Media, Inc.
Camp at Camden Snow Bowl.
February
March 12·17: Nova Scotia Vacation
No portion may
Dec. 26-30: Holiday Week Celebra- Feb. 5.11: Western Mountains Win- Week at Sunday River.
be reproduced
tion at Mount Abram; Christmas pack- terWonderland Week at Sunday River. March 17·19: Jimmie Heuga Exby any means
without written
ages hidden on the slopes, new equip- Feb. 10: Twilite Ski until 4 am at Lost press at Sugarloaf/USA; fundraiser for
permission of the
ment races for the whole family.
Valley.
Multiple Sclerosis and the Jimmie Heuga
publisher.
Dec. 28: Colombo Kinder Cup for Feb.10.12:CanadianClubCelebrity Center in Vail, Colo.
ages 12 & under at Shawnee Peak/ Cup at Sugarloaf/USA; gala weekend March 17: Twilite Ski until 4 am at
Pleasant Mountain.
featuring celebrities from sports, poli- Lost Valley.
Dec. 29: Beginning of weekly Rec- tics, Hollywood, television.
March 18: Spring Fling Celebration/
reational Challenge Series (through Feb. 12: Country and Western Day at Molson Ski Challenge at Shawnee Peak/
March 4) at Shawnee Peak/Pleasant Camden Snow Bowl; costumes, races Pleasant Mountain.
and games.
March 18·19: WBLM Rites of Spring
Mountain;
Dec. 30: Twilite Ski until 4 am at Lost Feb. 14: Sweethearts Races-It Takes Celebration at Sunday River.
Valley.
Two at Shawnee Peak/Pleasant Moun- March 19: Projected closing date at
Dec. 31: New Year's Eve Gala with . tain.
Lost Valley.
Torchlight Parade at Sunday River.
Feb. 14: Valentine's Day at Mount March 2G-24: Nova Scotia and Prince
Hear Ye,
Abram; two tickets for the price of one, Edward Island Ski Week at SaddleHear Ski
free skiing for couple married the long- back.
danuary
The following radio and TV
,Jan. 1: 1989 Champagne Cup Race est, couple with best matching cos- March 25·26: Easter Weekend at
tumes.
Sunday
River;
mountaintop
sunrise
stations
provide their listenat Sunday River.
ers with current ski condition
Feb.
16·18:
Maine
State
High
School
service,
egg
hunt
for
kids.
,Jan. 1: New Year's Day Race at Big
nformation through the Ski
Class B Alpine anp Cross-Country March 26: .Easter ~estivities at SadSquaw Mountain.
.
~aine Association radio netdleback; sunnse services at the Coun,Jan. 1: New Year's Resolution at Championships at Saddleback.
r.-or1<. The information is called
Feb.
17.19:
Winter
Carnival
at
Black
try Club Inn; egg hunt at Saddleback,
n by the mountains daily and
Mount Abram; awards for most vertical
Mountain.
costume
parade
and
barbeque
.
flssembled
by the Ski Maine
.,)eet by age group.
~sociation. Reports run reg.JFeb.
22:
Kinder
Cup
Race
for
12
and
March
26:
Easter
Sunday
at
Sug~r
,Jan. 2-31: January White Sale at
arty Tuesday through Sun·
Mount Abram; buy any two mid-week underatShawnee Peak/Pleasant Moun- loaf/USA; egg hunt, parade, sunnse
[jay on the following radio and
tain.
services.
days for $19.89.
TV stations.
Bath
,Jan. 5-6: Eastern Pro Ski Instructors Feb. 22:The Real Washington's BirthApril
WJTO-AM
(730)
at
Mount
Abram;
ski
free
if
you
day
of America Clinic at Saddleback.
April 1 : April Fool's Weekend at Mount
Gorham
,Jan. 7: Youth Ski League Intro/Rec.- bought tickets for Feb. 20 and 21 .
Abram; ski all weekend for $30, lifts
WJBQ-AM (1590)
reational Racing Series at Shawnee Feb. 23: Storybook Days at Shawnee open until 4:30 pm.
Portland
Peak/Pleasant Mountain; ski with your April 1: April Fool's Day Races at Big
Peak/Pleasant Mountain.
WGAN·AM (560)
,Jan. 7·Feb. 11: Sunday Challenge favorite storybook characters, scaven- Squaw Mountain.
WWGT-AM (1440)
WMGX-FM (93.1)
Cup/Citizen Alpine Races every Sun- ger hunt, and more.
April 1·2: 7th Annual Bronco Buster
WWGT-FM (97.9)
Feb. 24: Twilite Ski until 4 am at Lost Ski Challenge at Saddleback; ski the
day at Black Mountain.
WTHT-FM (102.9)
,...~- ,Jan. 7: Snowboard Clinic at Big Squaw Valley.
Bronco Buster Ski Trail from top to botWPXT-TV (Channel 51)
Mountain.
tom without stopping orfaliiAg and win a
Saco
,Jan. 7: Junior Race Program for 9
WHYR·FM (95.9)
3-consecutive-day ski pass.
Scarborough
consecutive Saturday mornings begins
April 3·16: 2nd Annual Banana
WPKN-FM
(106.3)
at Mount Abram.
Season at Saddle back; $12 lift tickets,
,Jan. 9: Adult and Junior Racing Probarbeques.
gram begins at Lost Valley.
April 16: Swan Song Shadow Slalom
,Jan. 10: Michelob Light Town Chalat Saddleback; no gates, no time, just
lenge at Shawnee Peak/Pleasant
chasing your shadow, for ages 21 and
Mountain; weekly (except Feb. 21)
up, champagne atthe finish. Lastschedthrough March 7.
uled day of skiing.
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Portland
Rec. Dept.' S
Winter Ski
Prograllls
The Portland Recreation Department sponsors the following ski pro-

wams . <?aIl874-8793 (Ted Musgrave, program coordinator) for more
information and registration forms.
Learn To Ski

At Lost Valley - This program is designed for the younger skiier
and les~n levels range from beginner to expert. Ski rentals available'
InstructIOn by Lost Valley Ski School. Transportation by Maine Line'
Tours.
The program runs Wednesday nights (3:30 pm·8:30 pm) Jan 11Feb. ~? and March 1 (7 trips) . It includes an hour lesson with one 'hour
of ~kllng (5-6 pm, 6-7 pm). Cost is $128 ($82 if not renting). Nonresidents add $5. For grades 2-8. Pick·up and drop·off points at King &
Lyman Moore schools. Registration deadline Dec. 27.
At. Shawnee Peak at Pleasant Mountain - This program is
deSigned ~or the teen ~kier, and lesson levels range from beginner to
expert. Ski r.entals a~atlable. Instruction by Shawnee Peak Ski School
Transportation prOVided by Maine Line Tours.
.
~he program runs Friday nights (4 pm-l 0 pm), Jan. 6·Feb. 17 (7 trips)
It Incl~des an hour I.esson with two hours of skiing (5:30·6:30 pm, 6:30
pm·8.30 pm). Cost Is$125 ($100 if not renting). Non-residents add $5
F?r grades 6-12. Pi~-up .and drop·off points at Reiche, King and
RIVerton schools. RegistratIOn deadline Dec. 16.

ALL TIME
FULL WHEEL
DRIVE

MANY TO
CHOOSE FROM!

"Let Yankee Ford Make A Shrewd Car Buyer Out Of You!"

165 Waterman Drive, South Portland

799·5591

ski & sports shop
South Portland

sun Ice

Cr~~s.cou~t~ Lessons - For children age 12 and up, and adults.
BasIC Inst~ctton IS offered at Riverside Goit Course.
Classes Will be held on 3 consecutive Saturdays, January, 7.14-21,9
am-11 am, taught by Eastern Mountain Sports. Ski rentals are available
th~ugh EM~. Cost is $10 for residents, $15 for non-residents. Regis.
tratlOn deadhne Dec. 28.

Recreation Ski
Morning Ski at Shawnee Peak at Pleasant Mountain- This
program is deSigned for youngsters and teens who have mastered
som~ of the techniques of skiing. Ski rentals available. Transportation
prOVided by Maine Line Tours.
The progra~ will be held from 7 am-3 pm, Jan. 7·Feb. 18, and March
~ (8 tr!ps). It Includ~s 4 hours of skiing (9 am-1 pm). Cost is $11 0 ($150
if r~ntlng). N~n-resldents add $5. For grades 2-12. Pick-up and drop-off
polnt~ at ReIChe, Nathan Clifford and Riverton schools. Registration
deadhne Dec. 27.
~y Trip to Shawnee Peak at Pleasant Mountain - A day of
skIIng for youth. Price includes bus far and lunch. Ski rentals available
for $5 more. Transportation provided by Maine Line Tours .
The program will be h~ld from 7 am·6 pm (skiing from 9 am·4 pm)
Tues~ay, Jan . .17. Cost IS $16.50. For grades 2-12. Pick·up and drop·
off po~nts ~t ReIChe, Nathan Clifford and Riverton schools . Registration
deadhne IS Jan. 3.

Ev-:ning S~i at Shawnee Peak at Pleasant Mountain - An
evening o~ skllng.for adults. Program options include 1 trip or a 3·trip
package, If there IS enough interest. It includes a 2 1/2 hour ski rentals
($5 each trip) and a 1-hour lesson.
'
The program will be heldfrom~pm-11 :30 pm (skiing from 7:30-1 0 pm)
Mondays, Jan. 9-16-23. Cost IS $13 for 1 trip ($23 with rental and
les~on), $35 ($60 with rentals and lesson) for 3-trip package. Nonres.'dents ~dd $5. F?r ages 18 and up. Pick-up and drop·off points at
Reiche, King and Riverton schools. Registration deadline Dec. 30.

Clinics

FREE Ski Shuttle
Monday through Friday·nonholiday"
Begin~ing Monday, December 12,1988 through the end of March, pick up

Will be at 8 a.~. atj0rri0Des in South Portland. The shuttle will
leave l'undayr!Y!.f Qll~1 Ihe lifts close at 4 p.m. All seats are available
on a first come, first serve basis by signing up in the lOelOnes
South Portland store.
(J - ij-

/oelo..~.s!!
(J ~

Western Ave.
So. Portland, ME
(207) 761·1961

A

J'unday 'iY~r
_._--

•

Freestyle CIi~ic - This 2-day clinic,taught by 1986 North American
Freest¥le ~hamplon Geoff Stump, will instruct youngsters in the basics
of tx:glnntng freestyle and mogul jumping. The clinic's first day will
consist .of classroom training; the second day will be held on the
mountain.
The program is ~orages 12-18 (intermediate level and up). Cost is $10
($13 for non·resident), and registration is limited. It will be held Saturday,. Jan: 7 from 6-7 pm and Sunday, Jan. 8 from 9 am-12 pm.
RegistratIOn deadline is Dec. 27.
Snowboarding De~nstration and Clinic - This 2-day clinic,
taught by P?rt Sports'.w.III.ln~truct youngsters in the basic of beginning
snowboarding. T~e chnlC s first day will consist of classroom training;
the second day ~III be h~ld on the mountain. Each youngsterwill get use
of a board and mstructlOn for 1 hour.
Th.e pr'?9ra.m!s ~or ages .9.18. Cost is $3 ($5 for non-residents), and
registration IS hmited. It Will be held Saturday, Jan. 7 from 7-8 pm and
SUnday, Jan. 8 from 11 am-4 pm. Registration deadline is Dec. 27.
Part~ipation in Portland Rec's ski programs and clincis is at individual'''
own nsk.
'
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Names that tend to go fast...
The thrill of cuffing an edge
on a hot pair of new skis!

December
Dec. 1·3: Chase VISA Ski Week
at Wildcat; Ski Card International
members ski for $5.
Dec. 1·4: Eastern Men's &
Women's Pro Opener at Waterville
Valley; slalom and giant slalom
racing head-to-head.
Dec. 1-4: Lathrop Ski & Race
Camp at Attitash; intensive 4-day
race clinic with instruction from world• class racers. Also, Dec. 15-18, Jan.
4-7,Jan. 8-13,Jan.19-22, Feb. 5-8,
Feb. 9-12, and Feb. 20-25.
Dec. 3: Demo Day at Attitash; ski,
boot and binding manufacturers will
provide new equipment to test.
Dec. 7·8: North American Championship Series at Attitash; U.S.
Women's Ski Team vs. European
and Canadian teams in giant slalom.
Dec. 9·11: Nestle Ski Weekend
at Wildcat; samples and special
ticket discounts to skiers with Nestle
. chocolate wrappers.
Dec. 10: Ski Party at Wildcat;
bring a gift for a needy child and get
a discounted lift ticket.
Dec. 11·14: 70+ Ski Club at Waterville Valley; for alpine and nordic
skiers 70 and over.
Dec. 12·16: Josef Jung's Race
Camp at Waterville Valley; 5-day
.-,.. race camp staffed by ski school director Josef Jung and American and
European certified coaches; Also,
Jan. 9-13, Jan. 16-20, and Jan. 2327.
Dec. 12·18: Holiday Food Drive
at Waterville Valley; ski for $10 midweek, $12 weekends by donating
can of food; Grand celebration Dec.
18.
Dec. 14·18: Nestle/Ski Card Festival at Mount Cranmore.
1 :.--'
Dec. 17·18: Learn-to-Ski-Freein-New Hampshire Weekend.
Dec. 24-31: Christmas at Mount
Cranmore; activities throughout the
week.
Dec. 26-30: Christmas Week at
Wildcat; NASTAR races and SKlwee
Kids Programs daily.
Dec. 31: Herbert Schneider Dual
Slalom race at Mount Cranmore.

Jan. 21·22: InEfependence Weekend at Loon; special races, games
for kids, fireworks and torchlight
parade open to all.
Jan. 21·22: NestlefSki Card Days
at Tenney Mountain.
.Jan. 23·27: Mademoiselle of the
Mountain Week at Waterville Valley; week of promotions for women.
Also, College Winterfest Ski Week.
Jan. 25: Armed ForcesChalienge
Races at Waterville Valley; also,
other events for military personnel.
Jan. 28: Ski Challenge Fun Slalom Obstacle Race at Bretton
Woods.
.Jan. 29: Annual Race To Beat
Cancer fund-raiser at Black Mountain.

February

Feb. 11: Blessing of the Skis, Celebrity Race, Masters Slalom at
Mount Cranmore.
Feb. 12: 3rd Annual Sweetheart
Race at Tenney.
Feb. 12:. Grand Marnier Chef's
Race at Waterville Valley; for the
finest and fastest amateur skiing
chefs in New England.
Feb. 12: Masters Giant Slalom at
Mount Cranmore.
Feb. 12: Heineken Mixed Doubles
sweethearts race at Wildcat; prizes
and party, teams of one man and
one woman over 21.
Feb. 14: Kahlua Sweetheart Slalom Fun Couples Race at Bretton
Woods.
Feb. 18·19: Instructors Training
Course at Wildcat; learn basic instruction and improve technique
(also Feb. 25-26, March 4-5).
Feb. 20: 3rd Annual Cherry Pie
Open at Tenney.
Feb. 20: Polaroid Family Challenge at Mount Cranmore .
Feb. 20·24: Family Vacation
Week at Wildcat; family vacation
activity each day.
Feb. 20·24: Kids Week at Mount
Cranmore; games, contests, races,
prizes, ski lessons and more.
Feb. 25: Fun for Life at Wildcat;
benefit team event for Dana Farber
Cancer Institute combi ni ng giant slalom racing, bumps, obstacle race,
prizes, barbeque lunch.
Feb. 26: Sadie Hawkins Day celebration at Mount Cranmore.
Feb. 26: 2nd Annual Snowboard
Bash at Tenney.
Feb. 26: 7th Annual Triathlon at
Waterville Valley; 4-mile run, 7-km
cross-country race and alpine giant
slalom. Also, 1st Waterville Valley
Snowboarding Championship.

Feb. 2·5: US Pro Tour race at
Loon; top professional male racers
in the world compete in head-tohead format.
Feb. 3: Ski Card International/
Chase Visa Day at Attitash; dual
NASTAR race and apres-ski party.
Feb. 4·11 : 50th AnniversaryWeek
at Mount Cranmore; Feb. 4: Schneider Cup Race, Vintage Ski Attire
Race, Mt. Rushmore Flag Raising
and 10th Mountain Division demonstration, torchlight parade and fireworks.
Feb. 5: Gibson Trophy Race at
Mount Cranmore; also, unveiling of
Hannes Schneider sculpture.
Feb. 5: Side Cup Giant Slalom at
Attitash.
Feb. 6 and 8: Classic Ski Films
Program at Mount Cranmore.
Feb. 7: Austria Day at Mount
Cranmore; food, costumes and
races.
Feb. 9: Highlights of Hannes
Schneider's 1930 Japan tour/Professional Ski Instructors of America
demonstration at Mount Cranmore.
March
Feb. 10: Masters Downhill race at
March
2-5:
Governor's Ski InvitaMount Cranmore.
Feb. 10·12: 18th Annual Rose- tional at Waterville Valley; benefit
forthe Christa McAuliffe Sabbatical
mary Bowl at Waterville Valley; frees·
Fund.
tyle competition.
March 3·5: Wildcat Challenge
Feb. 11: Molson Ski Challenge at
Cup at Wildcat; pro-style dual slaAttitash; zany, fu n ski race complete
lom for amateurs; men's and
with limbo bars and palm trees.
January
women's
classes; merchandise
Feb. 11: Sise Cup Masters Sla.Jan. 1: 3rd Annual Hangover Cup lom at Wildcat.
prizes, party.
at Tenney.
.Jan. 5·7: Nevada Telemark SeHot Deals
ries at Mount Cranmore.
Mondays
Other Specials
.Jan. 7·14: Winterfest '89 in Mount
Cannon: half-price with lift ticket from Sugarloaf: Dec. 17 $10 lift tickets with
Washington Valley; citizen ski races,
previous day from any New Hampshire ski donation of canned goods; Dec. 25 ski
snow sculptures, ice skating parties
area.
free if buy lift ticket for Dec. 24 or Dec. 26;
and other celebrations of the rites of
Jan. 23-27 $10 lift tickets.
Tuesdays
winter.
Mount Abram: Jan. 2-31 buy any 2 midMount Abram: 2for 1 (except holidays). week lift tickets for $19.89; Jan. 16 ski free
.Jan. 8: Jack Frost Festival at TenMount Cranmore: buy 1 lift ticket, buddy if buy lift tickets for Jan. 14 and 15; Feb. 22
ney; races and special events for
gets lift ticket for half price (except holi- ski free if buy lift tickets for Feb. 20 and 21 ;
adults and children.
March 1-31 $10 weekdays at Mount
days).
.Jan. 14·15: Polaroid Family
Gunstock: 2 for 1 (except Dec. 27) .
Abram.
Weekend at Mount Cranmore.
Saddleback: April 3-16 $12 lift tickets.
Cannon: 2 for 1.
.Jan. 16-20: College Winterfest
Wednesdays
Ski Week at Waterville Valley.
Dec. 17·18: Learn-to-Ski-Free in New
Gunstock:
2 for 1 (except Dec. 28).
.Jan. 20: Learn-to-Ski-Free-inHampshire.
New Hampshire Day.
Thursdays
Mount Abram: $10 lift tickets (except
.Jan•.20: National Leam-To-Ski-Free Day.
holidays).
Mount Cranmore: buy 1 lift ticket, buddy
gets lift ticket for haH price (except holidays) .

March 4: 3rd Annual Brewster
Bear Picnic Basket Contest at Tenney; chicken barbeque on the deck.
Also, 2nd Annual Pro-Am New
England Snowboard Cup.
March 6·8: New Hampshire Special Olympics at Bretton Woods .
March 10: Michelob Light Challenge at Attitash; a fun, amateur slalom for two-person teams with over
$1000 in prizes.
March 13·17: Never Too Old To
Ski Week at Mount Cranmore; halfprice lessons, lifts and rentals, vintage attire race, party and more for
ages 50 and up.
March 17: Red Parka Pub Challenge Cup at Attitash; dual slalom
recreational race over pro-style
bumps.
March 17: St. Patty's Day Pub
Crawl at Waterville Valley.
March 17: St. Patty's Shamrock
Cup/Lucky Shamrock Hunt at Tenney.
March 18: Mitey Mite's Winter
Carnival at Waterville Valley; racing, obstacle courses and competitions for ages 6-9.
March 18: 2nd Annual Spring
Fling at Tenney; special events,
including the"Jello Jump" in which
competitors dive into a vat of jello for
marbles.
March 19: Ranger Mite Fun Festival at Waterville Valley; recreational ski day and racing events for
ages 5-12,
March 24: Jimmie Heuga USA
Express at Attitash; three-person
teams compete in ski marathon to
raise funds forfighti ng Mu Itiple Sclerosis the Jimmie Heuga Center in
Vail, Colo.
March 24·April 1: 8th Annual
Homecoming Special at Balsams/
Wilderness; fun and festivities for all
previous overnight guests of The
Balsams.
March 25: Jose Cuervo Games
of Winter at Waterville Valley. Also,
Bob Smith Memorial Race, a recreational giant slalom for ages 14
and under.
March 25·26: Annual Spring
Fling at Loon; unusual and fun
events, including outdoor barbecue,
Loon Egg Hunt for kids, and the
Cardboard Box Derby .
March 26: Easter Celebration at
Tenney, Waterville Valley .
March 27·28: Men's NOR-AM
Giant Slalom at Loon; top men racers from around the world.
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Feel the heat of hot, fluorescent
colors, stripes and neons!

December
Dec. 5: l.l. Bean, Casco St., Freeport - Off-track
Skiing Clinic, 7:30 pm-8 :30 pm.·1-800-341-4341.
Dec. 12: l.l. Bean, Casco St., Freeport - Winter
Picnicking Clinic, 7:30 pm-8 :30 pm. 1-800-341-4341 .
Dec. 17·18: Saddleback Ski Nordic X-C Center,
Rangeley - Ski with Santa. 864-5671 .
Dec. 19: l.l. Bean, Casco St., Freeport - Performance and Citizen Racing Waxing Clinic, 7:30 pm8:30 pm. 1-800-341-4341 .
Dec. 24: Saddleback Ski Nordic X-C Center,
Rangeley - Ski with Santa. 864-5671 .
Dec. 28: Chisholm Ski Club, Rumford - Maxiglide
Super Series Race: FIS-sanctioned internation~1
cross-country classical race, 7.7 km for women, 15
km for men, with international team representation.
364-7064.
Dec. 30: CarrabasseH Valley Ski Touring CenterMaxiglide Super Series Race: FIS-sanctioned international cross-country freestyle race, with international team representation. Start time 11 :30 am. 2372205.

.January

A

t the Shed you'll find
ski products with the
reputation for fun and lots of
excitement. Names that tend to go
fast and are proven In top competiffion. Bright colors and great
graphiCS, clothing that is fun and
functional with waterproof, breathable fabrics and ultra warm, light
insulation.
But most important,
you'll find people who live -10 ski
and want to help you love skiing as
much as we do. After' 7 years in
the business, we know what you
want In a ski store.

.Jan. 1: Carter's Farm X-C Ski Center, Oxford - 5th
Annual Carter's Last Stand: 11 am start for traditional,1 pm start for skating (each 5 km), $8 entryfee.
539-4848.
.Jan. 4: Carter's Farm X-C Ski Center, Oxford Starting day for Oxford Hills Youth X-C Ski Program.
539-4848.
.Jan. 7: Snorada Ski Touring Center, Auburn Snorada Cup: 15 km freestyle X-C ski race, start time
10 am, $10 entry fee. 782-6602.
.Jan. 7·8: Carter's Farm X-C Ski Center, Oxford ...
Carter's X-C ski lessons begin and continue every
Saturday and Sunday at 11 am through March 12.
539-4848.
.Jan 8: Saddleback Ski Nordic X-C Center, Rangeley - Ski Nordic 15 km Citizens X-C race, 1 pm start
time. 864-5671 .
.Jan. 14: Carrabassett Valley SkiTouring CenterSki Skating Clinic: 10 am-11 :30 am, registration 8-10
am, $10 fee. 237-2205.
.Jan. 14: Troll Valley X-C Ski Center, Farmington
- Loki Loppett: FIS series, 10 km & 15 km. 778-2830.
Jan. 15: Carter's Farm X-C Ski Center, Oxford3rd Annual Oxford Hills Rotary 5 km Skiathon: start
time 11 am, entry fee $6.50. 539-4848.
.Jan. 15: Christmas Tree Farm Ski Touring Center,
Skowhegan - Bill Koch League Race: Classical
style, 3.5 km & 5.5 km, noon start time. 474-2859.
.Jan. 15: Christmas Tree Farm Ski Touring Center,
Skowhegan- Timex Skiathon. 474-2859 ~

.Jan. 20: Sunday River X-C Ski Center, Bethel;
$addleback Ski Nordic X-C Center, Rangeley - Free
Learn-to-Ski Day.
.Jan. 21: Ben-Loch Farm Touring Center, Dixmont
-4th Annual Ben-Loch Farm21 km Race: 10amstart •
time, $7 entry fee. 257-4768.
.Jan. 22: Sunday River X-C Ski Center, BethelC Demo Day Day, ski equipment vans and free trials.
824-2410.
"an. 22: Bethel Inn Ski Touring Center, Bethel Bethel Inn Scandinavian Tour: men 10 km, women 5
km.824-2175.
Jan. 22: Titcomb Mountain Nordic Area, Farming·
ton - Northern Lights-Classic 10 km: start time 2 pm,
$8 entry fee. 778-6566.
~an. 28: Sunday River X-C Ski Center, Bethel Gourmet Ski Festival: Celebration of Skiing and
Eating: A progressive picnic on skis. 824-2410.
Jan. 30: Carrabassett Valley Ski Touring CenterMaine Special Olympics: Time trials 8:30 am-3 pm.
237-2205.
Jan. 31: Carrabasselt Valley Ski Touring CenterMaine Special Olympics: Finals. 237-2205 .
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Member Areas
Ben-Loch Ski Touring Center, Dixmont, 257-4768;
Bethel Inn Ski Touring Center, Bethel, 824-2175; The
Birches Touring Center, Rockwood, 534-7305; Carrabassett Valley Touring Center, Carrabasselt, 2372205; Carter's Farm Cross-Country Ski Center,
Oxford, 539-4848; Christmas Tree Farm Ski Touring
Center, Skowhegan, 474-2859; Harris Farm CrossCountry Ski Center, Dayton, 499-2678; Hermon
Meadow Ski Touring Center, near Bangor, 8483741; Holley Farm Resort, Farmington, 778-4869;
Mountain View Touring Center, Greenville, 695-2272;
Natanis Cross-Country Ski Trails, Augusta, 6226533; Saddleback Ski Nordic Center, Rangeley, 8645671; Samoset Ski Touring Center, Rockport, 5942511; Sunday River Cross-Country Ski Center, Bethel, 824-2410; Troll Valley Cross-Country Ski Center, Farmington, 778-3656; Titcomb Mountain Nordic
Area, Farmington, 778-9031.
The Maine Nordic Ski Council offers a "Gold Pass
Program," a season pass booklet entitling the bearer
to ski at each of the 16 member areas six times
apiece, 96 times in all. The pass also is transferable.
For more information call Jane Coombs or Erik Maurer
at the Maine Nordic Ski Council at 236-2299, or write
the Maine Nordic Ski CounCil, 21 Elm Street, Box
639, Camden, ME 04843.

Appalachian Mountain Club
315 Marginal Way, Portland
Fort Andros Mall, Brunswick
Lost
Slci Arec:i, Auburn

1988-89 Schedule of Events
The Northern New England headquarters of the Appalachian Mountain Club is the Pinkham Notch Camp
on Route 16 in Gorham, NH. Its lodge provides lodging, meals, and information to hikers and skiers
throughout the year. For reservations and workshop information, please call or write: Workshop Secretary,
Appalachian Mountain Club, PO Box 298, Gorham, NH, 603-466-2721.

December
Dec. 3: Telemark Instructors Training; telemark
skiing and teaching methods for professional and
amateur skiers; $65 for members, $70 for nonmembers.
Dec. 3-4: Photographing the Natural World; workshop will cover cold-weather photography and the
use of natural light; $55 for members, $60 for nonmembers.
Dec. 9-11: The Art of Storytelling; participants will
learn, create, prepare and finally present a story; $55
. for members, $60 for non-members.
Dec. 26-Jan.1: Winter Mountaineering School; a
full range of fIIiner mountaineering experiences in the
Adirondack and White Mountains in 3 sections. $100
and $200; for applicationlinformation, send SASE
with 3 first-class stamps to Winter School AMC, 5 Joy
St., Boston, MA 02108.

April
April 1: Ski Card International
Beach Party at Loon; fun race, mogul
challenge, snowvolleyball, cookout,
open to all.
April 1·2: Annual Governor
Adams Cup Race at Loon; race open
to all, plus race for serious amateurs.
April 2: 18th Annual Old Man of
the Mountains at Attitash; a fun,
easy event for skiers 40 and over
using a handicapped scoring system . .

Maine Nordic Ski Council

January

Next Issue:
January 1989
Publication Date:
January 12,1989

.Jan. 6-8: Winter Camping Workshop; for the individual who has mastered 3-season camping, basic
winter hiking and snowshoeing skills.; $70 for members, $75 for non-members.
.Jan. 7·8: Learning About Winter; a 2-day workshop discovering and exploring the ways of winter.
Various activities from animal tracking to a winter star
walk; $50 for members, $55 for non-members.

.Jan. 14-15: Winter Safety I Course; designed to
introduce the 3-season hiker to winter mountain
safety skills; $50 for members, $55 for non-members.
.Jan. 15-20: Guided Hut to Hut Trek; a week-long
adventure visiting winter huts by ski and showshoe;
$195 for members, $215 for non-members.
.Jan. 21·22: Introductory Ski Touring; introduces
novices and beginners to the basics of cross-country;
$50 for members, $55 for non-members.
.Jan. 21.22: Snowshoe Bushwack; learn to safely
explore the winter woods off-trail with map and
compass on snowshoes; $50 for members, $55 for
non-members.
.Jan. 22.27: Winter Ecology Timberline Seminar;
investigates snow, ice, intense cold, and inclement
weather, and factors that challenge northern organisms; $275 for members, $295 for non-members.
.Jan. 27·29: Winter Camping; a workshop for individuals who have mastered the 3-season camping,
acquired winter skills and yearn to put it all together
during a winter weekend in the White Mou ntains; $70
for members, $75 for non-members.
Jan. 28-29: Ski Festival; a weekend of ski activities including lessons, guided tours, demonstrations
and lectures to introduce beginners to the sport, fine
tune advanced skills or be educated on the latest in
cross-(:ountry ski equipment; $50 for members, $55
for non-members.
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